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Abstract

This dissertation comprises three chapters that each contain an independent study on the domestic labor

market effects of offshoring from a high-wage source country, namely Germany. The first chapter includes

an estimation of the domestic wage effects of offshoring to either low-wage Eastern Europe or high-wage

Western Europe. The data are derived from input-output tables, administrative worker accounts, and

from a survey on job tasks. Using a Mincer-type wage equation, the study shows that offshoring has

substantially different wage effects with respect to the destination region of the offshoring activity and

with respect to the complexity of task profiles of the affected jobs. While offshoring to the West puts

pressure on the wages of complex jobs and increases the wages of simple jobs, offshoring to the East

entails the opposite effect. The second chapter explores the onshore employment effects of German firms

that conduct foreign direct investment (FDI) in the Czech Republic, a country with substantially lower

average wages. The results derive from the use of rich administrative records on the universe of employees

in these multinational enterprises (MNEs). Applying coarsened exact matching for firms and an event-

study design, the results exhibit that the domestic employment growth of MNEs decreases relative to

that of non-MNEs and that the worst affected are those with low or medium educational attainment in

the manufacturing sector and with medium or high educational attainment in the service sector. The

study in the third chapter uses the same dataset and adds detailed task information to the workers’

occupations (such as managing, producing, or legal tasks). It is therefore able to provide insights into

the changed task demand of German MNEs after their FDI in the Czech Republic. Methodologically, an

enhanced matching procedure exploits lasso logit regressions to estimate the firms’ propensity of FDI.

It thereby shows that high task intensities of managing, administration, and labor legislation play a

major role in firms engaging in international expansions in the near future. After matching, a difference-

in-differences approach reveals the onshore demand changes of specific tasks after the FDI. Relative to

non-MNEs, MNEs increase their intensities of typical headquarter activities such as managing, analyzing,

and negotiating. In manufacturing MNEs, the estimates further reveal a reduction in typical production

tasks such as monitoring, producing, and measuring, while service MNEs reduce typical service tasks

such as informing, medical tasks, and repairing.
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German Version: Zusammenfassung

In der Dissertation werden die Effekte von Offshoring auf dem Arbeitsmarkt eines Hochlohnlandes unter-

sucht. Sie beinhaltet drei Kapitel, die jeweils eine unabhängige Studie am Beispiel Deutschland umfassen.

Im ersten Kapitel werden die heimischen Lohneffekte von Offshoring untersucht. Dabei wird der Produk-

tionsfaktor Arbeit nach der Komplexität seines Aufgabenspektrums unterschieden und Offshoring je nach

Lohnniveau des Ziellandes eingeteilt. Letzteres geschieht am Beispiel Westeuropas für Hochlohnländer

und am Beispiel der Visegard-Länder bzw. Osteuropa für Niedriglohnländer. In den Lohnregressionen

nach Mincer können so die heterogenen Effekte von Offshoring geschätzt werden. Die dafür notwendigen

Daten stammen aus verschiedenen Quellen, wie Input-Output-Tabellen (zu mehreren Ländern), Arbeits-

marktdaten der Bundesagentur für Arbeit sowie Umfragedaten zu den Aufgaben im Job. Die Ergebnisse

weisen darauf hin, dass Offshoring nach Westeuropa zu relativen Lohngewinnen für eher wenig kom-

plexe Jobs in Deutschland führt, während der Lohn komplexer Jobs negativ beeinflusst wird. Offshoring

nach Osteuropa hingegen hat genau die entgegengesetzten Lohneffekte. Zudem wird in diesem Kapi-

tel gezeigt, dass Offshoring nach Westeuropa zu einer arbeitsintensiveren Produktion und Offshoring

nach Osteuropa zu einer kapitalintensiveren Produktion führt. Das zweite Kapitel konzentriert sich auf

die ausländischen Direktinvestitionen (FDI) deutscher Unternehmen in Tschechien. Es wird analysiert

wie sich die Beschäftigung verändert, wenn multinationale Unternehmen Zugang zu “Niedriglohnarbeit”

erhalten. Bei Verwendung des Coarsened Exact Matching für Unternehmen und eines Event-Study-

Ansatzes ergibt sich, dass das inländische Beschäftigungswachstum von multinationalen Unternehmen

im Vergleich zu nicht-multinationalen Unternehmen abnimmt. Das betrifft im verarbeitenden Gewerbe

vor allem Beschäftigte mit niedrigem oder mittlerem Bildungsabschluss und im Dienstleistungssektor

Beschäftigte mit mittlerem oder hohem Bildungsniveau. Das dritte Kapitel basiert auf dem gleichen

Datensatz (wie das zweite Kapitel), um die Auswirkungen von FDI auf bestimmte Tätigkeiten (organ-

isieren, messen, etc.) zu schätzen. Dafür wird eine neue Methode entwickelt, die Propensity Scores für

FDI-Entscheidungen mithilfe von Lasso-Logit-Regressionen schätzt. Dabei wird auch gezeigt, dass Un-

ternehmen mit einem eher juristischen Tätigkeitsspektrum oder viel Management- bzw. organisatorischen

Aufgaben eher zu FDI neigen. Nach einem Matching-Verfahren der Propensity Scores von Unternehmen,

werden in einem Difference-in-Differences-Ansatz die heimischen Nachfrageverschiebungen bestimmter

Aufgaben untersucht, nachdem eine FDI getätigt wurde. Multinationale Unternehmen erhöhen typische

Aktivitäten eines Unternehmenssitz, wie managen, analysieren oder verhandeln, relativ zu ihren nicht-

multinationalen Konkurrenten. Im verarbeitenden Gewerbe reduzieren sie zudem typische Aufgaben

der Produktion wie das Überwachen von Maschinen, Herstellen oder Messen. Im Servicesektor wer-

den hingegen typische Servicetätigkeiten reduziert, wie z.B. das Beraten/Informieren, Reparieren sowie

medizinische Tätigkeiten.
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Introduction

In recent decades, globalization has remained a controversial topic in the political debate. In particular,

offshoring production and foreign activities by multinational enterprises (MNEs) have attracted opposi-

tion, which usually depicts these phenomena as a unilateral transfer of production possibilities to other

countries. This loss would then result in a harmful displacement of domestic workers or lower wages.

Consequently, the critics call for policies to impede cross-border production or MNE activities.1,2

Restoring protectionism, however, seems to likewise be a poor solution since substantial welfare gains

accrue from trade liberalization and economic integration across borders due to knowledge spillovers, in-

centives to innovate, lower customer prices, etc. Among these gains, productivity enhancements are of

particular importance since they enable firms to increase labor demand for jobs that perform comple-

mentary tasks to offshore activities (e.g., Goos et al., 2014; Harrison and McMillan, 2011; Becker et al.,

2013).

These various and counteracting effects of offshoring on the domestic labor market highlight the

complexity of this topic, which—paired with the vast scope of respective political measures—has led

to a large and expanding body of economic literature (see the seminal work by Grossman and Rossi-

Hansberg, 2008 on the ambiguous effects and literature reviews on the labor market effects of international

integration by Crinò, 2009; Pflüger et al., 2013; Hummels et al., 2018).

In this dissertation, I disentangle the effects of the above phenomena and identify the heterogeneous

labor demand effects of offshoring with respect to their relevant determinants. These include, for example,

the trade partners’ relative factor prices or finer categories of the broadly defined term of labor (e.g.,

by skills, occupations, or tasks). The empirical evidence thereby responds to questions such as which

domestic workers are the winners or losers from expanding international value chains? Does the effect

depend on a worker’s level of education, or is a job’s task profile the relevant determinant? What are the

specific tasks that increase or decrease after firms gain access to labor inputs in low-wage countries? In

answering these questions, I use labor market data from administrative processes in the German social

1In this dissertation, I define offshoring as the relocation of production abroad, regardless of whether this happens within
(i.e., to foreign affiliates) or outside (i.e., to foreign suppliers) the boundaries of a firm.

2Empirically, there is agreement that offshoring to low-wage countries decreases the domestic labor demand of some
types of workers (e.g., Feenstra and Hanson, 1996; Crino, 2010; Baumgarten et al., 2013; Hummels et al., 2014; Eppinger,
2019). Dustmann et al. (2014) shows that even the mere threat of offshoring could adversely affect the bargaining position
of labor unions and lower the domestic wages of workers who can be substituted by foreign production.
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security system.

I chose to focus on the German labor market due to its outstanding relevance for the topic. First,

Germany is very well integrated in the world economy, ranking continuously among the largest exporters

and importers. Second, the German administrative labor market data of the Institute for Employment

Research (IAB) are exceptionally rich and high in quality. Third, the country was affected not only

by technological innovations that reduced trade costs but also by major political developments that

abolished trade barriers. One key event was the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989, which removed the

boundary between the Western trade bloc and a highly educated—though low-paid—labor force in the

former socialist Central and Eastern European Countries (CEECs). It also transformed Germany from

a peripheral border region into a new European center. Furthermore, the Maastricht treaties, beginning

in 1992, deepened European integration by establishing the European Union (EU, as successor of the

European Communities) and introducing the rules of a monetary union. In 1995, the World Trade

Organization (WTO) was founded. Concerning Germany’s offshoring destinations, the most important

WTO members were the CEECs and, from 2001 onward, China. Many CEECs further joined the EU in

2004, followed by other (South-)Eastern European countries.

More recently, political measures that foster economic integration have become less frequent and/or

substantial. In addition to economic separation events such as the exit of Great Britain from the EU,

the most recent multilateral trade round of the WTO in Doha has not yet archived any agreement after

almost 20 years of negotiations. Instead, trade barriers have been abolished by some bilateral trade or

investment agreements.3 However, even these treaties face strong opposition in the Western Hemisphere,

as revealed by the failed negotiations of the trade agreement between the US and the EU, namely, the

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). One reason for the political pushback against

new agreements is protectionists’ argument that past welfare gains from free trade were not sufficiently

redistributed to compensate its losers in the labor market. The outcome of this dissertation is, hence,

of high relevance for policy makers since it illustrates the target groups for the redistribution of welfare

gains from trade.

To give a brief overview on the structure and content, the dissertation consists of three chapters

that each cover a research paper with an independent contribution to the existing literature. Chapter 1

begins with a global perspective and analyzes offshoring to high- and low-income partner countries with

respect to wage changes for different types of labor in Germany. Since its outcomes depend on all of these

determinants, it illustrates well the heterogeneity of the labor market effects of offshoring. Then, after

having described the impact on the price of labor, Chapters 2 and 3 identify the changes in the domestic

quantity of labor in terms of employment or specific task intensities. These studies focus on offshoring to

a low-income country and draw on data for German MNEs that set up affiliates in the Czech Republic.

Firms’ expansion enables these MNEs to hire workers, or source tasks, from the Czech labor force at

3The most important recent trade and/or investment agreements of the EU are with China, Great Britain, New Zealand,
Australia, Mexico, Mercosur, Japan, Canada, Vietnam, and Singapore.

2



Introduction

relatively low costs. Consequently, MNEs’ labor demand in the home country adjusts to the additional

low-wage labor supply more quickly than that of nonmultinational competitors. I exploit this variation

in the adjustment time between firms to investigate the effects of offshoring to a low-wage country on

different types of labor.

The first chapter, The Wage Effects of Offshoring to the East and West: Evidence from the German

Labor Market, adds to the underexplored topic of offshoring among high-income countries. In this paper,

I analyze how offshoring, measured by imported inputs from the (World) Input-Output Tables, promotes

domestic wage adjustments toward the price of labor in the country of the trade partner. Specifically, I

investigate how German wages are differently affected by offshoring manufacturing production to either

low-wage CEECs or high-wage Western European countries in the late 1990s and 2000s. The outcomes

further reveal that wage effects depend not only on the offshoring destination but also on the type of

job in Germany. I thereby use survey data to distinguish jobs by the complexity of their task profiles,

which is defined by the versatility of different tasks. For example, representatives of complex jobs include

mathematicians, physicists, engineers, and managers, while jobs on the lower end of the distribution of

task complexity include rubber makers, tobacco preparers, and assembly workers.

The methodology comprises a Mincer-type wage equation and draws on an identification strategy

similar to the one specified by Autor et al. (2013), who apply shift-share Bartik instruments of the supply

from the offshoring destination to other high-income countries.4 In this paper, I adjust them for several

offshoring destinations and for the occupation level, as in Ebenstein et al. (2014). The results show that

offshoring to the CEECs increases the wages of complex jobs, while jobs with a less complex task profile

suffer strong wage losses. Remarkably, the wage effects reverse for offshoring to the EU15 countries. Here,

the relative wages of jobs with complex task profiles suffer and wages of low-complexity jobs gain.

To shed more light on the labor demand side, I also conduct analyses on the evolution of offshoring

(to either the EU15 or CEECs) and the shares of job complexity or other plant-level outcome variables

such as the capital per worker, number of employees, revenue, etc. The emerging pattern of correlations

is striking insofar as it provides relatively explicit suggestive evidence that manufacturing production

becomes more labor intensive if offshoring to the EU15 increases and more capital intensive if offshoring

to the CEECs increases. In summary, the paper highlights various counteracting effects of internationally

expanding value chains on domestic labor. It becomes clear that imported inputs substitute a certain type

of worker while complementing other types of labor. Moreover, these substituting and complementary

forces are not generalizable to globalization overall but depend on the increased integration with certain

trading partners (e.g., increases wage inequality due to offshoring to low-wage countries). Policy makers

in high-income countries could thus react to rising wage inequality not only with the redistribution of

wealth from the gains of trade but also with the expansion of trade with other high-income countries

(e.g., TTIP).

4The instrument was first designed by Bartik (1991) and then popularized in Blanchard et al. (1992).
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The second chapter, Foreign Direct Investment and Onshore Employment Dynamics: Evidence from

German Firms with Affiliates in the Czech Republic, addresses the flip side of labor demand changes in

a high-income country, namely, the employment effects after trade integration. The paper considers only

one destination region, which is a low-wage country. Specifically, it describes how German MNEs adjust

their onshore workforce after they conduct foreign direct investment (FDI) in the Czech Republic.5 This

work—and the research question in particular—is based on a former IAB discussion paper by Schäffler and

Moritz (2018), who applied a dynamic panel model to identify the employment effects of FDI with respect

to skill groups.6 Given the great amount of initial work conducted—especially the preparation of IAB-

ReLOC dataset—I would like to note that this study is joint work with Johannes Schäffler and Michael

Moritz. I added, among other changes, improvements to the data preparation and a novel empirical

strategy that mitigates concerns about the causality of the estimated effect due to the selectivity of

FDI-conducting firms and simultaneity.

The paper adds to the existing literature by including small and medium-sized companies that have

not been included in former works due to reporting thresholds regarding the firms’ balance sheets. It also

covers a longer time horizon than most of the prior works on Germany as it analyzes firm dynamics over

two decades (until 2009). Additionally, our novel methodology has not been applied in the context of

offshoring. We use a specific algorithm that is based on a coarsened exact matching approach to obtain

control firms that are similar to MNEs in many different firm characteristics.7 We then estimate the

growth differences between MNEs and non-MNEs in an event study design.

The results show the dynamics of onshore employment growth of German MNEs relative to non-

MNEs. After FDI to the Czech Republic, MNEs’ onshore growth slackens for up to six years and the

effects are particularly strong in the manufacturing sector. Since the average number of plants per

manufacturing firm also decreases, we assume that FDI comes along with plant closures and is largely

efficiency seeking, meaning firms expand to the Czech Republic to benefit from the relative abundance of

labor (and, consequently, the price of labor). The analysis regarding different skill groups in the onshore

division of the MNEs shows that the most adversely affected types of labor are low- or medium-skilled

workers. For high-skilled workers, in contrast, there is a spike in the growth path exactly in the year of

investment. We interpret this latter finding as an extended recruitment of managers or people who cope

with the international organization of the firm. I provide evidence for this interpretation in Chapter 3.

A similar pattern emerges for service firms. That is, the negative growth effects of MNEs relative to

non-MNEs become visible with a time lag of approximately three years after FDI and remain for up to

four years. The affected groups, however, differ with respect to their skill level. In fact, we find decreases

5The studies in Chapter 2 and 3 do not distinguish the FDI by its motives, such as being efficiency seeking (vertical) or
market seeking (horizontal). Instead, I always assume a complex integration strategy (mixture of both motives), which has
also been shown by Yeaple (2003). The FDI, hence, always contains attributes of offshoring as well.

6My contribution to this dissertation encompasses essentially all differences between the version in Chapter 2 and
the discussion paper. This includes an improved data preparation process, a new methodology, and unique findings and
outcomes.

7In contrast to a propensity-score approach which matches firms with respect to their propensities to conduct FDI, but
not with respect to various firm characteristics (see King and Nielsen, 2019).
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only for medium-skilled workers. The growth rates of low- or high-skilled workers also have negative

tendencies, but the effects are not robust to variants in the model specification. We assume that, on the

one hand, service firms’ FDI tends to aim at market-seeking motives and, on the other hand, the type of

affected labor is more nuanced as tasks rather than skills determine the substitutability. I explore these

assumptions thoroughly in the subsequent chapter.

The third chapter, Foreign Direct Investment and Onshore Task Composition: Evidence from Ger-

man Firms with Affiliates in the Czech Republic, is joint work with Mathilde Le Moigne, a PhD student

at Princeton University who I met during my research stay hosted by Gene Grossman.8 In this research

project, we explore how MNEs’ FDI to a low-wage country shifts demand for single tasks, which we

consider to be a very nuanced type of labor (e.g., medical, legal, measuring, and consulting). In addition

to this distinction of labor by tasks, the contribution of this work is the improvement of existing matching

approaches with machine learning tools and the exploitation of rich administrative data from the IAB (as

in Chapter 2) that includes German MNEs that establish or acquire affiliates in the Czech Republic. The

latter is worth mentioning because, thus far, compositional effects in detailed task classifications have, to

the best of our knowledge, never been analyzed using firm-level data. In this paper, however, we observe

the international activities of firms. This disaggregated level of the data facilitates a thorough exploration

of the labor demand effects, especially in the service sector, for which estimates in other studies tend to

be inconclusive.

Methodologically, we develop a matching procedure that uses lasso logit estimates and cross-validations

to minimize the (mean squared) prediction error of firms’ propensities to invest in the Czech Republic.9

The first results from the lasso logit approach provide insights on strong predictors of FDI, including

which task intensities come along with a high propensity for international firm expansion. We find that

legal, management and organizational tasks correlate positively with the decision to invest abroad. These

are all tasks that facilitate FDI or international coordination within firms.

Using the sample of firm pairs with similar likelihoods to conduct FDI, we then estimate difference-

in-differences (DiD) models to analyze how task demand changes after FDI. The outcomes of the DiD

models show that onshore task intensities of management, organization, negotiation, or analysis increase

in German firms after their investment in the Czech Republic. Further task shifts are sector specific. In

manufacturing MNEs, we find reductions in low-wage production and manual task intensities and relative

growth in the demand for high-wage tasks such as math, finance, or the use of computer software. In

service MNEs, we find task recompositions that are very heterogeneous regarding the type of task. These

include repairing or measuring as well as medical tasks of nursing assistants or laboratory assistants, as

well as informing or consulting tasks.

8I am indebted to Nikolaus Wolf for enabling this experience with the trade department of Princeton University. It
included many fruitful discussions and led to vast research findings in this dissertation.

9Note that in this project, we choose the propensity score matching approach since we match on a broad array of
different tasks and firm characteristics. With these many matching variables, an alternative approach such as coarsened
exact matching would suffer the curse of high dimensionality.
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We also compare existing task and offshorability measures with our DiD estimates of actual re-

compositions of task sets. From a rank correlation exercise, we refer to the highest overlaps of actual

recompositions in response to FDI with a routine manual and routine noninteractive task index. Off-

shorability, in contrast, seems to describe different phenomena. Its correlations with actual FDI responses

are essentially zero or negative.

The outcomes highlight the importance of a suitable distinction of labor when estimating the het-

erogeneous effects of offshoring. It also has an important political implication, since changes in the task

demand put pressure on associated wages and/or lead to unemployment. Policy makers could mitigate

these negative effects by adjusting the supply of specific types of labor through fostering (occupational)

retraining.

The remainder of this dissertation proceeds with the three independent research papers organized

by separate chapters. In the beginning of each of these chapters, I present a short abstract of the

corresponding research paper. The appendices are also organized per paper and follow at the end of each

chapter. The bibliography is consolidated for the whole dissertation and provided at the end of the thesis.
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Chapter 1

The Wage Effects of
Offshoring to the East and West

Evidence from the German Labor Market

Abstract This paper analyzes the labor market effects of offshoring in a high-wage home country and
how these effects crucially depend on (1) job complexity and (2) the characteristics of the destination
country. It thereby links several sources: rich administrative data on individuals and plants in the Ger-
man manufacturing industries, information on a job’s task bundle, and the evolution of imported inputs
from low- or high-wage destinations, which are represented by Eastern and Western Europe, respectively.
Offshoring to these origins has opposing effects on German wages with respect to the relative task com-
plexity of jobs: While offshoring to the West puts pressure on the wages of complex jobs and increases
the wages of simple jobs, offshoring to the East entails the opposite effect. The overall effect adds up to
a 4.2 percent increase in wages for jobs with high complexity, while low-complexity jobs see a 3.9 percent
decrease in wages.

JEL Classification F15 · F16 · J31

Keywords Offshoring · Tasks · Trade · Fragmentation · Wages · Globalization
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1.1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The most recent wave of globalization has broadly been driven by fostering international value chains

and increasing trade in intermediate goods (Johnson and Noguera, 2017). Lower transport costs and

new information technology have enabled industries to divide the manufacturing process into multiple

parts, each of which fabricates a tradable output. Consequently, some production steps are offshored to

benefit from international price differences. Specifically, relatively labor-intensive parts are moved to low-

wage countries, whereas human capital-intensive inputs are manufactured in high-wage countries (e.g.,

Carluccio et al., 2019). The resulting international value chain exploits comparative advantages through

greater specialization in particular sets of tasks in source and destination countries. For the domestic

labor market, this development emphasizes two counteracting forces. On the one hand, importing inputs

substitutes for tasks formerly performed by domestic workers and thus places pressure on their wages.

On the other hand, it also reduces an industry’s costs and boosts its productivity. Therefore, the indus-

try’s output expands, which, in turn, increases the demand for the remaining tasks in more specialized

production and raises associated wages (Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008, 2012). In essence, any

analysis of labor effects needs to consider the tasks substituted by imported inputs and the tasks that

are allocated to complementary production.

Assuming that high-wage countries are skill abundant and specialize in particular human capital-

intensive goods, offshoring to these countries has different effects in terms of job substitution than off-

shoring to low-wage countries. Motivated by a steep increase in historically small trade flows (Figure 1.1,

or Krugman 2000), these effects have been the subject of fruitful discussion in recent decades. The liter-

ature has largely reached consensus that when not considering the characteristics of offshore production,

offshoring lowers the relative demand for onshore workers without a college degree or for jobs with routine

task profiles (e.g., Feenstra and Hanson, 1996; Becker et al., 2013; Baumgarten et al., 2013; Ebenstein

et al., 2014; Hummels et al., 2014; Dauth, Findeisen and Suedekum, 2021).10 Disagreement persists

about the effects of offshored labor that is human capital intensive, which is particularly surprising since

the bulk of offshoring is between high-income countries and this type of trade has increased dramatically

(Figure 1.1). While Hummels et al. (2014, p. 1618 ff.) find a negative impact of offshoring to high-income

countries on the Danish wages of low-skilled workers or routine jobs, Ebenstein et al. (2014, p. 588) reveal

a positive wage impact on routine jobs in the US. Additionally, Mion and Zhu (2013) provide evidence

from Belgian firms showing that imports from OECD countries negatively impact these firms’ share of

highly educated workers.

These studies show that it is essential to distinguish the type of labor in onshore and offshore (the

type/origin of imported inputs) production when estimating the heterogeneous impact of offshoring on

wages. In earlier studies, onshore labor has been distinguished by a worker’s education, whereas more

10Related literature that does not distinguish either the type of affected labor or the type of imported inputs includes
Moser et al. (2015) and Eppinger (2019), who focuses on the service sector. Beyond these examples, I refer to Hummels
et al. (2018) for a comprehensive overview of the large body of literature on offshoring and labor markets.
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Figure 1.1: Offshoring Intensity by Destination Region in German Manufacturing
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Source: I-O Tables of the Federal Statistical Office of Germany (Fachserie 18, Reihe 2, Years: 1996 - 2007) and WIOT (2013),
Timmer et al. (2015).
Notes: Offshoring intensity in German manufacturing is defined as the ratio of imported, intra-industry inputs relative to
output. The left panel depicts region-specific offshoring from 1996 to 2007. The right panel displays the same shares less
their 1996 values. From 1996 to 2002, offshoring to Central and Eastern Europe and offshoring to Western Europe increased
by approximately 0.8 percentage points. As sudden access to CEECs also poses a supply shock from the perspective of
(other) Western European countries, the expansion of offshoring to Western Europe constitutes a remarkable increase.

contemporary works, such as Autor and Handel (2013), have shown that a job’s task profile is more

relevant when estimating wage compensation. Moreover, the task approach is used to distinguish labor

by the costs of moving the job offshore, a characteristic that Blinder (2009) calls offshorability. In a recent

contribution, Blinder and Krueger (2013) find that well-paid workers and college graduates tend to hold

jobs with higher offshorability and that they perform rather nonroutine tasks (e.g., mathematicians or

programmers who can directly transfer their output via the Internet). While offshorable jobs are indeed

prone to substitution with offshore labor (Goos et al., 2014), this vulnerability seems to be at odds with

the fact that they are also the main gainers in terms of wages (e.g., Baumgarten et al., 2013). It is

therefore doubtful whether the costs of moving a job offshore are the proper proxy for the manufacturing

industry. In this sector, virtually every job is offshorable, as its tasks create a tangible good that can

be sent to other regions (Blinder, 2006, p. 120). Consequently, the determining factor may again be

the countries’ comparative advantage in the production of goods that intensively require a specific set of

tasks or type of labor. Regarding the wage effect of offshoring, these task inputs will then determine the

substitutability of jobs.
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1.1 Introduction

The present paper closes the research gap in several regards. First, it adds to Baumgarten et al.

(2013) and distinguishes offshoring with respect to the income level of its destination to approximate the

human capital intensity in imported inputs. New stylized facts show that these imports have crucially dis-

tinct effects on factor intensity in production. Complex-task intensive industries offshore to high-income

countries and become less complex-task intensive over time, while the opposite is true for offshoring to

low-income countries. Second, this paper combines existing complexity indices by Becker et al. (2013)

and Brändle and Koch (2017), so that a single measure is able to distinguish groups of heterogeneous

labor that respond differently to the substituting and complementary forces of typical inputs from high-

or low-wage countries. Third, this paper sheds light on the underexplored topic on wage effects of off-

shoring to other high-income countries. Using an instrumental variable (IV) approach, this paper finds

that offshoring to high-income countries has negative wage effects for complex jobs, while it positively

affects wages for simple jobs. To accomplish this, I combine rich administrative data on workers in the

West German manufacturing sector during the 1995-2007 period with plant-level information, microlevel

data on tasks, and offshoring data from federal input-output tables. Connecting the latter source with

the World Input-Output Tables (WIOT) distinguishes offshoring destinations with respect to their in-

come levels and approximates the complexity-intensity of imported inputs. Thereby, the paper focuses

on Germany’s most prominent destinations for vertical integration and groups them into economically

relatively homogeneous units: the European Union in the late 1990s (EU15) and the Central and Eastern

European countries (CEECs).11 How offshoring to these destinations has evolved is depicted in Fig-

ure 1.1. It shows that offshoring to the EU15 exhibits substantially higher trade volumes than offshoring

to any other country group. From 1996 to 2007, the share of inputs from the EU15 relative to industry

output in Germany grew by 0.91 percentage points, or 25 percent of its initial value (Table 1.C.1 in the

appendix). The right panel emphasizes the increasing relevance of CEECs as offshoring destinations.

While this country group exhibits low initial values of economic integration with Germany, from 1996 to

2007, offshoring to these countries increased by 1.1 percentage points, or 318 percent.12

While the German goods market is characterized by large and growing trade volumes, the increase

in output demand did not immediately translate into growth of the labor market. In fact, the labor

market has instead been characterized by rather high rates of unemployment and wage polarization.13 It

seems that the evolution of trade comes along with a change in the demand for (or the marginal product

of) certain types of labor. I quantify these types of labor by an index of job complexity, which builds

on data from the micro-level German Qualification and Career Survey (BIBB-IAB work survey). This

survey combines a wide variety of job information about the versatility of tasks, performance requirements

(such as responsibility), and the required level of various skills and abilities (similar to Ottaviano et al.,

11The CEECs include the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia.
12There is substantially more intra-industry trade between Germany and CEECs than with other emerging economies

such as China (Figure 1.1, or Dauth et al., 2014, p. 1650 f.).
13The gap between high and low incomes remained fairly stable in the 1970s and 1980s. Starting in the 1990s, inequality

rose, which is especially attributable to developments at the lower end of the wage distribution (Dustmann et al., 2009;
Gernandt and Pfeiffer, 2007). Dustmann et al. (2014) argues that the credible threat of relocating German jobs to CEECs
led to higher rates of decentralized wage setting and the introduction of ”opening clauses” in industry-wide agreements (see
also Table 1.2). These changes led to flexibility in industrial relations and to wage moderation.
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Figure 1.2: Wage Divergence between Terciles of Job Complexity
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2013). Across manufacturing jobs, the index is not intended to approximate the costs of moving a specific

task set offshore (offshorabiliy); rather, it approximates the relative human capital intensity (e.g., skill,

knowledge, and abilities) imparted in production.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the divergence in average real wages for the terciles of the complexity distri-

bution. It reveals that income growth is unequally distributed and varies by job complexity. While the

wages of complex jobs rise by 13 percent, the compensation for intermediate jobs rises by approximately

8 percent, and wages of simple jobs increase by less than 5 percent.14

How offshoring impacts these changes in the price of occupational tasks is estimated using a Mincer-

type wage equation, at which wages are determined at the industry or occupation level. The estimating

model also includes worker-plant, occupation, and plant-year fixed effects to extract offshoring’s wage

impact within worker-plant matches while controlling for endogenous plant-specific shocks (e.g., the

exporter wage premium and new technology) of heterogeneous firms (e.g., Melitz, 2003) and asynchronous

offshoring decisions within industries.

Despite the multidimensional fixed effects, wages and offshoring remain endogenously determined.

That is, because offshoring not only affects wages but wages also affect the tendency to offshore. Such

reverse causality will bias the estimated coefficient of the actual impact of offshoring on wages. In the

analysis, I remedy these concerns by applying an IV regression, which extracts the exogenous variation in

the offshoring variables. The choice of instruments builds on Autor et al. (2013) or Hummels et al. (2014)

and includes time-varying and region-specific measures to suit the analysis with multiple trade partners.

14Note, however, that the overall divergence tends to be understated because censored top-income earners are not included.
For more detailed information on labor market developments, see Dustmann et al. (2009, 2014).
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Accordingly, it utilizes the intermediate goods export supply of Germany’s main offshoring destinations

to other high-income countries. In the presence of the numerous fixed effects, these instruments depict

an exogenous source of variation that is correlated with offshoring but independent of the wage-setting

process in Germany.

The results confirm that offshoring has heterogeneous wage effects for manufacturing jobs that differ

in complexity. Simple jobs benefit in terms of higher wage increases if domestic production expands the

use of inputs from high-wage countries (EU15), while the relative wages of complex jobs suffer. Conversely,

imported inputs from low-wage countries raise the wages of complex jobs but lower the wages of simple

jobs. The overall effect adds up to a 4.2 percent increase in wages for a job with high complexity, while

a low-complexity job sees a 3.9 percent decrease in wages.

Germany is an ideal case to explore these wage effects of region-specific offshoring after 1990. First,

the country is very representative because it is Europe’s largest economy. Second, it ranks among the

countries with the highest trade volumes worldwide and experienced a steep rise in input trade in the late

1990s and 2000s.15 Third, the fall of the Iron Curtain suddenly placed the country in a central position

between low-wage countries in the east, the CEECs, and an established trade bloc of high-wage countries

in the west, the EU15. Germany’s geographic position thus became optimal to exploit international price

differences within a short distance. Fourth, besides the short geographic distance, other features and

events were responsible for a short economic distance to the East and West. Eastward, offshoring to the

formerly separated CEECs was bolstered by their similar industrial and educational structures, as well as

a considerable number of German speaking workers (Winkler, 2010).16 Several political events reduced

trade costs further and enhanced the offshoring opportunities for German firms: In the early 1990s,

the CEECs signed association agreements with the EU, which vastly cut tariffs. Trade flows, however,

did not substantially increase until EU accession talks began in 1997. These negotiations endorsed the

market system and institutions of the newly established democracies and, hence, gradually stabilized

the investment climate. Moreover, it gave rise to the installation of foreign affiliates, even before these

countries entered the EU in 2004. With these firms bringing in new production technology from their

parent companies (Dustmann et al., 2014), the internal productivity and international competitiveness

of suppliers in the CEECs rose steeply, resulting in vast expansions of imports from those regions to

Germany. Westward, the EU politically reinforced the value chains among the EU15 countries. Beyond

the already existing advantages of a customs union, the EU suppressed internal nontariff barriers by

harmonizing regulations, laws, standards, and economic practices. European infrastructure projects and

the establishment of the Schengen Area in 1995 lowered the costs of transportation, e.g., through new

15Beginning in the late 1990s, Germany transformed its economy within ten years from high unemployment rates, relatively
low GDP growth rates, record budget deficits, and mass protest rallies into a highly competitive ”role model” economy
exhibiting better economic performance than most European countries, even in times of global economic crisis. Some
authors refer to this development as the rise ”From [the] Sick Man of Europe to Economic Superstar” (e.g., Dustmann
et al., 2014; Economist, 2004). German exports evolved very well, leading to substantial trade surpluses. In particular, the
share of German manufacturing goods in world exports increased to more than 10% in 2012.

16Poland and Hungary, for instance, practice the same focus on vocational training as Germany. Before the Iron Curtain
separated the CEECs and Germany, these countries shared a long history of trade (Dustmann et al., 2014, p. 182).
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cross-border roads or time savings due to the abandonment of border controls. Furthermore, in 1999,

the introduction of a common currency, the euro, abolished exchange rate fluctuations. Together, these

measures vastly reduced the costs of offshoring.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 1.2 presents the various datasets

employed in the analysis. Then, Section 1.3 introduces the theoretical framework and explains the

identification strategy for the empirical analysis. Section 1.4 compiles the results, which are checked for

robustness in Section 1.5. Finally, Section 1.6 concludes the work.

1.2 Data

This section introduces the various datasets employed in the analysis and provides summary information

on data construction and measurement. For details on the sampling procedure and data processing, I

refer to the appendix.

1.2.1 Linked Employer-Employee Data

I extract matched information on workers and plants from a longitudinal version of the Linked Employer-

Employee (LIAB MM 9308) dataset of the Institute for Employment Research (IAB).17 The LIAB has

important features for the analysis at hand. First, it is designed to provide a long time dimension with

many entries per employer, which is well suited to the objective of capturing unobserved heterogeneity

in plants or individuals through multidimensional fixed effects.

Second, the LIAB samples the most comprehensive dataset of workers in Germany, comprising the

universe of employees subject to social security (approximately 80 percent of the workforce). These data

are drawn from social security registers and contain worker characteristics, such as age, sex, education,

work experience, job tenure, occupation, occupational status (part-time, full-time, or apprentice workers),

and average daily wages during an employment spell. As stating incorrect information incurs a penalty,

the recorded wage data are very reliable. Above a contribution ceiling, however, wages are top-coded and

need to be imputed.

Third, the LIAB contains administrative data on plants, such as the number of employees, the lo-

cation, and the industry code. It is also possible to merge a subsample of the businesses with additional

information from an annually conducted survey, the IAB Establishment Panel (EP).18 In comprehen-

sive interviews, the plants’ managers provide precise information about the composition of the plant’s

workforce, revenues, investments, export share, and type of union coverage.19 Since I merge annual in-

17The Research Data Centre provides access to LIAB for noncommercial research by confidential on-site and remote data
access. See Heining et al. (2012) for a comprehensive overview of access possibilities.

18The sample is disproportionately stratified according to establishment size. Accordingly, large plants are oversampled,
whereas sampling within each cell is random.

19Some information is retrospectively reported in the survey. Thus, I forward impute those variables to obtain current
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formation on plants with worker data, which are available on a daily level, I restrict all observations to

yearly intervals to arrive at a consistent time scale.

Finally, one particular advantage of the LIAB is that occupational codes are classified according

to the similarity of tasks on the job (Bundesagentur für Arbeit, Statistik der, 1988). Since its scheme

KldB88 is identical to the classification in the BIBB-IAB work survey, it is possible to assess a job’s

typical complexity akin to the procedure developed by Autor et al. (2003).

1.2.2 Job Complexity Index

The job complexity index is intended to measure the heterogeneity of labor in the wage regression. By

focusing exclusively on manufacturing, in which virtually all jobs are offshorable, this concept is associated

with the comparative advantage in the production of goods and the regional specialization in particular

tasks.20

The combined index has several advantages. In addition to featuring relatively high correlations with

existing indices such as those developed by Spitz-Oener (2006), Baumgarten et al. (2013), Becker et al.

(2013), and Brändle and Koch (2017), it includes not only the intensity of one job characteristic (e.g.,

routineness) but also detailed information on a variety of tasks and requirements.21 By using a broad

set of information, it is feasible to extract the variation of 243 occupations, which produces a decisive

increase in the degrees of freedom in the subsequent analysis.

The data are drawn from the BIBB-IAB work surveys, which are jointly compiled by the Federal

Institute for Vocational Education and Training and the IAB.22 Approximately every six years, ran-

domly selected workers from the German labor force answer questions about their abilities, performance

requirements, professional qualifications and tasks on the job.23 I utilize the two cross-sectional waves of

1998/99 and 2006 since they lie within the sample period and refer to the same population as the LIAB.

Each wave covers 20,000 to 34,000 individuals.

Methodologically, the task complexity index is similar to Becker et al. (2013) and Ottaviano et al.

(2013), but it combines the categories of interactive and nonroutine tasks, and extends categories such

as job performance requirements and necessary abilities (as in Brändle and Koch, 2017). Table 1.B.2 in

values. Table 1.B.1 in the appendix gives a thorough overview of the data adjustments.
20The concept of offshorability renders jobs non-offshorable when their underlying tasks require geographic proximity

to consumers, which is inherent to the output of, e.g., taxi drivers, barbers, or construction workers. Conjointly, they
can be attributed to the real estate industry and intangible outputs in the service sector. The manufacturing sector,
however, comprises tangible outputs that are typically tradable. Consequently, in the context of offshoring the production
of intermediate goods, the entire sphere of tasks could be performed abroad as long as a downstream production stage
remains in the home country. This finding also implies that even some managers are susceptible to substitution by foreign
labor.

21Although Table 1.C.2 shows the similarity between complexity and the average skill level per occupation (from the
BIBB-IAB work survey), it is named complexity to distinguish it from individual worker characteristics such as the highest
degree attained (which is not recorded well in the LIAB).

22I consider the BIBB-IAB work surveys to describe the job characteristics of German workers better than, e.g., O*NET,
since they involve a sample from the same population as the LIAB and since it employs the same occupational classification
as the LIAB (no crosswalk required).

23Cross-sectional waves are available for the years 1979, 1985/86, 1991/92, 1998/99, 2006, 2012, and 2018.
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the appendix provides an overview of the various components.

In instancing interactive tasks or tasks that require many face-to-face interactions, cultural ties, or

interpersonal skills, it is difficult to evaluate the tasks individually because, for example, collaboration

with coworkers does not necessarily imply high complexity. Instead, various applications, such as dealing

with consumer preferences, the legal system, various languages, and face-to-face interactions, may better

approximate the human capital requirements of a job.

Furthermore, performing many nonrepetitive tasks that require customized problem-solving ability

is considered relatively complex. I assess nonroutine tasks based on whether young apprentices could

perform these tasks independently in their first week of work. Since the survey questions about tasks are

relatively broad, the nature of tasks may still vary substantially between occupations. The nonroutine

task “consult or inform”, for instance, features high affirmative response rates by telephone operators,

cashiers, auditors, and managers. Thus, the different kinds of seemingly identical tasks suggest a further

distinction.24

To approximate quality, I consider information on the requirements for job performance and on

certain skills or special/sensitive knowledge. Typically, the higher such requirements are, the more

they foster regional specialization within (high-wage) countries due to local knowledge spillovers, locally

concentrated experience in certain tasks, and external economies of scale (Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg,

2012).

Consequently, I combine the degree of interactivity and nonroutineness of the job and the level of

required abilities into a single complexity measure. To do so, I assign the responses of each wave to four

groups, which differ with respect to the scaling and style of the survey questions.

In the 1998/1999 wave, the first group consisted of polar questions about the use of 81 workplace

tools. Such tools range from machinery and diagnostic devices to computers, communication equipment,

means of transport, and software. Whenever a worker reports having used a tool that is associated with

a rather complex activity, this entry is marked. In the 2006 wave, the questions in the first group are

directly intended to capture the scope of nonroutine and interactive tasks. For example, workers state

how often they present something or how often they have to solve new or unforeseen problems. The

questions in the other three groups are similar in the two waves.

In the second group, the questions are intended to explore the frequency of 13 specific activities on

the job. These are described, for instance, as repairing, consulting, educating, analyzing, or producing.

The more frequently a worker performs any complex activity, such as consulting and educating, the higher

the respective value is.

The third group comprises questions on specific abilities or knowledge. This includes, for example,

any job that requires profound knowledge of the German legal system or high levels of English, German

24For example, the use of a telephone may be nonroutine for a manager but fairly codifiable in a call center.
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Table 1.1: The Ten Most and Least Complex Occupations in Manufacturing

Occupations (top → down) Complexity Occupations (lowest → up) Complexity

Physicists, physics engineers, mathematicians 1 Interior cleaning professionals 0.1468

Techn., vocational, factory instructors 0.9726 Machinery, container cleaners 0.2347

Entrepreneurs, directors, managers 0.9623 Rubber makers, processors 0.2707

Professional fire brigade 0.9525 Vehicle cleaners, servicers 0.2752

Chemists, chemical engineers 0.9312 Unskilled workers, roustabouts, helpers 0.2920

Manufacturing engineers, other 0.9292 Building laborers, building assistants 0.3289

Mechanical, motor engineers 0.9288 Pallet transporters, stockpickers, drivers 0.3368

Electrical engineers 0.9201 Tobacco preparers 0.3400

Engineers, other 0.9195 Upholsterers, mattress makers 0.3423

Economic and social scientists, statisticians 0.9089 Assistants for printing 0.3457

Notes: Table 1.1 presents the occupations in manufacturing with the ten highest and lowest values of the task complexity
index. Thereby, the left panel presents the occupations with the highest complexity ordered from top downwards. The
right panel displays the most simple jobs ordered from the bottom upwards.

or any other particular foreign language skill.

In the fourth group, workers answer questions about performance requirements on the job, e.g., the

frequency of having deadlines, whether mistakes lead to vast financial losses for the firm, or whether they

have to improve techniques or processes.

To establish the comparability of the BIBB-IAB work survey and the LIAB, I consider only employees

with social insurance who work more than 20 hours per week. For each of the eight task groups, I mark

all affirmations of complexity before I separately sum them up per individual. In a second step, I average

such sums over each 3-digit occupation. A higher mean indicates an occupation that 1) is more likely

to entail a larger number of different complex tasks, 2) spends a larger share of its working time on

the performance of complex tasks, and/or 3) requires higher knowledge, skills, or abilities for its task

set. Subsequently, I drop all occupations that encompass fewer than five individuals and normalize the

remaining values by dividing the occupation averages by the maximum value of all means. The outcome

is an index that ranges between zero and one for each of the eight groups.

I then separately sum up the four indexes per wave and normalize over all occupations to receive

a single index for each of the two survey years. In a final step, I take the frequency-weighted average

of the indices from the two waves (using the observations per occupation as weights) and obtain one

static index for the analysis. A high value of the index is associated with a high relative input of human

capital. While the simple combination of existing indices is an arguably arbitrary construction, it has

the advantage of considering many tasks (or task dimensions) that may be related to offshoring. Note

also that the resulting ranking of occupations is highly correlated with existing indices and the average

educational attainment per occupation (Table 1.C.2 in the appendix). To give insights of the resulting

order, Table 1.1 presents a list of occupations in manufacturing with the highest or lowest values of the

task complexity index.
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1.2.3 Offshoring Measure

The (industry- or occupation-level) offshoring measures are constructed in several steps. The starting

point is the ”narrow” definition of offshoring for manufacturing industries, as in Feenstra and Hanson

(1996, 1999). Its construction considers imported inputs that are produced in the same classification of

economic activity as the using industry (NACE/ISIC rev. 3).25 Hence, it contemplates firms’ productivity

decisions with respect to either producing those inputs or importing them.

The data are drawn from the input-output tables of the German Federal Statistical Office, which

is crucial for the analysis because it explicitly distinguishes between domestically and foreign-produced

inputs (see Winkler and Milberg, 2012, p. 40, for a discussion on this topic).26 For each two-digit

industry j, I utilize the ratio of inputs M that industry j imports from offshore industries of the same

classification j∗ relative to its gross output Y in year t:

OSjt =
M j∗

jt

Yjt
. (1.1)

Then, OSjt indicates the share of value added abroad that could, instead, be produced by the respective

domestic industry.27

The focus on intra-industry imports is based on the idea of trading comparable sets of tasks (labor

inputs). It is better suited for this analysis than alternatives such as affiliate employment or FDI, which

may affect workers in different industries than the FDI-conducting one. Specifically, increasing OSjt

always implies, on the one hand, that some domestic tasks are substituted by foreign factors and, on

the other hand, that other domestic tasks are complemented by foreign factors.28 The resulting effects

on the labor market depend on the respective tasks and it is essential to consider this dimension in the

estimation.

Other reasons favoring the intensity of intra-industry imports as a measure for offshoring are the

following: First, the effects of offshoring cannot be completely captured at the firm level, since, for

instance, within industries, the substitution of a domestic supplier by a foreign supplier may adversely

affect the demand for tasks at the domestic supplier, while it increases productivity and labor demand

at the processing firm. If the firms belong to different industries, the effect of offshoring is captured only

partially. Second, it highlights the difference between intra- and inter-industry trade. As intra-industry

25While the LIAB consistently denotes employers according to the industries in the NACE rev.1 classification, the input-
output tables of the German Federal Statistical Office from 1995 to 2007 follow the German classification of economic
activities 2003, which is harmonized with NACE Rev.1.1. Since substantial changes occurred at low levels of aggregation,
the differences between the two schemes are negligible at the two-digit level. The same applies to the correspondence
between NACE rev. 1.1 and ISIC rev. 3.1.

26The data are publicly available in the Fachserie 18, Reihe 2 compiled by the Federal Statistical Office. Compare this
source, for instance, to data from UN Comtrade, which do not explicitly distinguish between final and intermediate goods
and the respective using industries.

27Technically, Mj∗

jt comprises the diagonal in the input-output table of imports.
28Even if new firms in foreign countries trade new components, these account for offshoring activities, as they substitute

for potential economic expansions of onshore firms. Thus, the implicit assumption is that technological capabilities are not
exclusive to offshore firms.
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trade both complements and substitutes the tasks of the importing industry, inter -industry trade is

complementary to tasks in the importing industry but substitutes tasks in industries that produce such

goods. It impacts multiple industries, the one that imports and the nontrading supplier. Although

the counteracting labor market effects may evolve similarly, it is almost impossible to disentangle them.

Inter-industry imports are therefore not considered in the offshoring measure. Third, the substitution

of particular task sets immediately suggests that offshoring exhibits heterogeneous effects not only with

respect to job complexity but also with respect to the underlying tasks of imported inputs. I thus map

similar offshoring destinations into groups and broadly distinguish between high- and low-wage countries.

If high-wage countries possess a comparative advantage in the performance of particular complex tasks,

such inputs will affect different sets of tasks in the importing country than inputs from low-income

countries. Specifically, I map the countries into groups with respect to their affiliation with a trade

bloc, their geographic proximity, and the similarity of their economic structures. I focus only on the

most relevant offshoring destinations for Germany during the sample period because including more

regions impedes the separate identification of the respective causal effects (problem of missing IVs). The

considered regions include the countries belonging to the former EU15 and the CEECs.29

Since the data from the Federal Statistical Office do not provide information on the origin of imported

inputs, I combine these data with the WIOT.30 The offshoring measure OSjt becomes region specific due

to the weighting by the share of intra-industry imports from a particular region r in the total intra-

industry imports of sector j in year t:

Ofsjtr = ϕjtrOSjt, (1.2)

where

ϕjtr =
M j∗

jtr

M j∗

jt,World

. (1.3)

The industry-specific offshoring measure is essential for the analysis because it is able to capture its

complementary and substituting wage effects. On the labor market, however, wages are determined

rather at the occupation than on the industry level (Ebenstein et al., 2014). The underlying idea is

related to the traded and affected task bundles and especially the costs and possibility of finding a

new job. A bookkeeper, for instance, can switch from one industry to another at a relatively low cost.

Entering a new occupation, though, is likely to adversely affect a worker’s income since job changes are

typically associated with higher costs of prior occupational retraining and with the loss of compensated

29Although Bulgaria and Romania had the lowest labor costs of the new entrants in the 2000s, their slow progress toward a
market economy hampered their economic integration. I focus on Visegrad countries since they reflect a more homogeneous
region and because of their proximity to Germany (see Carstensen and Toubal, 2004).

30For a detailed description of the WIOT, see Timmer et al. (2015). I adopt the assumption that imported inputs from
a supply region are equally distributed across the domestic importing industries of such inputs. For instance, if Germany
sources 40% of its imported car parts for intermediate use from Central and Eastern Europe, then each industry that
imports car parts is assumed to source 40% of those imports from Central and Eastern Europe. As the bulk of imported
inputs is typically processed by the same industry as the producing industry, the resulting distortion of this ”weaker
kind” of proportionality assumption is considered to be relatively small, especially if offshoring is narrowly defined as in
equation (1.1).
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productivity, which originates from occupational tenure. Gathmann and Schönberg (2010) show that the

burden of occupational switches also depends on the similarity of tasks between jobs. It also implies higher

wage elasticities for jobs that perform only few different tasks (i.e., jobs with simple task profile). Turning

to the German wage data, this finding is supported by similar evolutions of wages within occupations

rather than within industries.31 Not only are occupations the more relevant unit of analysis, their initial

cross-industry variation in (industry-level) offshoring exposures also allows for increasing the degrees of

freedom in the analysis. To obtain occupation-specific exposures, I weight the region-specific offshoring

exposures of 24 industries Ofsjtr by the number of workers in occupation q and industry j relative to the

total number of employees in occupation q in manufacturing in 1995. This weighting yields 243 annual

occupation-specific exposures to region-specific offshoring, which is insensitive to subsequent alterations

in the composition of jobs across industries:

OccOfsqtr =

J∑︂
j=1

Lqj,1995

Lq,1995
Ofsjtr. (1.4)

Due to the consideration of intra-industry imports and occupational exposures, it is feasible to reveal how

imparted tasks in intermediates impact the compensation of similar or dissimilar task sets in occupations.

In the appendix, Table 1.C.3 examines the summary statistics of the described measures, and Table 1.B.1

provides more comprehensive details on the data processing.

1.3 Framework and Empirical Strategy

The theoretical literature identifies the various channels of offshoring that can affect labor demand (e.g.,

Groizard et al., 2014). In essence, the embodiment of these channels depends on a job’s task profile.

Although I adopt the idea of task trade as the trade of specific labor inputs, I do not attempt to disentangle

the diverse channels at work; instead, similarly to Hummels et al. (2014), I utilize an estimable production

function framework that describes the aggregate labor market effects of offshoring on different jobs.

1.3.1 Framework

The framework illustrates how changes in the relative use of imported inputs affect labor demand and

wages. The starting point is a Cobb-Douglas-type production function

Yjt = AjtK
α
jt

Q∏︂
q=1

C
αq

qjt, (1.5)

31Intraclass correlations of wages within industries and occupations amount to 0.093 and 0.499, respectively. The within
(between) variation of industries is relatively high (low) compared to the within variation of occupations.
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with Cqjt = (L
ρq

qjt + M
ρq

qjt)
1
ρq , ρq = (σq − 1)σ−1

q ,
∑︁Q

q=1 αq = 1 − α, lnLjt =
∑︁Q

q=1 lnLqjt, lnMjt =∑︁Q
q=1 lnMqjt, and the indexing of occupations q=1, 2, ..., Q, ordered by increasing job complexity. Yjt

denotes output in industry j and year t, Ajt is productivity, Kjt is capital, and the composite input

Cqjt is composed of the task-specific labor inputs per occupation q, Lqjt, and the tasks Mqjt in the

imported inputs Mjt that substitute the occupational task bundle according to a CES technology with

an occupation-specific elasticity σq >
1

1−αq
.

If ψjt is a reduced-form representation of the demand function for the output of industry j, then

taking the derivative of equation (1.5) with respect to the labor of occupation q̄ yields the occupation’s

labor demand by plant j in year t,

ψjt
∂Yjt
∂Lq̄jt

= ψjtαq̄AjtK
α
jtL

− 1
σq̄

q̄jt C
1
σq̄

+αq̄−1

q̄jt

Q∏︂
q=1
q ̸=q̄

C
αq

qjt. (1.6)

This equation provides the demand relationship between offshoring and the labor input of workers in

occupation q̄. As shown in equation (1.A.3b) in the appendix, imported tasks Mq̄jt lower the demand

and wage for labor of type q̄ because 1
σq̄

+ αq̄ − 1 < 0. The magnitude of the wage effect depends not

only on the size of Mq̄jt but also on the elasticity of substitution σq̄, which is assumed to decrease in q.

In contrast, imported complementary tasks M−q̄jt increase the real wage of workers in occupation q̄ if

workers supply labor in the form of an upward-sloping curve.

Equation (1.6) also depicts the endogeneity problem concerning the estimation of offshoring on

wages. Both an increase in productivity Ajt and an increase in the demand for industry j’s output ψjt

will increase the labor demand for occupation q̄ and the demand for imported inputs. The empirical

strategy therefore employs an instrumental variable estimation, which identifies the exogenous variation

in offshoring. Given an upward-sloping labor supply, I show in Appendix A that the log representation

of equations (1.5) and (1.6) yields

lnwiqjt = bq,M lnMqjt + bq,M−q
lnM−qjt + bq,D lnψjt + bq,L−q

lnL−qjt+

lnAjt + bKKjt + bxxit + ξij + ϵiqjt, (1.7)

where wiqjt is the wage rate of worker i in industry j, occupation q and year t, xit denotes a worker’s

observable characteristics related to productivity in year t, and ξij represents unobservable and time-

invariant, worker-industry-specific productivity. bq,M is the wage elasticity of occupation q to imported

substitutes, and bq,M−q
represents this job’s wage elasticity of imported complements.
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1.3.2 Estimating Equation

Equation (1.7) becomes a feasible estimating equation with the following modifications. First, imported

inputs relative to gross output by industry OSjt illustrate the importance of offshoring relative to the

demand for industry output. This ratio thus captures output demand ψjt and offshoring, where the

respective substitutes Mqjt for low-q (high-q) occupations are approximated by components from low-

(high-) wage countries. Accordingly, the respective complements M−qjt are approximated by high- (low-)

wage countries for low- (high) q, represented by region-specific offshoring from equation (1.2) Ofsjtr.

The industry variables Kjt, Ajt, and ψjt consist of plant outcomes that are available in the dataset.

Using such plant-level information has the advantage of controlling for heterogeneity within industries

that may not be visible at the aggregate level. The vector vlt adds plant controls to the equation, such

as information on the plant’s revenue, capital per worker, export share, number of employees, and union

status. Including these controls captures Kjt and parts of Ajt. Other pieces of Ajt and ψjt are taken into

account by year fixed effects ηt that capture common time trends. Employee-plant fixed effects γil con-

sider ξij and any time-invariant, match-specific components of Ajt and ψjt.
32,33 The vector xit captures

a worker’s time-varying characteristics that influence productivity. These include the quadratic value

of age and a quadratic polynomial of job tenure.34 Lastly, the task complexity index CMPLXq orders

occupations from low (0) to high (1) complexity. The coefficient of its interactions with the offshoring

terms are the estimates of interest in this study, since they exhibit the versatile wage impact of offshoring

from different regions on heterogeneous labor. After the above adjustments, the I obtain the estimating

equation at the industry level:

lnwijqlt =
∑︂
r

(βr + βR+r × CMPLXq)Ofsjtr + δCMPLXq + xitλ+ vltµ+ γil + ηt + ϵijqt, (1.8)

where r indexes the offshoring destination.

The analysis contemplates linkages of domestic production with international value chains. Importing

inputs substitutes for only a fraction of workers in the respective producing industry, while it complements

the remaining workers in this industry (Cqjt in (1.5)).35 It hence results in opposing effects within

industries, where some occupations benefit and others lose. Although this reasoning also indicates that

industries are a well-suited unit for analyzing the ambivalent impacts of offshoring, the exposure to

imported inputs can be further partitioned into occupational exposures that are even better suited to

capture the wage effect of task imports (due to σq). By including the occupation-weighted offshoring

32The match fixed effects account for the endogeneity of worker mobility, that is, for the workers’ sorting into firms that
generate a high match productivity (see e.g., Krishna et al., 2014).

33The worker-plant-specific fixed effects also incorporate variation across German regions and render redundant any region
fixed effects.

34Age is included only as a squared variable, as its linear form would generate perfect collinearity in the presence of fixed
effects and time dummies.

35In contrast, importing final goods with no value added at home substitutes for workers in the respective producing
industry, at least under the assumption that the country does not produce at the production possibility frontier and that
the country is endowed with the respective technology.
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values from equation (1.4), it is straightforward to arrive at the occupational elasticities βr and βR+r,

which also capture cross-industry spillovers:

lnwiqlt =
∑︂
r

βrOccOfsqtr +
∑︂
r

βR+rOccOfsqtr × CMPLXq + xitλ+ γil + θq + κlt + ϵiqt, (1.9)

where r indicates the region, r ∈ {CEECs,EU15}, and wiqlt denotes the daily real wage of individual i in

plant l, year t, and occupation q.36 This equation is the baseline estimation for the analysis. It comprises

three dimensions of fixed effects that account for unobserved heterogeneity. First, worker-plant fixed

effects γil capture unobservable worker-plant-specific productivity. Second, occupation fixed effects θq

incorporate observable and unobservable time-invariant characteristics of occupations. This term also

absorbs the explanatory power of CMPLXq, whereas it is still possible to identify the interaction term

with offshoring due to the variation in occupational exposure. Third, plant-year fixed effects κlt capture

plant-specific shocks that are correlated with wages and offshoring, such as plant-specific technological

change.37

Before estimating equation (1.9), I eliminate confounding channels of wage changes that are due to

variations in working hours or gender-specific wage developments and reduce the unbalanced sample to

full-time male employees in West Germany (excluding West Berlin).38 Excluding confounding overlaps

of employment, I restrict the panel data and consider only the best-paid spells in full time jobs in

manufacturing industries (NACE 15 - 37) on June 30 of each year from 1995 to 2007.

The LIAB reports the wage information of individuals up to the social insurance contribution ceiling,

which yields 11 to 15 percent of top-coded employment spells per year.39 Since the censored distribution

biases the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation, I either impute the missing values similarly to Card

et al. (2013) (see the description in Appendix B) or cut off the sample at the 85th percentile of the wage

distribution (85 percent sample). The latter renders attenuated estimates of the coefficients and variance

(see Biørn, 2016) and therefore provides a lower bound of the absolute magnitude of the effects that need

to be reaffirmed by other specifications due to the downward bias of the variance estimates.

1.3.3 Identification and Instruments

Identifying the causal effect of offshoring on wages requires to address endogeneity concerns. While

offshoring affects wages, wages also affect the propensity to move associated tasks abroad. The latter

occurs, for example, because offshoring is more probable in high-wage industries or high-wage occupations

36I obtain real wages by deflating nominal values using the annual consumer price index that is provided by the German
Federal Statistical Office. The daily real wage is then denoted in euros in year 2000-constant prices.

37Other specifications incorporate time fixed effects ηt with and without a full set of plant controls to explore the beneficial
productivity effect of offshoring.

38The sample is unbalanced in the sense that individuals may drop out or enter the sample. For each year, however, a
full set of covariates is included. If information is missing, the individual is excluded for this period. Moreover, singleton
observations are iteratively dropped from the analysis (Correia, 2015). I run the regressions in Stata 14 utilizing the
(iv)reghdfe command developed by Correia (2014).

39The threshold is annually adjusted to the past wage trend (of the year t− 2).
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due to higher potential cost savings.40 To still arrive at an asymptotically unbiased estimator for the

wage effect of offshoring, I apply an IV strategy. This method—in order to extract the exogenous

variation in the offshoring variable—requires time-varying and region-specific instruments that correlate

with region-specific offshoring while being orthogonal to wage setting in Germany.41 In the selection of

suitable instruments for OccOfsqtr, I follow the work by Hummels et al. (2014) and consider the export

supply of intra-industry goods ESI from the respective offshoring destination r to other high-income

economies HI:42

ESIHI
qtr =

J∑︂
j=1

Lqj,1995

Lq,1995

SHI
jtr

Yjtr
, for each region r. (1.10)

Applying the weights from equation (1.4), Lqj,1995 denotes the number of employees in occupation q and

industry j in 1995 relative to the total number of manufacturing workers in occupation q, Lq,1995, in

Germany. SHI
jtr denotes the supply of intra-industry exports that are demanded by high-wage countries

other than Germany, and Yjtr represents the output value of the respective foreign industry j. The trade

data originate from the WIOT.43

To test the instrument validity, I add an overidentifying instrument akin to Baumgarten et al. (2013),

namely, the ad valorem trade costs of shipping containers that Europe imports from China. Although

maritime trade does not capture the modes of transportation for most goods within Europe, the costs

of shipping containers still seem to exhibit high explanatory power for the other European transport

costs. These costs comprise an eligible instrument because they are correlated with offshoring while

being orthogonal to German wages.44 Note, however, that shocks to transportation expenses not only

lower the costs of imported inputs in Germany but also decrease the costs of German goods abroad.

This phenomenon positively affects foreign demand and, consequently, the outcome variables of German

plants. In the baseline regression, I capture this endogeneity by including plant-year fixed effects. These

additionally control for any shock within an industry that is not visible at the aggregate level. This

includes the introduction of new technology, which affect, e.g., the plant’s number of employees, revenue,

capital per worker, and task composition. The corresponding identifying assumption is that technology

shocks affect wages in plants (or industries) but not at the occupation level.

40Previous studies argue that this kind of simultaneity can be neglected because it is unlikely that individual daily wages
substantially influence offshoring measured in industry or occupation aggregates. For the analysis at hand, however, a Wald
test on the exogeneity of occupational exposure to region-specific offshoring is rejected, suggesting that simultaneity may
still persist due to correlated wages within occupations.

41These conditions exclude the exchange rate as a potential instrument, as it becomes fixed for many European countries
with the introduction of the euro.

42The assignment to an income group follows the World Bank classification in 2000. Specifically, the other high-income
economies consist of 23 countries in the WIOT: Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Spain, Finland,
France, the United Kingdom, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Slovenia, Sweden, Taiwan, and the US.

43Analogously, the industry-level offshoring measure is instrumented by

ESIHI
jtr =

SHI
jtr

Yjtr
. (1.11)

44Ad valorem trade costs of shipping containers are extracted from the OECD: Maritime Transport Costs database (for
methodology and data coverage, see Korinek, 2011). I map commodities denoted in 6-digit HS 1988 to ISIC rev. 3 at the
2-digit level using concordance tables provided by World Integrated Trade Solutions. Therefore, I weight trade costs for
each commodity by its import value in 1995.
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1.4 Results

This assumption immediately raises concerns about unobservable skill-biased technological change

and generally regards instrument validity, as precisely discussed in Autor et al. (2013). In essence, a

(technology) shock that is common to all high-income countries may affect the demand for inputs to

a similar extent. If technology is simultaneously available to all high-income countries and correlates

with both occupational wages in Germany and occupational exposure to offshoring in other high-income

countries (the instruments), the IV estimates could still be biased. Although it is impossible to completely

disentangle those effects, various specifications substantially mitigate confounders. First, the inclusion

of plant-year fixed effects alleviates a potential bias since it implicitly considers the yearly plant-specific

composition of workers, tasks and technology, such as computer use rates. The identified wage effects

deviate from the average annual development in the plant. For instance, the simultaneous introduction

of new technology would be controlled for by capturing the annual wage bill. Second, the occupational

exposures are weighted by initial worker shares per industry. This weighting creates an extra layer that

mitigates the bias from technology if the other high-income countries feature a different worker-industry

structure (different weighting in 1995) and if technology does not affect individual wages in Germany

parallel to the sourcing of respective inputs in other high-income countries. Note that the latter condition

describes instrument validity (no correlation of instruments with wages beyond offshoring from Germany).

1.4 Results

This section begins by analyzing the typical industry characteristics that are followed by high growth

of offshoring to either high- or low-wage countries. It then emphasizes the adjustments within plants

that accompany such increases. Then, before turning to the baseline regression results of occupational

exposures to offshoring, I highlight the difference of region-specific offshoring to former estimations such

as the ones by Baumgarten et al. (2013).

1.4.1 Preliminary Analysis:

Offshoring, Industry Characteristics, and Plants’ Adjustments

Recalling the insights from Heckscher-Ohlin theory, low-wage countries, which are abundant in low-

skilled labor, specialize and export simple task-intensive goods, whereas high-wage countries, where

low-skilled labor is relatively scarce, export complex task-intensive goods. Furthermore, according to

Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2012), the intra-industry trade between high-wage countries is explained

by specialization in certain sets of tasks due to knowledge spillovers and scale economies. Table 1.2

shows how actual offshoring to two representatives of such regions correlates with plant-level outcomes in

Germany. For comparability reasons, the table is designed to be closely related to Table 3 of Hummels

et al. (2014, p. 1612). Each cell represents a separate simple linear regression with plant-level outcomes

as dependent variables regressed on industry-level offshoring. The correlations in columns 1 and 2 provide
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Table 1.2: Simple Regressions of Offshoring on Plant-Level Outcomes in Germany

Cross-section, 1995 Panel, 1996 - 2007

State FE and industry-specific Plant FE and industry-specific

offshoring exposure in 2005 offshoring exposure predicted offshoring exposure

EU15 CEE EU15 CEE EU15 CEE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Plant outcomes

ln Wage bill 9.705∗∗∗ 22.833∗∗∗ 0.484 0.560 1.921 -0.591

ln Avg. wage 0.471 -0.292 0.041 4.504∗∗∗ -3.096∗∗ 8.925∗∗∗

ln Employees 8.725∗∗∗ 24.566∗∗∗ 0.276 -4.170∗∗∗ 5.001∗∗∗ -9.443∗∗∗

ln Capital per worker 7.024∗∗ 5.079 -4.485∗∗ 12.017 -13.114 33.732∗∗∗

ln Revenue 9.269∗∗∗ 16.230∗∗ 1.548∗ 7.752∗∗∗ 7.629∗∗∗ 10.553∗∗∗

Exports (share) 2.096∗∗∗ 5.754∗∗∗ -0.055 2.320∗∗∗ -1.115 4.855∗∗∗

Wage agreement: No -0.464 -1.985∗∗∗ -0.009 0.205∗∗∗ -0.155∗ 0.350∗∗∗

Plant level -0.172 -1.725 0.021 0.034 -0.009 -0.042

Industry level 0.636 3.710∗∗∗ -0.013 -0.234∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗ -0.289∗∗∗

Panel B: Worker tasks

Simple job (D) -1.369∗∗∗ 0.652 0.165∗ -1.804∗∗∗ 2.798∗∗∗ -2.859∗∗∗

Medium-complexity job (D) 0.511∗ -0.605 -0.038 -0.138 0.330 -0.150

Complex job (D) 0.857∗ -0.047 -0.127 1.942∗∗∗ -3.128∗∗∗ 3.010∗∗∗

Panel C: Industry

Domestic outsourcing 0.569∗∗∗ -1.582*** -0.331∗ -0.751∗∗∗ 1.750∗∗ -1.097∗∗

Notes: Each cell is the estimate of a separate regression, where the dependent variable is listed in the same row and the
explanatory variables are along the columns. Columns 1 - 2 show cross-sectional results from 1995 values on 2005 offshoring
values. These results primarily indicate the characteristics of industries that subsequently offshored parts of production.
For example, the first cell of the spreadsheet displays the coefficient of the (industry-state average of the) log wage bill per
plant in 1995 on offshoring to the EU15 in 2005, i.e., 9.705. Columns 3 - 6 present how changes in plant- and worker-level
variables move with changes in the exposure to offshoring. Note that in the presence of plant fixed effects, the influence
of wage agreements can be determined only by changes in status. Standard errors are clustered at industry-year levels.
Additionally, they are adjusted as in a two-stage regression in columns 5 - 6.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

weak suggestive evidence on the initial industry characteristics that are followed by increases in offshoring.

The main interest, however, is columns 5 and 6, which present the plant adjustments that come along

with increases in offshoring.

Starting with columns 1 and 2 of Panel A, I regress year-1995 industry averages of either the plant’s

wage bill, average wage, employment, capital per worker, revenue, export share, or the type of wage agree-

ment on industry-level offshoring in 2005 either to the CEECs or the EU15 (explanatory variable).45,46

Employing future values of offshoring on a cross-section primarily yields a level effect or ex-ante charac-

teristics of industries that are exposed to region-specific offshoring (vs. how they are affected). Included

state fixed effects account for regional differences among the German federal states. The coefficients

suggest that offshoring takes place mainly in industries where plants have many employees, high export

45Similar to the procedure in Schank et al. (2007), capital per worker is approximated by the average of yearly investments
in the three years prior to t, divided by the number of workers with social insurance in the firm. If the information is missing
for at least two of the previous years, I drop the observation in year t.

46In columns 1 and 2, the data for the wage bill, average wage, employees, revenue, and export share in the cross-section
are drawn from the Annual Report on Local Units in Manufacturing, Mining and Quarrying, which is publicly available
from the Federal Statistical Office. The data comprise state-level information on the universe of manufacturing plants in the
West German federal states, therefore avoiding reliance on a weighted regression with weights from the EP. It is, however,
not available for data on capital per worker and the wage agreement, which are thus extracted from the EP in the LIAB. I
apply a weighted least squares estimation using the respective expansion factor for each stratus from the EP.
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shares, revenues, wage bills, and are covered by collective bargaining at the industry level. Especially,

plants with high subsequent flows of offshoring to the EU15 (hereafter OfsEU15
jt ) also feature high ratios

of capital per worker. Note that all these characteristics are also typical of large and more productive

firms (in line with Melitz, 2003; Antras and Helpman, 2004; Muendler and Becker, 2010).

Each cell in columns 3 - 6 shows the estimate from a panel regression from 1996 to 2007 that includes

plant fixed effects in addition to the single regressor.47 The estimates present dependencies between

changes in the outcome variables and changes in offshoring. Causality, however, is not inferred from the

results, since the relationship may imply that the outcome variables determine offshoring, e.g., because

plants with higher revenues can afford the costs of offshoring, or offshoring determines the outcome

variables, e.g., offshoring increases the revenues of plants. Alternatively, both could be true, and the

variables would then be simultaneously determined due to reverse causality or due to any other shock

to plants’ demand or productivity, and offshoring. These links are an integral part of the identification

challenge and require consideration in the subsequent analysis. I mitigate this problem in columns 5

and 6 by predicting the values for the two types of offshoring using the instruments from Section 1.3.3.48

The estimates suggest that the correlations vary substantially for predicted and non-predicted values

of offshoring and between the two destination regions. Examining column 3, the intensity of OfsEU15
jt and

plant outcomes reveal hardly any distinct relationship. One of the few exceptions is capital per worker,

which decreases with rising OfsEU15
jt , although revenues seem to increase. In contrast, the predicted

values of OfsEU15
jt in column 5 show a more pronounced development. This finding may imply opposing

causalities that influence the coefficients, for instance, if rising average wages lead to rising intensities

of OfsEU15
jt , while rising intensities of OfsEU15

jt reduce the average wage within firms. The predicted

OfsEU15
jt exhibits positive impacts on revenues and employment, whereas the capital per worker tends

to fall and average wages decline.49 In general, these correlations suggest that rising OfsEU15
jt comes

along with more labor-intensive production (similar results are reported, e.g., for the US by Harrison and

McMillan, 2011 and Ebenstein et al., 2014, for France by Hijzen et al., 2011, and for Italy by Borin and

Mancini, 2016).

Columns 4 and 6 reveal that rising intensities of offshoring to the CEECs (hereafter OfsCEECs
jt ) are

associated with growing revenues, increasing export shares, higher average wages, and more capital per

worker, but lower numbers of employees. The plants’ average wage bill does not show any significant

correlation. Combining the various correlations, OfsCEECs
jt appears to come along with more capital-

intensive production. With respect to higher revenues, this finding also suggests that OfsCEECs
jt occurs

with boosts in the productivity of businesses, reductions in unit labor costs, and enhanced competitiveness

(affirming the results for Germany by Dustmann et al., 2014 and Jäckle and Wamser, 2010).

47Table 1.C.4 in the appendix performs an analogous assessment for offshoring destinations outside of Europe and for
domestic outsourcing.

48I examine the first-stage regressions more comprehensively in Section 1.4.3.
49Rising intensities of OfsEU15

jt are associated with changes in collective wage bargaining to agreements at the industry
level, an expected outcome considering the growth of employment per plant. Note that their identification is limited to the
few changes in status if plant fixed effects are present.
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Panel B explores the offshoring exposure of jobs with different degrees of complexity. It estimates a

linear probability model that regresses a binary variable, which indicates workers of the respective tercile

of the task distribution, on the regional offshoring measures. Again, columns 1 and 2 show the estimates

from a cross-sectional regression of workers in 1995 on future values of offshoring. The coefficients suggest

that OfsEU15
jt takes place in industries that intensively use medium-complexity and/or complex labor in

production. Combined with the decreasing share of complex labor within plants when OfsEU15
jt increases

(columns 3 and 5), the correlations suggest a substitutability of imported inputs from the EU15 and

complex task bundles, as well as a complementarity with simple labor. Future values of offshoring to the

CEECs, in contrast, show no pronounced relation with the frequency of jobs in the various task terciles.50

Over time, the expansion of imported inputs correlates positively with higher relative frequencies of

complex jobs, suggesting complementarity with complex labor and/or substitutability with simple labor.

1.4.2 The Wage Impact of Industry Exposure to Offshoring

In an initial assessment, this section seeks to replicate related outcomes by Baumgarten et al. (2013) for

comparison purposes. The starting point is equation (1.7), which employs the variation in industry expo-

sure to imported inputs that complement or substitute for various jobs. Table 1.3 displays the estimated

wage elasticities for the truncated 85 percent sample. Column 1 includes the aggregated measure of

offshoring OSjt and a full set of worker and endogenous plant controls. The latter controls for industry-

specific time trends that go beyond the industry fixed effects. Moreover, the specification includes match

fixed effects and year fixed effects to control for time-invariant and unobserved heterogeneity in worker-

plant matches and the time trend.51 The offshoring term without interaction shows the wage effect for a

virtual job that does not contain any complex tasks, while the associated interaction term indicates the

wage changes along the complexity index. The estimates confirm that performing more complex tasks

shields the worker from adverse wage effects of offshoring. Their magnitudes even exceed the analogue

in Baumgarten et al. (2013), which is likely to be due to the higher homogeneity in their subsamples of

high- and low-skilled workers or by employing match—instead of individual—fixed effects.

Column 2 omits endogenous plant controls and considers the channel of enhanced productivity. That

is, offshoring raises revenues and capital per worker, which in turn increases wages. Compared to col-

umn 1, the coefficients become more pronounced and suggest an uneven distribution of the productivity

gains with respect to job complexity. The output in column 3 distinguishes the origin of inputs as in equa-

tion (1.8). Notably, the coefficients of OfsCEECs
jt become larger in magnitude and statistical significance

compared to the aggregated OSjt in columns 1 and 2. It also becomes obvious that OfsEU15
jt features

counteracting effects that are not visible in the estimates of OSjt, demonstrating the heterogeneous wage

50The indistinct exposures of jobs to OfsCEECs
jt are in line with earlier findings. Marin (2004), e.g., discovers that German

affiliates in CEECs incorporate a relatively high share of skilled workers. Another intra-firm analysis by Becker et al. (2013,
p. 100) finds insignificant impacts of offshoring to CEECs on the onshore wage bill share of workers in nonroutine and
interactive jobs. In this regard, the CEECs are different from any other country group in the study.

51Including plant-year fixed effects would render the offshoring variable perfectly collinear.
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Table 1.3: Industry-Level Regression Results for the Truncated Sample

Dependent variable: Log daily wage

Fixed Effects OLS Instrumental Variables 2SLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Offshoring exposure -0.852∗∗∗ -0.957∗∗∗

at industry level (-5.71) (-6.46)

× job complexity 1.879∗∗∗ 2.358∗∗∗

(8.74) (10.66)

Offshoring exposure 0.792∗∗∗ 1.544∗∗∗ 2.673∗∗∗

to EU15 (4.52) (2.77) (5.44)

× job complexity -1.495∗∗∗ -2.468∗∗∗ -4.907∗∗∗ -4.075∗∗∗

(-5.85) (-2.96) (-5.57) (-5.52)

Offshoring exposure -4.580∗∗∗ -4.594∗∗∗ -3.956∗∗∗

to CEE (-7.17) (-5.85) (-5.01)

× job complexity 8.835∗∗∗ 12.48∗∗∗ 10.511∗∗∗ 8.142∗∗∗

(9.87) (8.99) (6.01) (5.80)

Job complexity -0.001 -0.002 0.121∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗

(-0.03) (-0.11) (7.93) (3.24) (6.12) (7.27)

Worker controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Plant controls Yes No Yes Yes No No

Match FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE No No No No No Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Observations 1,004,801 7,032,785 1,004,802 1,002,574 7,004,047 7,004,047

SW-F 38.81; 23.72; 45.63; 31.90; 35.54; 142.35

123.72 ;
93.22

86.56; 89.17

Hansen J overid. χ2
1 = 1.651 χ2

1 = 2.980 χ2
1 =1.084

p=0.438 p=0.225 p=0.298

Notes: Table 1.3 shows the estimates for the regressions of daily real wages on industry-level offshoring and a set of worker
controls and fixed effects. Columns 1 - 3 present the OLS results. Columns 4 - 6 display results from a two-stage least
squares estimation (2SLS), where offshoring is instrumented using ESIHI

jtr , ad valorem trade costs with China, and their

interactions with the task index. The Sanderson-Windmeijer (SW) first-stage F-statistics (Sanderson and Windmeijer,
2016; Andrews et al., 2019) provide heuristic information about instrument strength in the presence of heteroskedasticity
and multiple endogenous regressors. Including plant controls reduces the sample size due to data availability in the EP
(columns 3 and 4). Robust t statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered according to Abadie et al. (2017)
at industry-year levels, i.e., the treatment level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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effects described by theory and highlighting the importance of distinguishing not only the types of labor

but also the types of inputs.

In columns 4 - 6, I run an IV regression to remedy concerns about endogeneity. The instruments are

the export supply of intermediate inputs from German offshoring destinations to high-income countries

other than Germany ESIHI
jtr (equation 1.11) and ad valorem trade costs of shipping containers from

China to Europe.52 Because there is no statistic available to test the instrument strength in the presence

of multiple endogenous regressors and heteroskedasticity (see Andrews et al., 2019 for a comprehen-

sive explanation), I rely on a homoskedastic analogue, which are the Sanderson-Windmeijer F-statistics

(Sanderson and Windmeijer, 2016).53 These statistics indicate instrument strength in all IV specifi-

cations in Table 1.3, while a Hanson test confirms the instrument validity. The instruments, hence,

seem to be able to extract the exogenous variation in offshoring and and to estimate its causal effect on

wages. Compared to column 3, the estimated coefficients of interest become more pronounced, suggesting

that reverse causality biases the coefficients opposing the effects from offshoring. While relatively high

wages of complex (simple) jobs lead to higher intensities of OfsEU15
jt (OfsCEECs

jt ), a higher intensity of

OfsEU15
jt (OfsCEECs

jt ) leads to decreasing relative wages of complex (simple) jobs. To include again the

channel that offshoring has on wages by increasing productivity, Column 5 omits the plant controls. This

raises wage differences along the complexity distribution for OfsEU15
jt , while OfsCEECs

jt shifts upward

with fewer wage differences between jobs of different complexity levels.

The specification in column 6 includes industry-year fixed effects, which absorb any shock at the

industry level that is correlated with offshoring and thus also render other industry variables, such as

OfsEU15
jt or OfsCEECs

jt , perfectly collinear. The interaction term, however, can still be identified because

of the within-industry-year variation in task composition. The estimates suggest even more diverse

and highly significant wage effects of instrumented OfsEU15
jt along the task complexity index, while the

influence of the interaction term with OfsCEECs
jt declines on a high level.

The bottom line from the above output remains that inputs from CEECs feature a much higher wage

effect than inputs from the EU15. This disparity may be due to the magnitudes of the wage differences

between Germany and the EU15 or CEECs and associated firm savings. Such productivity boosts would

then foster the positive effect for complementary tasks and the negative effect for substitutable tasks

and, hence, impact wages differently by job complexity. In this context, the findings by Gathmann and

Schönberg (2010) also imply that the larger the bundle of tasks is, the more protected the worker’s total

labor input against substitution by imported tasks in the form of intermediate goods. Hence, performing a

larger variety of tasks makes it more likely that the worker will be able to compensate for any substitution

by specializing in other tasks. Regarding labor demand, this mechanism implies, on the one hand, lower

(higher) onshore wage elasticities of jobs that are substituted by complex (simple) task-intensive imported

inputs. On the other hand, demand shifts toward complementary tasks (to imports) may also result in

52Following Wooldridge (2010), I replace the endogenous variable in the interaction terms with the instruments.
53According to Andrews et al. (2019), I do not report Kleibergen-Paap or robust Cragg-Donald statistics because the

2SLS tests have the incorrect statistical size.
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Table 1.4: First-Stage Results of Fixed Effects Instrumental Variable Regressions

Occupational Occupational

offshoring exposure offshoring exposure

to EU15 × job complexity to CEE × job complexity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Instruments:

Occup. export supply 0.620∗∗∗ 0.806∗∗∗ 0.106 0.161 0.108∗∗∗ 0.075∗∗ 0.137∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗

of inputs from EU15 (4.03) (3.78) (1.44) (1.51) (3.91) (2.07) (6.62) (5.00)

× job complexity -0.151 -0.322 0.290∗∗∗ 0.293∗∗ -0.309∗∗∗ -0.269∗∗∗ -0.322∗∗∗ -0.308∗∗∗

(-0.77) (-1.26) (2.75) (2.20) (-7.14) (-4.90) (-8.67) (-7.11)

Occup. export supply -0.391∗∗∗ -0.194∗∗ -0.168∗∗∗ -0.094∗∗ 0.320∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ -0.059∗∗∗ -0.048∗∗∗

of inputs from CEE (-7.90) (-2.22) (-6.74) (-2.12) (26.44) (17.39) (-8.03) (-4.65)

× job complexity 0.197∗∗∗ 0.068 0.041 0.019 -0.024 -0.061∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗ 0.371∗∗∗

(2.87) (0.73) (1.02) (0.40) (-1.56) (-2.40) (36.21) (22.29)

Occup. trade costs 0.007 0.016 0.011 0.018∗ -0.001 0.007∗ -0.005∗∗ 0.001

(0.52) (0.80) (1.29) (1.66) (-0.33) (1.66) (-2.03) (0.41)

× job complexity 0.049∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗ 0.023∗ 0.019 -0.012∗∗ -0.021∗∗∗ 0.002 -0.005

(2.77) (2.11) (1.95) (1.25) (-2.20) (-2.80) (0.60) (-1.33)

Worker controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Plant controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

# of fixed effects:

Spell 973,034 240,386 973,034 240,386 973,034 240,386 973,034 240,386

Occupation 240 215 240 215 240 215 240 215

Year 12 12 12 12

Plant-year 145,072 145,072 145,072 145,072

Observations 6,828,208 1,004,804

SW-F 22.15 23.97 23.01 26.95 55.35 322.5 59.16 321.54

R2 (within) 0.099 0.104 0.082 0.097 0.495 0.418 0.631 0.509

R2 0.963 0.954 0.976 0.972 0.982 0.979 0.984 0.981

Notes: Table 1.4 reports the first-stage regression results associated with columns 2 and 6 in Table 1.5. The odd-numbered
columns are overidentified using ESIHI

qtr , ad valorem trade costs with China, and their interactions with the task index.
The even-numbered columns omit all terms including the trade costs with China to alleviate the bias towards OLS, which
is caused by weak instruments and overidentifying restrictions. For the resulting specifications, the reported Sanderson-
Windmeijer (SW) first-stage F-statistics reject weak identification (Sanderson and Windmeijer, 2016). Robust t statistics
are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at occupation-year levels.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

shifts in the relative job frequency of complex jobs.

Recall that the industry level is important to observe the complementarity and substitutability of

offshoring and domestic labor, but it is not necessarily the relevant wage-determining labor market (for

the task bundles). Instead, the occupation level seems to be a more suitable unit, since the estimated

standard deviation of wages between (within) occupations is 0.1337 (0.2075) and, hence, much higher

(lower) than between (within) industries 0.0790 (0.2344).

1.4.3 The Wage Impact of Occupational Exposure to Offshoring

The analysis now turns to the baseline regression that analyzes the wage effects of occupation-specific

exposures to offshoring. Columns 1 - 4 in Table 1.5 are associated with equation (1.9) and estimate wage

changes within occupations and worker-plant matches, and relative to the annual plant averages. They

do not include other channels emerging from labor demand changes, such as the impact of workers who

switch occupations, employers/plants, or unemployment.
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Table 1.5: Regression Results for the Truncated Wage Distribution

Dep. variable: Log daily wage

OLS 2SLS OLS OLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Occup. offshoring 0.493∗ 2.016∗∗ 1.022∗∗∗ 1.164∗∗∗ 2.321∗∗ 5.646∗∗∗

exposure to EU15 (1.81) (2.18) (3.10) (2.98) (2.11) (3.00)

× job complexity -0.962∗∗ -3.579∗∗ -1.633∗∗∗ -2.602∗∗∗ -3.176∗ -4.161∗∗∗

(-2.13) (-2.06) (-3.00) (-4.30) (-1.73) (-3.01)

Occup. offshoring -8.322∗∗∗ -7.885∗∗∗ -8.414∗∗∗ -9.395∗∗∗ -5.475∗∗∗ -8.843∗∗∗

exposure to CEE (-14.37) (-10.51) (-14.42) (-9.34) (-5.09) (-2.72)

× job complexity 14.54∗∗∗ 14.48∗∗∗ 14.583∗∗∗ 18.87∗∗∗ 18.934∗∗∗ 15.38∗∗∗

(17.43) (15.10) (17.39) (15.16) (15.79) (9.05)

Worker controls

Age2 -0.0261∗∗∗ -0.0261∗∗∗ -0.026∗∗∗ -0.026∗∗∗ -0.0310∗∗∗ -0.0307∗∗∗ -0.0299∗∗∗

(-40.76) (-40.75) (-41.19) (-40.76) (-36.07) (-34.51) (-42.38)

Tenure 0.0062∗∗∗ 0.0061∗∗∗ 0.0061∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.0065∗∗∗ 0.0067∗∗∗ 0.0047∗∗∗

(53.67) (53.76) (50.35) (53.68) (17.09) (17.45) (31.05)

Tenure2 -0.0176∗∗∗ -0.0176∗∗∗ -0.0173∗∗∗ -0.018∗∗∗ -0.0132∗∗∗ -0.0139∗∗∗ -0.0101∗∗∗

(-52.52) (-52.48) (-48.21) (-52.21) (-12.77) (-13.36) (-25.25)

Plant controls

Exports (share) -0.0259∗∗ -0.0249∗∗

(-2.44) (-2.34)

× job complexity 0.0151 0.0127

(0.95) (0.79)

ln Capital per worker 0.0012∗∗∗ 0.0012∗∗∗

(4.68) (4.38)

ln Employees 0.0413∗∗∗ 0.0403∗∗∗

(15.78) (15.63)

ln Revenue 0.0187∗∗∗ 0.0180∗∗∗

(10.20) (9.99)

Wage Agreement: No -0.0090∗∗∗

(-5.74)

Firm-level 0.0009 -0.0079∗∗∗

(0.46) (-4.59)

Industry-level 0.0091∗∗∗

(5.76)

# of fixed effects:

Spell 973,034 973,034 973,034 973,034 240,383 240,386 1,019,733

Occupation 240 240 240 240 215 215 240

Year 12 12 12

Plant-year 145,072 145,072 145,072 145,072

Observations 6,828,230 6,828,230 6,828,230 6,828,230 1,004,802 1,004,804 7,032,802

Notes: In columns 5 and 6, the omitted indicator dummy of the wage agreement indicates the comparable unit. An
overidentification test confirms instrument validity (χ2

2=1.351, p = 0.509) in column 2, whereas it rejects the test in
column 6 (χ2

2=16.272, p = 0.000) with endogenous plant controls. Robust t statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors
are clustered at occupation-year level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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The specifications in columns 5 - 7 replace plant-year fixed effects with controls for plant changes

over time and year fixed effects that capture changes driven by the business cycle. These adjustments

also indicate whether plants’ exports have heterogeneous wage effects with respect to job complexity. If

this were the case, the plant-year fixed effect in the baseline regression would not suffice to control for

plant heterogeneity other than the effects from offshoring. While most plant-level controls yield wage

impacts in accordance with economic theory, the coefficient of the export share in revenues is unexpected

and reveals a negative influence. In the presence of spell fixed effects, the negative impact is supposedly

associated with domestic demand shocks that affect wages and revenue at the same time. Regarding the

estimation of the offshoring coefficients, the IV regression controls for such endogeneity. I cluster standard

errors at the treatment level, as suggested by Abadie et al. (2017). This means that occupation-year levels

account for the heterogeneity in the treatment effects.

In the OLS specifications, up to four endogenous variables remain in the equation: the two regional

offshoring terms and their respective interactions with the task index. All two-stage least-squares (2SLS)

regressions instrument for them, including additional instruments for overidentification: the region-

specific export supply of inputs to other high-wage countries, ad valorem trade costs of shipping containers

from China, and their interactions with complexity. The first-stage results (2×4) in column 2 (and 6)

are shown in Table 1.4 in the even- (odd-) numbered columns. While the baseline specification does not

reject the validity of the overidentifying instruments, the specification with endogenous plant controls

rejects a Hansen test, i.e., the orthogonality of the error term to regressors in the second-stage regression.

This outcome is not surprising since the test is rejected not only if the overidentifying instruments are

invalid but also if the model includes endogenous controls.

Examining the first stage in more detail, the coefficients demonstrate that all instruments exhibit a

plausible influence on offshoring and that their impact is significant. Some of the coefficients, however, are

less trivial to interpret. For example, the correlation of the export supply of the CEECs with exposure to

offshoring to the EU15 is negative, which may imply that the latter is replaced because (suppliers from)

the EU15 also offshore production to the CEECs. Its positive and significant interaction term shows

that the relationship is less pronounced for complex jobs. Note that the reverse effect does not occur

(columns 5 and 6), but the export supply of inputs from EU15 is positively correlated with offshoring to the

CEECs. This effect, as described in Baumgarten et al. (2013) and Hummels et al. (2014), is the expected

and could be related to trade costs that go beyond the cost of containers. The interacted container

costs from China are positively correlated with offshoring to the EU15 and negatively correlated with

offshoring to the CEECs. This combination may occur because Germany replaces complex task imports

from the EU15 with imports from overseas if trade costs are low or because complex task imports

from the EU15 react less sensitively to changes in container costs than other imports. Furthermore, I

heuristically test for weak instruments following the procedure for multiple endogenous regressors (under

homoscedasticity) developed by Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016).54 The respective F-statistics indicate

54It is a heuristic approach since the respective F-statistics assume homoskedasticity.
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that all instruments sufficiently explain the respective offshoring terms (instrument strength).

Predicting offshoring in the first stage thus incorporates exogenous variation in offshoring, which

facilitates the identification of its causal effect on wages in the second stage. As columns 2 and 6 in

Table 1.5 reveal (compared to columns 1 and 5), the elasticities of offshoring to the EU15 become more

pronounced if endogeneity is removed. Either this change may be due to unobserved shocks that are

positively (negatively) correlated with offshoring and have a negative (positive) effect on real wages

(omitted variable bias) or reverse causality could cause bias, e.g., if high wages of complex occupations

induce more offshoring activities in the EU15. In contrast, the coefficients of offshoring to the CEECs

change only slightly, suggesting a smaller bias due to endogeneity.55 It implies that offshoring to the EU15

reacts stronger to high wages, a plausible result, not only because complex-task intensive products are

associated with high-wage labor, but also because firms react more sensitive to the wages. For instance,

if car components are less costly in France due to high wages in Germany the firms easily change from a

domestic to a foreign supplier. The CEECs, on the contrary, were economically not equally well integrated

during the observation period and may rather be associated with the relocation of production, which is

less sensitive to small wage differences (of complex jobs) or short-term wage changes.

Turning to the interpretation, the baseline regression in column 2 identifies the effects of offshoring

to Eastern and Western Europe on wages within occupations, worker-plant matches, and plant-year

observations. The opposing signs for the two types of offshoring reveal, on the one hand, that both

types incorporate substitution and productivity responses on wages and, on the other hand, that these

responses show contrasting signs with respect to a job’s complexity. While offshoring to the CEECs

suggests positive effects on the relative wages of complex jobs, offshoring to the EU15 negatively affects

the relative wages of complex jobs.56 Although the latter is lower in magnitude, it is an important factor

mitigating the relatively strong effects of offshoring to CEECs. It is also able to reconcile two seemingly

contradictory phenomena in the literature: the high substitutability of complex jobs with foreign labor

(offshorability) and the positive wage responses of those jobs observed in response to offshoring. While

input trade among the EU15 accounts for the bulk of all offshoring activities and moderately lowers wages

for complex jobs, the vast expansion of offshoring to CEECs dominates those effects and results in an

overall wage divergence between jobs of different complexities.

To eliminate concerns that the opposing effects of region-specific offshoring are caused by multi-

collinearity, I separately run regressions for each type of offshoring (columns 3 and 4). While the wage

elasticity of offshoring to CEECs does not change, the elasticity of offshoring to EU15 countries be-

comes even more pronounced (compared to column 1). Multicollinearity is therefore unlikely to drive the

coefficient signs.

55Table 1.2 shows in column 2 that neither a specific type of job nor the average wage is significantly correlated with
future values of offshoring.

56For example, the wage elasticity of offshoring to the CEECs amounts for a physics engineer (CMPLX = 1) to 6.595

(= β̂3+β̂4∗1 when applying the estimates of column 2 in Table 1.5), while the elasticity of a metal grinder (CMPLX = 0.41)
is negative, at -1.948. Thus, if the occupation-specific offshoring exposure increases by 0.01 percentage points, the wages of
physics engineers who remained in their jobs increase by 6.6%, whereas the wages of metal grinders who remained in their
jobs decrease by 1.9% on average.
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1.4 Results

Figure 1.3: Wage Responses to Offshoring by Different Task Complexity
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Notes: Figure 1.3 depicts, ceteris paribus, the evolution of average wages of simple, intermediate, and complex jobs in
response to offshoring 1) to the CEECs (thin line) or 2) to the CEECs and EU15 (thick line) from 1996 to 2007. The left
panel draws on the estimates in column 2 in Table 1.5. It shows how offshoring to the EU15 mitigates the amplification
of the income gap. The right panel refers to column 7 in Table 1.5. The evolution of wages now includes the channel of
induced productivity from offshoring, where adding offshoring to the EU15 yields more positive wage effects on all types of
jobs and a reduced income gap.

Thus far, the specifications of Table 1.5 eliminate any channel of induced productivity on labor

demand either by including plant-year fixed effects or plant controls (e.g., capturing wage increases due

to higher revenues). By omitting these, wage elasticities include the productivity effect, which augments

the wage impact of imported inputs from the EU15 (column 7), while the productivity effect of imported

inputs from the CEECs does not seem to play an important role (similar to column 2). A possible

explanation is that a plausible threat to offshore jobs to CEECs changes the bargaining position of

workers more severely, which results in a lower labor share in (national) income. Note also that in this

setup, the coefficient of the EU15 offshoring term is lower than its interaction term, implying positive

average wage effects for complex jobs and only negative wage effects relative to simple jobs.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the baseline results from columns 2 (left, exclusive of the productivity effect)

and 7 (right, including the productivity effect) by using the actual evolution of offshoring and by indexing

real wages of simple (task = 0.2), medium-complexity (task = 0.5), and complex (task = 0.9) jobs to

their values in 1996. Starting with the left graph, it depicts that offshoring to the CEECs increases,

ceteris paribus, the average wages of complex jobs by 5.2 percent, while it reduces the average wages of

simple jobs by 5.1 percent. If the effect of offshoring to the EU15 is now added, the overall impact of

offshoring changes to +4.2 and -3.9 percent, respectively. Adding the productivity effect, the right graph

indicates that the wage effects induced by offshoring to CEECs change only slightly; they still negatively

(positively) affect workers with simple (complex) task profiles. If both types of offshoring are considered

instead, the wage response shifts upwards for all types of workers. Only relatively simple jobs still suffer

slight wage losses, while the discrepancy with the evolution of wages of complex jobs diminishes.

Thus far, wage regressions have incorporated information up to the 85th percentile of the wage

distribution. They ignore truncation, which could affect the estimates for complex jobs, for example, if
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only a less productive subgroup of the respective occupation is observed. Then, their wages may grow

more slowly or decrease more quickly than the actual group average. To obtain information on high wage

earners, it is necessary to infer the effect from observable units. I do this in several ways.

As initial evidence, Table 1.2 (Panel B) already indicates differences in labor market outcomes with

respect to the type of offshoring and without any truncation. In summary, the correlations suggest that

relative labor demand for complex jobs declines when inputs are imported from other high-wage countries

and rises when inputs are imported from low-income countries.

In a second exercise, I impute censored entries following the procedure developed by Card et al. (2013)

(see Appendix B for a description of the procedure) and rerun the main specifications from Table 1.5 on

the full wage distribution. Table 1.6 presents the resulting OLS estimates, which feature the same signs

but higher wage elasticities across the complexity distribution. This change is likely due to having a wider

range of wages in the sample, which increases the deviations from the mean wage and the covariance with

offshoring.57 The previous tables therefore seem to present rather conservative estimates.

In another approach, I reduce the sample to workers younger than 35 years of age. Their wages are

lower for reasons such as having less work experience and tenure, whereas they are not an occupational

subgroup that features few productivity-enhancing individuals.58 Selecting this subsample leaves 94

percent of the annual wage distribution non-censored. In comparison to the baseline regression, these

specifications reveal more pronounced effects on relative wages, affirming the aforementioned attenuation

of the elasticities from the baseline regression (Section 1.3.2).

57On the one hand, imputing wages provides conjectures on the behavior of high wage earners; on the other hand, it
generates excessive noise for an instrumental variable approach.

58The opposite is true, as suggested by the coefficients on the polynomial of tenure in Table 1.3 and Table 1.5.
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1.5 Further Robustness Checks

Table 1.6: Full Sample with Imputed Wages and the Subsample of Young Workers

Dependent variable: log daily wage

Imputed wages, full sample Workers < 35 years, until 94th percentile

OLS OLS 2SLS

(1) (2) (4) (5) (7) (8)

Occupational offshoring 2.043∗∗∗ 2.618∗∗∗ 1.433∗∗∗ 2.036∗∗∗ 3.362∗∗ 0.996

exposure to EU15 (3.34) (3.70) (3.08) (3.86) (1.96) (0.58)

× job complexity -3.540∗∗∗ -5.326∗∗∗ -2.585∗∗∗ -4.096∗∗∗ -5.374∗∗ -2.828

(-3.48) (-4.50) (-3.46) (-4.62) (-2.00) (-1.02)

Occupational offshoring -17.609∗∗∗ -19.012∗∗∗ -16.49∗∗∗ -15.68∗∗∗ -16.34∗∗∗ -12.56∗∗∗

exposure to CEE (-17.92) (-13.31) (-12.32) (-8.11) (-10.16) (-7.21)

× job complexity 28.610∗∗∗ 34.902∗∗∗ 28.31∗∗∗ 30.82∗∗∗ 29.88∗∗∗ 33.31∗∗∗

(21.39) (20.30) (14.36) (11.42) (14.56) (13.69)

Plant controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

Year FE No Yes No Yes No Yes

Plant-year FE Yes No Yes No Yes No

Observations 8,185,768 1,201,821 2,258,657 323,409 2,258,657 323,409

Hanson J χ2
2= 1.584 χ2

2=21.238

Overidentification p = 0.453 p = 0.000

Notes: Columns 1 - 2 show the results from the full sample (along the entire wage distribution) of male employees. Top-
coded wages are imputed. Columns 4 - 8 display the results of workers younger than 35 years of age and up to the 94th
percentile of the wage distribution (without top-coded entires). The IV regressions in columns 7 - 8 instrument the offshoring
measures and their interactions with the task index. All specifications include a full set of worker controls and match and
occupation fixed effects. Robust t statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at occupation-year levels.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

1.5 Further Robustness Checks

The following section explores alternative specifications and assesses the robustness of the wage effects of

offshoring.

1.5.1 Nonmonotone Wage Effects Along the Job Complexity Measure

The previous results assume a monotone relation between the offshoring terms and the task index and

identify winners and losers for each type of offshoring. If offshoring positively affects the demand for some

jobs and negatively affects that for others, the estimation assumes that the transition occurs at a given

point. From the neighborhood around this point, the wage elasticity further increases towards the poles

of the complexity distribution. Such behavior, however, could miss some information since the coefficient

of the interaction term could also be driven by wage effects on either less- or more-complex jobs.

It is straightforward to put this possibility to the test by assigning each worker to one of five groups

that constitute the quintiles of the complexity distribution. A worker’s affiliation with a group is then

recorded by a binary variable. In columns 1 and 2 of Table 1.7, I drop wages above the 85th percentile.

Now, the group sizes become unequal, with fewer individuals in the more complex groups. For comparison

reasons, I also rerun the specifications for the full sample (columns 3 and 4), in which I impute missing

wage information. Since the task complexity groups enter the regression equation as binary variables that

are interacted with occupational exposures to offshoring, the interpretation of the respective coefficients
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Table 1.7: Wage Elasticities of Offshoring for Five Occupational Groups

Dependent variable: log daily wages

Method of estimation: OLS

No censored wages Imputed wages

(1) (2) (3) (4)

OccOfsEU15× complexity1 0.188∗∗ 0.335 0.499∗∗∗ 0.601∗∗

(2.04) (1.55) (2.98) (2.29)

OccOfsEU15× complexity2 0.023 -0.047 0.018 -0.128

(0.38) (-0.15) (0.14) (-0.31)

OccOfsEU15× complexity3 0.039 -0.659∗∗∗ 0.390∗∗ -0.560∗

(0.43) (-2.83) (2.02) (-1.89)

OccOfsEU15× complexity4 -0.731∗∗∗ -0.648∗ -0.874∗∗∗ -0.772∗

(-3.89) (-1.90) (-3.05) (-1.67)

OccOfsEU15× complexity5 -0.568∗∗∗ -0.936∗∗∗ -1.740∗∗∗ -2.521∗∗∗

(-4.05) (-4.80) (-4.13) (-4.54)

OccOfsCEECs× complexity1 -1.923∗∗∗ -1.552∗∗ -4.305∗∗∗ -3.625∗∗∗

(-9.81) (-2.44) (-11.48) (-4.66)

OccOfsCEECs× complexity2 -1.813∗∗∗ -1.973∗∗ -4.129∗∗∗ -4.023∗∗∗

(-9.24) (-2.25) (-10.97) (-4.18)

OccOfsCEECs× complexity3 -0.516∗∗∗ 1.052∗ -2.410∗∗∗ -0.590

(-2.84) (1.77) ( -6.89) (-0.79)

OccOfsCEECs× complexity4 3.728∗∗∗ 4.628∗∗∗ 4.631∗∗∗ 5.801∗∗∗

(8.06) (4.72) (6.58) (4.60)

OccOfsCEECs× complexity5 4.666∗∗∗ 7.423∗∗∗ 9.063∗∗∗ 12.812∗∗∗

(17.85) (12.04) (14.19) (13.00)

Plant controls No Yes No Yes

Year FE No Yes No Yes

Plant-year FE Yes No Yes No

Observations 6,874,354 1,011,290 8,185,759 1,201,819

Notes: Wage elasticities of offshoring for five occupational groups that include worker quintiles of the task distribution.
Columns 1 - 2 omit censored entries and cut off the sample at the 85th percentile of the wage distribution. Columns 3 - 4
use the full sample with imputed wages. All specifications include a full set of worker controls and match and occupation
fixed effects. Robust t statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at occupation-year levels.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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is relative to those of the other groups. For example, the wage elasticity of group 3 is relative to that of

groups one, two, four and five, whereas the wage elasticity of group 5 is relative to that of groups one

to four. Moreover, it impedes the use of an IV regression because the instruments are still too weak to

predict the endogenous variables in ten first-stage regressions.

The specifications do not reject the assumption that the types of offshoring affect wages monotonically

with respect to job complexity. Offshoring to the EU15 affects the wages of jobs with either few or many

complex tasks. For offshoring to the CEECs, the expanded pattern of wage responses is clearer, revealing

a substantial negative and significant impact on rather simple jobs and gradual increases for rather

complex jobs.

1.5.2 The Influence of Labor Market Reforms in Germany

A major political debate in Germany persists regarding the economic impact of comprehensive labor

market reforms that were introduced between 2003 and 2005, called the Hartz reforms. These reforms

will bias the IV estimates if their impact is correlated with the occupational export supply of intermediate

goods to other high-income countries and wage changes in Germany. Since the Hartz reforms were mainly

intended to lower unemployment and the reservation wages of low-paid occupations, they may have had an

adverse influence on the bargaining positions of simple jobs and thereby disturbed the causal identification

of offshoring in the above approach. To control for this development, I divide the sample into two periods.

The first sample ranges from 1996 to 2002 and captures a relatively homogeneous growth period

prior to the labor market reforms. The average growth of both types of offshoring is very similar during

this period (figure 1.1, right panel), which makes the coefficients very comparable for the magnitude of

the actual wage effects. The second sample, from 2003 to 2007, potentially contains omitted variable bias

due to the Hartz reforms.59

Table 1.8 shows the results for the two successive periods. Although they differ in the elasticity

estimates of offshoring to the EU15 and the estimates of inputs from CEE become higher in magnitude,

overall, the estimates suggest that the baseline results are not driven by the wage effects of the Hartz

reforms.

1.5.3 Alternative Measures for Task Profiles

A final robustness check analyses whether the regression should rely on the tradability of tasks (offshora-

bility) or any other particular characteristic. The selection ranges from a fairly similar index to the

measure of routineness and, finally, to the measure of offshorability in Blinder and Krueger (2013). The

first measure (Table 1.9, column 1) is based on Brändle and Koch (2017) and results from a principal

59Here, I forgo an instrumental variable approach because the instruments become too weak after dividing the sample.
In this case, the OLS approach provides more robust results.
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Table 1.8: Split Sample, Manufacturing Sector, Occupational Exposure

Dependent variable: log daily wage

1996-2002 2003-2007

No censored wages Imputed wages No censored wages Imputed wages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Occupational off-
shoring

0.493 0.554 3.368∗∗∗ 3.898∗∗∗ -0.246 2.016 3.125∗∗ 4.418∗∗

exposure to EU15 (1.55) (0.94) (4.02) (3.22) (-0.49) (1.48) (2.30) (2.25)

× job complexity -1.064∗∗ -1.648∗ -6.023∗∗∗ -7.824∗∗∗ 0.764 -4.990∗∗ -4.862∗∗ -9.149∗∗

(-2.03) (-1.80) (-4.36) (-3.86) (0.82) (-2.08) (-1.98) (-2.53)

Occupational off-
shoring

-7.602∗∗∗ -8.071∗∗∗ -19.577∗∗∗ -22.148∗∗∗ -7.571∗∗∗ -9.218∗∗ -24.962∗∗∗ -23.25∗∗∗

exposure to CEE (-8.63) (-5.63) (-11.88) (-9.41) (-4.78) (-2.05) (-6.05) (-4.25)

× job complexity 13.80∗∗∗ 17.68∗∗∗ 32.786∗∗∗ 40.447∗∗∗ 13.43∗∗∗ 21.79∗∗∗ 37.597∗∗∗ 42.69∗∗∗

(10.38) (7.91) (14.16) (12.39) (5.27) (3.62) (6.43) (5.62)

Plant Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Year FE No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Plant-Year FE Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Observations 3,686,577 448,548 4,434,278 540,388 2,503,082 412,129 3,002,695 486,899

Notes: Table 1.8 presents the results after the sample is divided with respect to the adoption of influential labor market
(Hartz) reforms in Germany. All specifications include a full set of worker controls and match and occupation fixed effects.
Robust t statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at occupation-year levels.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01.

component analysis of similar variables in the work surveys of 1998/99 and 2006. Therefore, it is also

possible to approximate the small (time-variant) adjustments of tasks within jobs using yearly increments

between the two waves. Since the authors define the index as the potential for offshoring (to low-wage

countries), it is interpreted conversely such that high values indicate low job complexity.

In column 2, I apply a subset of the complexity index, namely, the nonroutine index developed by

Becker et al. (2013) (see Section 1.2.2). Column 3 then captures a different job characteristic, that is,

offshorability, as defined by Blinder and Krueger (2013). The information derives from the Princeton

data improvement initiative (PDII) and is designed to measure the international tradeability of American

jobs in the Standard Occupational Classification 2000. It is thus necessary to map the offshorability to

the German KldB88 as described in Appendix B. Similar to Baumgarten et al. (2020), I mark German

jobs as offshorable when they belong to the upper quartile of the offshorability distribution. The choice of

fixed effects is similar to the baseline regression. Standard errors are clustered at occupation-year levels.

The first two columns estimate an overidentified two-stage least squares regression in the 85 percent

sample. Again, the coefficients support the finding that the two types of offshoring feature counteracting

wage effects for jobs of different complexity. While the relative wages of jobs with high offshoring potential

(relatively low complexity) will decline if offshoring to CEECs expands, the opposite is true for offshoring

to the EU15. Strikingly, the estimated coefficients decrease after the occupations are classified into

broader groups (2-digit occupations) that contain more within-group heterogeneity. Moreover, offshoring

to the EU15 loses statistical significance when jobs are distinguished only by routineness, although the

signs still suggest that the two types of offshoring have counteracting effects.
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Table 1.9: IV Regressions with Alternative Measures of Job Complexity

Dependent variable: log daily wage

Alternative measures of task profiles:

PCA, time-varying Nonroutine Offshorability

Brändle and Koch, 2017 Becker et al., 2013 Blinder and Krueger, 2013

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Second stage or OLS

Occupational offshoring -0.236∗ 0.312 0.220

exposure to EU15 (-1.83) (1.08) (0.91)

× task profile 0.321∗∗∗ -0.581 -0.268

(4.70) (-0.76) (-0.68)

Occupational offshoring 3.205∗∗∗ -2.855∗∗∗ 0.531

exposure to CEE (10.54) (-11.51) (0.92)

× task profile -3.001∗∗∗ 11.19∗∗∗ 0.639

(-17.11) (24.02) (0.98)

Occupation classification 2 digits 2 digits 3 digits

Observations 6,893,383 7,106,395 7,845,555

Panel B: First-stage statistics

Additional instrument TC China TC China; × nonroutine

KP-F 54.65 25.47

SW-F 135.02; 738.51; 69.32; 56.82;

584.59; 2498.01 368.33; 158.77

Hanson J χ2
1 = 0.174 χ2

2 = 2.327

Overidentification p = 0.676 p = 0.312

Notes: Column 1 applies the task measure developed by Brändle and Koch (2017) with constant yearly increments (1999
and 2006 waves of the work survey). Columns 2 and 3 employ the nonroutine index developed by Becker et al. (2013) and the
offshorability index from the Princeton data improvement initiative (Blinder and Krueger, 2013), respectively. The latter
is mapped to the German classification KldB88 using a series of crosswalks, as explained in Appendix B. If the first-stage
statistics are reported in Panel B, the coefficients are estimated using 2SLS. These specifications comprise overidentifying
restrictions by including ad valorem trade costs with China or additionally adding their interaction. Furthermore, each
specification contains a full set of worker controls and match and plant-year fixed effects. Robust t statistics are in
parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at respective occupation-year levels.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01.

In column 3, an overidentification test rejects the instrument’s validity. Therefore, I draw on the full

sample with imputed wages and compute OLS estimates. Since all offshoring terms become insignificant,

the estimation suggests that the concept of offshorability is substantially different from that of complex-

ity. One reason for this difference may be that the index was designed for jobs in the service sector,

while in services, the tradability of jobs may play a major role in the international supply and wage of

particular tasks. In manufacturing, virtually every worker is offshorable, and wage effects may depend on

specialization. Hence, it remains an interesting research avenue to determine how offshorability is related

to wages in the service sector. In summary, the results seem to be fairly robust only to measures that

closely measure occupational complexity.

1.6 Conclusion

The paper distinguishes types of labor by measuring the complexity of jobs. On the production side, it

approximates the complexity of imports by considering offshoring to either high- or low-wage destinations.

The empirical strategy identifies wage effects with respect to job complexity and with respect to the
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type of imported inputs. Due to continuous reductions in European trade costs, the analysis of intra-

European value chains is well suited to this subject. Using the most comprehensive dataset for workers

in Germany allows the application of multidimensional fixed effects and to control for much of the

unobserved heterogeneity. The IV approach solves the problem of the endogenous determination of

wages and offshoring by applying time-varying, region-specific instruments. With these tools at hand,

the paper reveals wage changes within occupations and worker-plant matches that reach beyond plant-

specific shocks.

The key insights of the paper are as follows. First, offshoring to high-income countries, such as

the EU15, accounts for the bulk of Germany’s imports in intermediate goods and rose substantially

after 1996. In absolute terms, this increase is comparable to the increase in offshoring to the CEECs.

Second, the characteristics of offshoring destinations have substantially different implications for domestic

production. Precisely, the analysis suggests that increasing offshoring to the EU15 entails more labor-

intensive production, while increasing offshoring to the CEECs is accompanied by more capital-intensive

production. Third, the analysis identifies the causal wage effects of offshoring to high- or low-income

countries with respect to job complexity. Wages of complex jobs decrease in response to offshoring to the

EU15 relative to wages of jobs with few different complex tasks, whereas jobs of the latter type experience

wage gains. For offshoring to the CEECs the wage impacts of offshoring reverse and they are of a much

higher magnitude. Explicitly, the estimates suggest that offshoring to the CEECs increased the average

wage of jobs with high complexity measures of 0.9 by 5.2 percent, while it decreased the average wage of

jobs with low complexity measures of 0.2 by 5.1 percent between 1996 and 2007. If one also considers the

growth of offshoring to the EU15, the corresponding wage effects are +4.2 and -3.9 percent, respectively.

The results can reconcile two seemingly contradictory phenomena in the literature: the high substi-

tutability of complex jobs with foreign labor (offshorability) and the positive wage responses of those jobs

to offshoring. While input trade among the EU15 accounts for the bulk of all offshoring activities and

moderately lowers wages for complex jobs, the vast expansion of offshoring to CEECs dominates those

effects and results in an overall wage divergence between jobs of different complexities. These counter-

acting effects of offshoring not only explain the low and often statistically nonsignificant labor market

effects reported in the previous literature but also contribute to the recent debate on the effects of free

trade agreements among high-income countries (e.g., between the EU and the USA).
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Appendix

A Theory

The model builds on Hummels et al. (2014):

Deriving the wage of occupation q̄ yields
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, (1.A.1)

which is used for equation (1.6). The log transformation of equation (1.A.1) yields

lnwq̄jt = ln
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α
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αq lnCqjt. (1.A.2)

Then, after inserting for the composite input Ckjt, it becomes
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or
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where

lnCqjt ≈ c0q lnLqjt + (1− c0q) lnMqjt + c1q. (1.A.4)

c0q and c1q are constants with codomains between 0 and 1. To obtain equation 1.A.4, see the following

proof.

PROOF:

Consider y = ln(L/M) without subscripts. Moreover, C = (ey
σ−1
σ + 1)

σ
σ−1M and lnC = h(y) + lnM ,
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where h(y) = σ
σ−1 ln

(︂
ey

σ−1
σ + 1

)︂
. Then, the first-order Taylor approximation of h(y) yields h(y) =

h(y0) + h′(y0)(y − y0). Note that y0 denotes a constant and that h′(y0) =
ey0

σ−1
σ

ey0
σ−1
σ

+1
ranges from 0 to 1

∀y0. Defining c0 = h′(y0) and c1 = h(y0)− y0h
′(y0) yields equation (1.A.4).
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QED.

To reveal the wage effect of an increase in Mjt, consider setting c0q̄ = c0q∀q and using
∑︁Q

q=1 αq =

1− α. Then, the bottom line of equation (1.A.3b) becomes

(︃
αq̄ +

1

σq̄
− 2

)︃
(1− c0q̄) lnMq̄jt + (1− α)(1− c0q̄) lnMjt. (1.A.6)

Therefore, an increase in intra-industry imports Mjt may increase the occupation’s q̄ wage if the fraction

Mq̄jt in Mjt is sufficiently low or the elasticity of substitution σq̄ is close to 1.

The elasticity of labor demand for type q̄ is implied by equations (1.6) and (1.A.3b):

γq̄,D =
∂ lnwq̄
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= −
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To derive equation (1.7) in Section 1.3, assume that industry j faces

wqjt = aL
γq,S

qjt , (1.A.8)

the labor supply curve for occupation q̄. Again, wq̄jt denotes the (daily) real wage of occupation q̄ in

industry j and year t. γq̄,S =
∂ lnwq̄jt

∂ lnLq̄jt
> 0 denotes the elasticity of supply for occupation q̄. Drawing on

equations (1.6) and (1.A.8), the wage elasticity of workers in occupation q̄ is

bq̄,Mq̄
=

∂ lnwq̄jt

∂ lnMq̄jt

⃓⃓⃓⃓
K,L,M−q̄ constant

=
( 1
σq̄

+ αq̄ − 1)c0q̄γq̄,S

γq̄,S − γq̄,D
, (1.A.9)

Further assume that each worker i features individual yearly productivity aijt = exp(b1xit + ξij),

which includes a vector of coefficients b1, observable individual characteristics such as age, tenure, and

work experience, denoted by xit, and unobservable worker-industry productivities ξij . Apart from this

productivity definition, the workers in occupation q are identical. Thus, the wage of worker i is composed
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of

wiqjt = wiqtaijt. (1.A.10)

Solving equations (1.6), (1.A.8), and (1.A.10) for lnwiqjt yields equation (1.7) in Section 1.3.

B Data Sources and Processing

LIAB MM 9308

The LIAB itself is composed of various datasets, namely, the Integrated Employment Biographies (IEB),

the Establishment History Panel (EHP), and the IAB Establishment Panel (EP). The data on individuals

are taken from the IEB, which again combines five sources that originate from the social security notifica-

tion process, from working processes of the German Federal Employment Agency (BA), or from related

agencies.60 Each employment spell is allocated to a unique plant identifier, which facilitates matching

the personnel data with plant-level information from two other sources in the LIAB: the EHP and the

annually performed surveys in the IAB EP.

The LIAB Mover Model contains two identifiers to match employers and employees. The broader

identifier matches the administrative accounts of all workers with social insurance in the EHP. Specifically,

these accounts include a plant’s number of employees, location, age, and industry. Additional plant

information is obtained by linking the second identifier to the EP. For each plant-year record in the EP,

the information on all of its workers with social insurance is included from the IEB.61 The reference date

for both entries is June 30 of each year.

One advantage of the LIAB Mover Model over the other longitudinal model of the LIAB is the

number of observations per individual and per plant. Therefore, the former data are better suited for

models with multidimensional fixed effects. The dataset comprises 3,175,801 to 3,815,061 individuals per

year, which results in observations of 4,666,926 individuals in the total sample from 1993 to 2008. These

are linked to between 2,361 and 8,879 plants per year in the IAB Establishment panel. Over the full

period, the sample includes 24,709 different plants. Other longitudinal datasets, e.g., the LIAB 93-14,

comprise between 1,006,028 and 1,533,327 individuals per year and 1,918,086 in total. The number of

plants that are not repeatedly reported is also vastly higher, at 2,436 to 11,868 plants per year relative

to a total number of 192,323 plants in the overall dataset.

The sampling of the LIAB Mover Model follows a two-step procedure with the EP as the starting

point. First, all plants for which the number of employees differs by more than 50 percent from the value

in the IEB are excluded. Among the remainder, plants that employ at least one mover are selected.

60The direct sources for the IEB are employee histories, benefit receipt histories, participants-in-measures histories,
jobseeker histories, and unemployment benefit II receipt histories.

61Furthermore, the dataset includes marginal part-time employees (since 1999), recipients of unemployment benefits, and
registered jobseekers at the BA (since 2000). Not included are civil servants, military members, the self-employed, family
workers, and students.
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Table 1.B.1: Data Processing and Employed Variables

Variable (source) Description and Modification

Capital per worker (EP) Prior investments in the plant per employee. This variable is constructed from
the retrospectively reported values of investments. I approximate the capital
stock of a plant by using the mean of all deflated investments in the three
previous years, i.e., t, t-1, and t-2. Then, I divide the capital stock by the
reported number of full-time workers in the EP (Schank et al., 2007).

Daily real wage (IEB) An employee’s real wage per day denoted in euros. For each spell, the monthly
earnings are divided into daily rates. The measure also considers additional
payments such as annual bonus payments and allowances in the context of
changes in the employment spell.
I obtain real wages by deflating nominal values by using the consumer price
index provided by the Federal Statistical Office. The daily real wage is denoted
in euros in year 2000-constant prices.
The imputation of top-coded wages above the social security contribution ceiling
is described below.

Education (IEB, BIBB-IAB) The highest educational degree attained by the worker. In the IEB, the edu-
cation variable contains many missing values and inconsistencies. I apply the
imputation procedure described below and subsequently apply the resulting
values in the wage imputation.
The information on the average educational attainment per occupation (average
skill) is drawn from the BIBB-IAB.

Employees (EHP) The number of full-time and part-time employees per plant.

Export (EP) The retrospectively reported export share of a plant (in the previous year). I
forward impute the variable to create current-year values. In some years, the
questionnaire distinguishes among export destinations, e.g., 1998-2003 between
exports to the Eurozone and the rest of the world and 2004-2007 with an addi-
tional group of the new EU member states. For these years, I sum the specific
export shares to maintain a consistent measure.

Revenue (EP) The retrospectively reported sales of a plant (in the previous year). I forward
impute the variable to create current-year values. To obtain consistent entries,
I deflate the variable to year-2000 values using the consumer price index devel-
oped by the Federal Statistical Office.

Tenure (IEB) The duration of the current job spell in years. This figure is derived from the
number of days on the job (tage job).

Union coverage (EP) The plants’ status of labor union coverage, i.e., the level of the wage agreement
or collective bargaining. To replace missing entries, I interpolate the union
coverage status by using a recursive procedure, i.e., replacing missing values
with valid entries of the previous year or if available only in the subsequent
year by that value. Other entries are interpolated by using the modal value
of reported coverage types. In the case of ties, I use the stricter entry, i.e.,
industry-level bargaining, firm-level bargaining, and no coverage, in descending
order.

Work experience (IEB) The sum of all job-spell durations in years. This figure is derived from the
number of days in employment (tage erw).

A mover is defined as an employee who worked for at least two plants with valid entries in the EP on

different reference dates. Moreover, such employment has to be the main occupation of the individual.

Second, up to 500 employees are added to each of the identified plants in the first step. Thus, in the

sample, all employees are included for small businesses, while a maximum of 500 employees are included

for large businesses. The additional employees either do not change plants or switch to a plant outside

of the EP.62

IAB Establishment Panel (EP)

The EP is a subsample of businesses of all industries and sizes that include at least one employee

with social security in the year prior to the survey. The exact number of recorded plants varies between

62For a more detailed description of the sampling procedure of the LIAB MM 9308, I refer to Heining et al. (2012, p. 30 f.).
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approximately 4,100 and 16,000 observations per year. The EP is available from 1993 onwards for West

Germany and from 1996 onwards for East Germany. The sample design is stratified by plant size (number

of employees), industry, and state. Thus, the sampling probability is higher for larger plants.63

In the analysis, changes in industry categories constitute a potential problem for longitudinal com-

parability: From 1993 to 2002, the industry classification WZ73 is used, which is a unique system of the

BA and comprises 16 different industries in total. In 1999, classification WZ93 was introduced, which is

better suited for international comparison because it is similar to the European NACE or the ISIC classifi-

cation of the United Nations and comprises 20 different industries. In 2003, records began to use industry

classification WZ03 and 17 different industry units. However, this change in industry classification has a

relatively small impact on longitudinal comparability because the changes are below the applied level in

the EP. This impact is anticipated in the following analysis, which uses a time-consistent imputed and

extrapolated WZ93/NACE/ISIC rev. 3 classification at the 2-digit level developed by Eberle et al. (2011).

Occupation and Industry Codes within Employee-Plant Matches

Each job notification in the LIAB is associated with an occupational category (“Klassifizierung der

Berufe 1988”) and an industry classification of the employer. Within job spells, it is possible that the

assignment of these variables changes: while the industry code changes in 0.25 percent of all job spells,

7.51 percent of job spells incorporate changes in the occupation classification. Since the latter represent a

potentially important channel through which offshoring affects wages, I do not assign a fixed occupation

code to any job spell (occupation-spell fixed effects) but separately include occupation fixed effects.

Imputation of Education

Although the education variable does not enter the analytical regressions for offshoring, it is em-

ployed for the imputation of top-coded wages. The objective of the data collection is solely for statistical

purposes, in contrast to most of the other information on administrative labor processes. Frequently,

information is missing from or inconsistent in the plants’ reports. To mitigate these deficits, I follow the

imputation procedure (version 1) developed by Fitzenberger et al. (2006). Therefore, I map information

on the highest degree attained (bild) into five educational groups: 1) missing, not recognized, or no degree;

2) lower secondary education without vocational training; 3) lower secondary education with vocational

training or upper secondary education without vocational training; 4) upper secondary education with

vocational training; and 5) a college or university (of applied science) degree. Then, I forward extrap-

olate the information and apply the highest entry. The subsequent backward extrapolation anticipates

the following age limits: 20 years for vocational training, 27 years for degrees from universities of applied

science, and 29 years for university degrees.

63For more information about the sampling of the survey, I refer to Fischer et al. (2008, p.4 ff.).
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Imputation of Wages

The wage information in the IAB employment sample is censored at the social security contribution

limit, which amounts to 11-15 percent of the wage data of male, full-time workers in manufacturing.

Missing information must be inferred from the available observables. I therefore stochastically impute

the upper part of separated cross-sectional wage distributions (by years and educational groups) using a

series of Tobit models, akin to Dustmann et al. (2009) and Card et al. (2013). This extends the method

developed by Gartner (2005) and adds a two-step procedure.64 Specifically, it assumes that the error terms

are normally distributed and variances vary for the interactions of each of the five educational groups. I

fit these 65 Tobit models (13 years × 5 educational groups) to log daily wages. The controls include a

quadratic polynomial for age, a binary variable for workers above the age of 40 and its interactions with

the age terms, a quadratic polynomial for tenure, work experience, occupation, and plant information such

as the state, a quadratic polynomial for employees, the corresponding industry (3-digit NACE/ISIC rev.

3), and the median wage. Subsequently, I replace the censored wages with uncensored predictions from

the estimated parameters and a random component that remedies the correlation between the covariates

and the error term. This component is drawn from a truncated normal distribution with a mean zero

and the corresponding variance from the standard error of the forecast.

In a second step, I extend the imputation models by including means of the wage information of

either workers or plants of all years other than the respective episode of the cross-section (leave-one-out

means per worker and per plant). Therefore, I also include imputed wages from the first step. Singleton

worker or singleton worker-plant observations are accounted for by the sample mean of (imputed) wages.

Thereafter, I repeat the estimation procedure from the first step using a series of Tobit models to fit the

log daily wages.

Workers above the social security contribution limit belong to the following occupational groups as

a percentage of the full sample (percentage of top-coded entries per occupation): “601 mechanical, motor

engineers”, 11.03 percent (59.95); “602 electrical engineers”, 9.59 percent (57.10); “607 other engineers”,

4.92 percent (53.21); “628 other technicians”, 6.96 percent (24.05); “751 entrepreneurs, managing di-

rectors, divisional managers”, 10.82 percent (80.63); and “781 office specialists”, 8.96 percent (25.39).

When these data are aggregated over two-digit occupation codes, I have the following: “60 engineers”,

28.52 percent (57.53); “62 technicians”, 18.46 percent (25.66); “75 entrepreneurs and management”, 12.94

percent (75.79); “77 accounting professionals, data processing specialists”, 5.92 percent (40.41); and “78

office specialists’, 9.21 percent (24.94).

Task Complexity Index

The task complexity index comprises waves 1998 and 2006 of the BIBB-IAB work surveys. For each wave,

4 indices are constructed, which ultimately yield a single, static measure of job complexity. First, each

64I thank Johann Eppelsheimer and Wolfgang Dauth for sharing their program code.
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worker is assigned a value (see column 4 in Table 1.B.2) with respect to the frequency of the performance

of the task. Then, for each of the 4 groups (activities, knowledge, performance, and tools or activities), I

sum all affirmative responses and take the occupational mean of this sum. By dividing these averages by

the highest mean, I normalize and obtain an index for the group and year. Finally, I take the weighted

average of all indices using the number of observations per occupation and normalize again to obtain a

single measure. Entries based on 5 observations or fewer are eliminated.

Occupational Classifications of Offshorability

In a robustness check, I apply the preferred offshorability measure from the Princeton Data Improvement

Initiative (PDII) (Blinder and Krueger, 2013). This measure is based on the assessment of professional

coders who determine whether a job can generally be reallocated overseas. Originally, the data are

collected in the 6-digit Standard Occupational Classification of the year 2000 (SOC00) and thus need

to be mapped to the German KldB88. Since, to the best of my knowledge, there exist no publicly

available crosswalks from SOC00 to KldB88, I follow a similar procedure to Goos et al. (2014) and apply

a series of crosswalks. First, if the same occupation code features more than one value of offshorability, I

calculate the weighted average using the respective weights from the PDII. Second, I map SOC00 to the

International Standard Classification of Occupations in 1988 (ISCO88), employing the crosswalk provided

by the Institute for Structural Research.65 Again, if the same occupation code (now in ISCO88) features

more than one value, I assign the weighted average using the adjusted weights from the PDII. Third,

I exploit the coding of the work survey in 2006. There, workers are assigned to KldB88 and ISCO88.

Moreover, the survey contains weights that reflect the German workforce composition. With these three

variables, it is possible to map ISCO88 to KldB88 using the respective weights of the work survey in 2006

for any many-to-one mapping. This process renders 339 occupations in KldB88.

As argued by Baumgarten et al. (2020), the mapping of SOC to KldB comes at some cost. Hence, to

reduce the distortions caused by measurement error, I follow their procedure and rely on the occupational

ranking of offshorability. Thus, in Table 1.9, I apply a binary variable that takes a value of one for jobs

that belong to the top 25 percent of the ranked offshorability values.

65The data are publicly available at http://ibs.org.pl/en/resources/.
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Table 1.B.2: Job Activities, Knowledge, Performance Requirements, and Tools

Wave 1998/99

Group Var Task Coding of frequency

Activities v189 Forming, teaching Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v190 Other advising, informing Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v193 Repairing Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v194 Buying, procurement, selling Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v195 Organizing, planning the work processes of others Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v196 Advertising, communication, public relations Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v197 Collecting, analyzing information, investigating Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v198 Negotiating Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v199 Developing, researching Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

v201 Serving, attending, caring for people Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

Knowledge v213 Mathematics yes - 1; no - 0

v214 German yes - 1; no - 0

v215 Presentation skills yes - 1; no - 0

v216 Foreign language yes - 1; no - 0

v217 Sales, marketing and public relations yes - 1; no - 0

v218 Design yes - 1; no - 0

v219 Standard programs of computers yes - 1; no - 0

v220 System analysis yes - 1; no - 0

v221 Computer engineering yes - 1; no - 0

v222 Other technical acquaintance yes - 1; no - 0

v223 Labor legislation yes - 1; no - 0

v224 Other legal knowledge yes - 1; no - 0

v225 Management yes - 1; no - 0

v226 Finance yes - 1; no - 0

v227 Controlling yes - 1; no - 0

v228 Labor protection yes - 1; no - 0

v229 Medical knowledge yes - 1; no - 0

v230 Other special knowledge yes - 1; no - 0

Performance v264 Work under great deadline pressure Always - 4; often - 3; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 1; never - 0

v265 Work is stipulated in the minutest details Always - 0; often - 1; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 3; never - 4

v266 Same work cycle/process is repeating in the minutest details Always - 0; often - 1; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 3; never - 4

v267 Confronted with new problems Always - 4; often - 3; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 1; never - 0

v268 Tasks include process optimization or trying out new things Always - 4; often - 3; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 1; never - 0

v272 Multitasking Always - 4; often - 3; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 1; never - 0

v274 Mistakes/inattention leads to high financial losses Always - 4; often - 3; sometimes - 2;

seldom - 1; never - 0

. . . continued on next page. . .
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Table 1.B.2: (Continued)

Wave 1998/99

Group Var Task Coding of frequency

Tools v32 Precision mechanical, special tools yes - 1; no - 0

or v64 Fixed telephone yes - 1; no - 0

activities v65 Telephone with ISDN yes - 1; no - 0

v66 Answering machine yes - 1; no - 0

v67 Mobile phone, walkie-talkie, pager yes - 1; no - 0

v69 Dictating machine, microphone yes - 1; no - 0

v70 Overhead projector, beamer, TV yes - 1; no - 0

v71 Camera, video camera yes - 1; no - 0

v73 Bicycle, motorcycle yes - 1; no - 0

v74 Automobile, taxi yes - 1; no - 0

v75 Bus yes - 1; no - 0

v76 Truck, conventional truck yes - 1; no - 0

v77 Trucks for hazardous good special vehicles yes - 1; no - 0

v78 Railway yes - 1; no - 0

v79 Ship yes - 1; no - 0

v80 Airplane yes - 1; no - 0

v81 Simple means of transport yes - 1; no - 0

v83 Tractor, agricultural machine yes - 1; no - 0

v84 Excavating, road-building machine yes - 1; no - 0

v93 Therapeutic aids yes - 1; no - 0

v94 Musical instruments yes - 1; no - 0

v95 Weapons yes - 1; no - 0

v97 Fire extinguisher yes - 1; no - 0

v98 Cash register yes - 1; no - 0

v99 Scanner cash register, bar-code reader yes - 1; no - 0

v104 Graphics program yes - 1; no - 0

v106 Special, scientific program yes - 1; no - 0

v108 Program development, systems analysis yes - 1; no - 0

v109 Device, plant, system support yes - 1; no - 0

v110 User support, training yes - 1; no - 0

v111 Professional use of personal computer yes - 1; no - 0

v113 Installation of program-controlled machinery yes - 1; no - 0

v114 Programming of program-controlled machinery yes - 1; no - 0

v115 Monitoring of program-controlled machinery yes - 1; no - 0

v116 Maintenance, repairs yes - 1; no - 0

. . . continued on next page. . .
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Table 1.B.2: (Continued)

Wave 2006

Group Var Task Coding of frequency

Activities f312 Training, instructing, teaching, educating Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f314 Providing advice and information Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f306 Repairing, refurbishing Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f307 Purchasing, procuring, selling Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f310 Organizing, planning, ...others’ work processes Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f309 Advertising, marketing, public relations Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f313 Gathering information, investigating, document-
ing

Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 3 Negotiating Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f311 Developing, researching, constructing Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f315, f316 Serving, attending, caring for people Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

Knowledge f403 01 Science no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 02 Manual no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 03 Pedagogical no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 04 Legal no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 05 Project management no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 06 Medical and nursing no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 07 Design no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 08 Mathematics and statistics no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 09 German no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 10 Special IT no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

f403 11 Technical no - 0; basic - 1; specialized - 2

Performance f411 01 Work under great deadline pressure Always - 3; often - 2; seldom - 1; never - 0

f411 02 Work stipulated in the minutest details Always - 0; often - 1; seldom - 2; never - 3

f411 03 Same work cycle/process repetitive in the min-
utest details

Always - 0; often - 1; seldom - 2; never - 3

f411 04 Confronted with new problems Always - 3; often - 2; seldom - 1; never - 0

f411 05 Tasks including process optimization or trying
out new things

Always - 3; often - 2; seldom - 1; never - 0

f411 09 Multitasking Always - 3; often - 2; seldom - 1; never - 0

f411 11 Mistakes/inattention leading to high financial
losses

Always - 3; often - 2; seldom - 1; never - 0

Tools f308 Transporting, storing, sending Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

or f317 Protecting, guarding, patrolling, directing traffic Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

activities f325 01 Responding to and solving unforeseen problems Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 02 Imparting difficult matters comprehensibly Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 04 Making an important decision independently Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 05 Self-initiated solving of knowledge gaps Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 06 Talks or speeches Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 07 Contact with customers, clients, or patients Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 08 Many different problems and tasks Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

f325 09 Responsibility for the wellbeing of others Never - 0; seldom - 1; often - 1.5

Notes: Overview of activities, knowledge, performance requirements, and tools associated with a job’s complexity.
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C Additional Figures and Tables

Table 1.C.1: Offshoring Intensity by Destination Region in German Manufacturing

Western Europe Eastern Europe Other high-wage countries Other low-wage countries

t Offshoring ∆(t-1996) Offshoring ∆(t-1996) Offshoring ∆(t-1996) Offshoring ∆(t-1996)

1996 0.037 0.003 0.008 0.003

2002 0.045 0.008 0.011 0.007 0.008 0.000 0.005 0.002

2007 0.046 0.009 0.014 0.011 0.009 0.001 0.010 0.007

Growth

1996-2007 24.5% 317.8% 12.7% 250.2%

Notes: Table 1.C.1 reports offshoring intensity and its growth by region (as defined in Section 1.2) for the years 1996, 2007,
and 2007.

Table 1.C.2: Correlations of Selected Tasks Indices and Wages

Classification (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
(1) Task complexity index (3-digit code) 1

(2) Average skill (3-digit) 0.93 1
Becker et al. (2013):

(3) Nonroutine tasks (2-digit) 0.85 0.85 1
(4) Interactive tasks (2-digit) 0.71 0.73 0.68 1

Spitz-Oener (2006):
(5) NR activities (2-digit) 0.89 0.92 0.86 0.80 1
(6) NR interactive (2-digit) 0.88 0.90 0.81 0.76 0.98

Brändle and Koch (2017):
(7) Offsh. Potential (2-digit) -0.88 -0.91 -0.90 -0.70 -0.94 -0.90 1

Blinder and Krueger (2013):
(8) Offshorability (D) (3-digit) 0.02 0.02 0.14 -0.19 -0.09 -0.11 -0.01

(9) Daily real wage∗ (individ. level) 0.65 0.66 0.60 0.49 0.64 0.65 0.61 0.01 1

Source: German Qualification and Career Survey by BIBB-IAB work survey, LIAB.
Notes: The table presents the correlation coefficients of selected task indices from the literature utilizing the full sample. NR
activities and NR interactive are based on the definitions developed by Spitz-Oener (2006). The nonroutine and interactive
task indices follow the strict definitions of Becker et al. (2013) and consider only information from the 1998 wave to maintain
comparability with Baumgarten et al. (2013). Offshoring potential is taken from Brändle and Koch (2017). The second
column indicates the occupational level of aggregation of each of the task indices.
∗ Daily real wages include top-coded entries.
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Table 1.C.3: Descriptive Statistics

Specified Full sample

Unit Observations Mean Std. Dev. Observations Mean Std. Dev.

Worker-level 85 percent sample Imputed wages

Age years 6,828,223 41.31 28.08 8,185,759 40.98 9.52

Tenure years 6,828,223 10.52 7.89 8,185,759 10.52 7.94

Wage euros 6,828,223 96.51 21.70 8,185,759 117.39 56.57

Work Experience years 6,828,223 16.54 8.07 8,185,759 16.88 7.95

Occupation-level Occupation-year Worker-occupation-year

OccOfsCEECs share 4,242 0.0092 0.0059 8,185,759 0.0092 0.0050

OccOfsEU15 share 4,242 0.0426 0.0217 8,185,759 0.0427 0.0120

Task complexity index 3,123 0.6179 0.1748 8,185,759 0.6215 0.1770

Interactivity (by Becker et al.) index 1,014 0.4288 0.2074 8,165,710 0.4296 0.1770

Nonroutine (by Becker et al.) index 1,014 0.3727 0.2318 8,165,710 0.4521 0.2259

IA-activities (by Spitz-Oener) index 1,100 0.4445 0.2288 8,185,759 0.4293 0.2138

NR-activities (by Spitz-Oener) index 1,100 0.4864 0.2152 8,185,759 0.4917 0.2116

Plant-level Plant-year Worker-plant-year

Average wage euros 16,136 2,479.92 1,131.06 2,428,759 2,657.48 1,215.07

Capital per worker euros 13,815 7,633.21 20,171 2,022,078 8,503.72 14,529.42

Employees number 190,726 273.65 997.162 8,185,759 2,816 6,285.761

Export share (of revenues) share 12,778 0.2859 0.2767 1,809,119 0.3999 0.2776

Revenue (in thous.) euros 11,924 166,000 848,000 1,681,343 961,000 3.62e+09

Wage agreement: No dummy 190,726∗ 0.0605 0.2384 8,185,759 0.0859 0.28018

Firm-level bargaining dummy 190,726∗ 0.0224 0.1480 8,185,759 0.0747 0.2629

Industry-level bargaining dummy 190,726∗ 0.1470 0.3541 8,185,759 0.6345 0.48157

Wage bill (in thous.) euros 16,136 1,790 1.1310 2,428,759 6,644 1.6900

Industry-level Industry-year Worker-industry-year

Ofs share 299 0.0862 0.0729 8,185,759 0.0741 0.0395

OfsCEECs share 299 0.0097 0.0104 8,185,759 0.0094 0.0091

OfsEU15 share 299 0.0462 0.0401 8,185,759 0.0429 0.0290

Notes: The table presents the descriptive statistics. It shows worker-year, occupation-year, plant-year, industry-year,
worker-occupation-year, worker-plant-year, and worker-industry-year observations in the respective panels. An asterisk ∗

indicates interpolated values in the LIAB following the procedure described in Table 1.B.1.
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Figure 1.C.1: Relative Frequency of Workers Along the Task Dimension

Source: BIBB-IAB work survey and LIAB.
Notes: Kernel density of male workers along the complexity measure (bandwidth=0.05). The solid line represents the full
sample, which has a greater probability mass at the upper end than the subsample (dashed line) that only contains workers
without censored wage entries and cuts off workers above the 85th percentile of the wage distribution. For comparison, the
normal distribution is referenced by the dotted line (µ = 0.6208;σ = 0.1768).

Table 1.C.4: Single Regressions of Offshoring on Plant-Level Outcomes

Cross-section, 1995 Panel, 1996 - 2007

State FE Plant FE

Ofs2005,OHI Ofs2005,LMI Ofs2005,DOut OfsOHI OfsLMI OfsDOut

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Plant outcomes

ln Wage bill 16.630∗∗∗ -6.432∗ 4.975∗∗∗ 1.610 -1.854∗∗ 0.254∗∗

ln Avg. wage 3.023∗∗ -4.654∗∗∗ 1.310∗∗∗ -0.075 3.177∗∗∗ -0.283∗∗∗

ln Employees 13.778∗∗∗ -1.704 4.036∗∗ 0.653 -4.896∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗

ln Capital per worker -0.119 -3.521 2.278∗∗ -11.755∗ 8.753∗ 0.076

ln Revenue 15.888∗∗∗ -5.355 3.405∗∗ 0.761 3.521∗∗ 0.039

Exports (share) 4.265∗∗∗ 1.006 0.269 -0.565 1.309∗∗ -0.138∗∗∗

Wage agreement: No 0.511∗∗∗ 0.283∗∗∗ -0.017 -0.006 0.099∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗

Firm level -0.057 0.014 0.016∗ 0.015 0.037∗ 0.002

Industry level 0.680∗∗∗ 0.441∗∗∗ 0.176∗∗∗ -0.014 -0.135∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗

Panel B: Worker task profiles

Simple Job (D) -6.154∗∗∗ -4.567∗∗∗ -0.095 0.601∗ -0.924∗∗∗ 0.027

Medium Job (D) -0.304 -3.073∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗ -0.134 -0.582∗∗∗ 0.020

Complex Job (D) 6.458∗∗∗ 7.640∗∗∗ -0.381∗∗ -0.467 1.505∗∗∗ -0.046

Source: Annual report on local units in manufacturing, mining and quarrying by the Federal Statistical Office, LIAB.
Notes: Each cell shows the estimate of a regression, where the dependent variable is listed in the same row and the
explanatory variables are along the columns. Note that in the presence of plant fixed effects, the coefficient of wage
agreements can be determined only by changes in status. Data on the wage bill, average wages, revenue, employees, and
exports are extracted from the Federal Statistical Office: 42111-0128 Persons employed and turnover of local kind-of-activity
units in manufacturing: FT/NL, years, economic activities. Other data from the table are from the LIAB. Standard errors
are clustered at industry-state levels in columns 1 - 3 and at industry-year levels in columns 4 - 6.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Chapter 2

Foreign Direct Investment and
Onshore Employment Dynamics

Evidence from German Firms with Affiliates
in the Czech Republic

with Michael Moritz and Johannes Schäffler

Abstract In this paper, we revisit questions about the onshore employment effects of firms that con-
duct foreign direct investment (FDI) in a country with substantially lower average wages. Our results
derive from the use of rich administrative records on the universe of employees in German multinational
enterprises (MNEs) that were active in the Czech Republic in 2010. Compared with former studies, the
unique dataset in this study includes a much higher fraction of small and medium-sized firms and leads
to strikingly different results for service MNEs. Applying coarsened exact matching for firms and an
event-study design, we show that the domestic employment growth of MNEs decreases relative to that
of non-MNEs and that the affected workers are those with low or medium educational attainment in the
manufacturing sector and with medium or high educational attainment in the service sector. Regarding
workers’ tasks, our results do not show that FDI affects routine jobs beyond a worker’s skill level.

JEL Classification F23 · F66 · J23

Keywords Multinational firms · FDI · Offshoring · Economic Integration · Skills · Coarsened Exact
Matching
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Foreign Direct Investment and Onshore Employment Dynamics

2.1 Introduction

Multinational enterprises (MNEs) account for the bulk of foreign direct investment (FDI), and intrafirm

exchanges of goods amount to approximately 30 percent of total world trade (Antras, 2003; Bernard

et al., 2009; Ramondo et al., 2016). Although the effects of such foreign activities are of high political

concern, the extant literature has not yet provided a conclusive answer as to their effects on domestic

labor (see the reviews by Hummels et al., 2018; Feenstra, 2010, and Crinò, 2009, or see Pflüger et al.,

2013 for a focus on Germany). On the one hand, FDI induces positive labor market effects because

it enhances MNE productivity due to intensified market access, the exploitation of international factor

price differences, and greater specialization. On the other hand, offshore labor may act as a substitute

for the workforce in the home country, or workers may be reallocated from high-productivity MNEs to

less-productive domestic players (e.g., Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008; Egger et al., 2015).

Seminal works by, for instance, Muendler and Becker (2010) for German MNEs, find that the initial

expansion into Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs)—the most important FDI destination

for German MNEs at the end of the 1990s—led to declining employment in the parent companies.66

Comparing MNEs with national firms, Becker and Muendler (2008) show that the separation rate of jobs

at the parent company decreases after FDI to CEECs, and adding to this, Becker et al. (2013) reveal

that the task and skill composition of the German parent company is not affected by such FDI. However,

one substantial caveat in all of these studies is the selection bias toward large MNEs. Because their FDI

information is drawn from the MiDi-Ustan dataset from the Deutsche Bundesbank, their sample includes

a selection of relatively large MNEs (see Pflüger et al., 2013).67 Because of these thresholds, small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are strongly underrepresented, which biases the results, especially for

the service sector with a high share of small MNEs.

We therefore revisit questions as to how the parent company’s workforce evolves around the year

of FDI in a formerly closed low-wage economy. Using an event-study design, we identify the onshore

employment effects with respect to workers’ skills (and tasks) by comparing the evolution of German

MNEs around their FDI date with that of similar firms that never conducted FDI (in the following

referred to as non-MNEs, control firms, or reference firms). To establish a strong comparability between

them, we apply a coarsened exact matching approach, as suggested by King and Nielsen (2019). Hence,

we rely on the identifying assumption that in the matched sample, the FDI decision is random conditional

on the covariates.

Our unique dataset is derived from the ReLOC project at the IAB and contains data on every

German MNE with at least one affiliate in the Czech Republic in 2010. The choice of the Czech Republic

is due to the outstanding importance of CEECs as offshoring or FDI destinations for German firms (see

66Using the same dataset, Jäckle and Wamser (2010) explore the effects of FDI by applying a Heckman (1978) approach
and find little impact on the growth rate of German MNEs relative to firms that do not invest abroad.

67The reported MNEs are selected based on the size of the balance sheet: for MNEs that own at least 10 percent of
their foreign affiliates, the total balance sheet of those affiliates must exceed 5 million euros or for MNEs that own at least
50 percent of their foreign affiliates, then the total balance sheet of those affiliates must exceed 0.5 million euros.
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Figure 2.A.1). Among the CEECs, Marin (2004, p.4) shows that the Czech Republic receives the largest

share of German FDI. Furthermore, she reveals (2006, p.614) that within the CEECs, the Czech Republic

is Germany’s most important offshoring destination, as approximately 76 percent of the German affiliates

in this country import and export inputs from and to their parent firms.

In a detailed and time-consuming record linkage procedure, Schäffler (2014) connects the German

firms that are active in the Czech Republic to high-quality labor administration sources (IAB Integrated

Employment Biographies) covering every worker subject to social security contributions in Germany. In

2008, the MNEs’ parent companies employed approximately 6.6 percent of all employees in the region of

the former West Germany, amounting to approximately 1.7 million workers.68 Essential for this paper,

the data also include small FDI and a substantial number of SMEs (see Table 2.A.2 and the histogram

in Figure 2.A.2 in the appendix), which mitigates the selectivity concerns present in former studies. Two

examples illustrate the extent of this difference: first, in the sample of Becker and Muendler (2008, p.11)

or Becker et al. (2013), the average MNE’s onshore employment was 2,684, while it is 745 workers in

our dataset.69 Second, in 2011, the databases of Bureau van Dijk and the MiDi database contained

data on approximately 1,000 Czech companies with German owners.70 In contrast, the IAB-ReLOC

database covers approximately 3,900 Czech companies with German owners (>2,400 German MNEs).

This important data improvement is due to the direct utilization of administrative sources such as the

Czech Commercial Register (Hecht, Litzel and Schäffler, 2013).

Our key findings expand the current state of knowledge by some essential aspects. In accordance with

the results of Muendler and Becker (2010), we show that German MNEs’ employment grows significantly

more slowly than that of comparable purely domestic firms. Moreover, we narrow the drivers of these

negative effects to i) decreasing demand for medium-skilled workers, ii) decreasing demand for low-skilled

workers in manufacturing, and iii) decreasing demand for high-skilled workers in the service sector—

whereas Becker et al. (2013) find no significant results for workforce composition. Adding to Becker et al.

(2013), we show that aside from controlling for skill, the task demand is barely affected by FDI to the

Czech Republic.

To provide an idea of firms’ evolution during the investment period, we plot the employment growth

of continuing firms (no entries or exits in the observation period) in Figure 2.1. The growth path of

MNEs (solid line) is similar to that of non-MNEs (dotted line) before the fall of the Iron Curtain but

declines in the period of FDI to the Czech Republic between 1990 and 2009 (gray area). This relative

decline is remarkable since similar studies, such as Becker et al. (2013, p. 97), observe 13.2 percent

68Aggregated employee data are drawn from a cross-section of the IAB Integrated Employment Biographies, namely, IAB
Employment Histories. In 2008, these data included a total of 25.83 million workers in West Germany.

69If not otherwise specified, our full sample considers only the former West Germany. Both numbers include employees,
apprentices, trainees, and marginal workers. Muendler and Becker (2010) use data from the USTAN database. In their
sample, the average MNE employs 1,629 workers. We prefer the comparison to the sample of Becker and Muendler (2008);
Becker et al. (2013), who also use comprehensive labor market data from the Federal Employment Agency (Bundesagentur
für Arbeit - BA).

70The Bureau van Dijk databases include datasets such as Amadeus, Markus, Orbis and Dafne, which are also limited
to rather large companies. Before launching the Elektronischer Bundesanzeiger in 2007, commercial data providers always
had much more information about larger firms because information about their investments is published in business reports
more often than is that of SMEs.
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: The left (right) panel illustrates the growth path of firms in the West German manufacturing (service) sector. The
index considers changes in the average onshore employment of MNEs (solid line) and firms without any FDI (dotted line)
around the expansion period to the Czech Republic (gray area) and does not include employment in East German plants,
firm entrants, or firms that were liquidated between 1984 and 2016. The index shows an evolving growth differential of the
two groups of firms after 1990.

Figure 2.1: Indexed Average Firm Size of MNEs and Non-MNEs.

growth in average employment in German manufacturing MNEs (with FDI in any country and from 1998

to 2001).71

Several papers have compared the performance of MNEs with that of national firms. Often, their

methodologies differ slightly as they match these firms via propensity scores and then apply a difference-

in-differences estimation. Among them, Becker and Muendler (2008) show that the workforce of German

firms with FDI expansion has higher retention than that of competitors without any FDI. This finding is

supported by Desai et al. (2009), who identify positive effects of affiliate growth on employment among US

parents. For Italy and France, Borin and Mancini (2016) and Navaretti et al. (2010) further distinguish

FDI by destination country and find positive effects on employment in the onshore part of MNEs after they

have invested in advanced economies for the first time. In contrast, they find no effect on employment

for FDI in less developed countries (similar to Harrison and McMillan, 2011 using US manufacturing

MNEs). For the onshore part of Korean manufacturing MNEs, Debaere et al. (2010) provide evidence

that, after initial FDI in a less developed country, employment grows 2 percent more slowly than that

in non-MNEs and that the growth difference holds for a period of up to three years after the FDI. In

contrast, investments in more advanced countries do not lower the employment growth of Korean MNEs.

Hijzen et al. (2011) find no significant employment effects on French MNEs in the manufacturing sector

that establish foreign affiliates. They also add the service sector to the analysis and find that service

firms grow more quickly than their domestic competitors after international expansion.

Regarding the onshore composition of workers, most studies provide evidence of skill upgrading over

the course of FDI; see, for example, Davies and Desbordes (2015) for 17 OECD countries, Sethupathy

(2013) for the US and FDI to Mexico, Head and Ries (2002) for Japan, Hansson (2005) for Sweden,

Geishecker et al. (2008) for Germany and the UK, and Castellani et al. (2008) for Italian MNEs with

71Note that the drop in average employment is not driven by the inclusion of small firms. In Figure 2.A.4, the distinction
by firm size shows that small firms have grown disproportionately faster.
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CEECs as hosts for FDI. For German MNEs, Becker et al. (2013) exhibits skill upgrading after FDI to

developed countries and for service MNEs after FDI to developing countries. They also add workers’ task

profiles to the analysis, which are based on the approach by Autor et al. (2003) and add to the discourse

of offshorability by Blinder (2009). After FDI to high-wage countries, the share of noninteractive and/or

routine jobs increases, as well as the share of white-collar occupations. These effects are, however, not

substantial after FDI to low-wage countries, which is in accordance with Hakkala et al. (2014) for Swedish

MNEs and Borin and Mancini (2016) for Italian MNEs.

A smaller strand of the literature highlights FDI related to research and development and other

high-skilled activities. At the level of European regions, Castellani and Pieri (2013) find no effect on

employment. At the firm level, using a survey of 660 German and Austrian MNEs, Marin (2004) and

Marin et al. (2018) argue that these firms offshore their high-skilled jobs and managers to Eastern

Europe, especially in service-related activities; Marin (2004, p. 23) provides exemplary evidence that firms

“centralize and outsource some [...] headquarters activities such as accounting and personnel management

to [...] subsidiaries in the Czech Republic.” After revisiting the literature, we conclude that the estimated

effects of outward FDI and onshore employment are still relatively ambiguous.

Our paper contributes to this literature in several ways. First, our results are derived from ad-

ministrative data sources, which are very precise and more reliable than commercial sources or survey

data. Additionally, our dataset covers the universe of German manufacturing and service MNEs active

in a low-wage country for more than two decades (instead of three years as in the seminal study by

Becker et al., 2013). Especially, in the understudied service sector—with generally smaller firms—we

consider the inclusion of SMEs and the mitigation of selection bias to be an important contribution.

Second, we leverage the information on occupational classifications to complement our analyses with

established task indices and explore whether these task indices (routine or noninteractive) can explain

employment changes beyond the effects of workers’ skills. Third, we add a coarsened exact matching

approach that compares similar firms in terms of all considered characteristics and not only in terms of

the unidimensional propensity to invest abroad.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the unique dataset,

which alleviates selectivity concerns, and presents summary statistics. Section 2.3 explains the empirical

setup for our results in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 tests the robustness of these outcomes, and Section 2.6

concludes the paper.

2.2 Data and Descriptive Statistics

Our dataset is derived from various administrative sources that are combined with firm-level information

from commercial providers. Basic data processing is conducted by Schäffler (2014) and within the scope
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of the IAB project Research on Locational and Organizational Change (IAB-ReLOC).72 The starting

point is the identification of any affiliate in the Czech Commercial Register that has a direct or indirect

German ownership share of at least 25 percent. The records were accessed in August 2010, and thus they

comprehensively cover FDI from 1990 to the beginning of 2009.73

Information on German parent firms is drawn from administrative data of the Federal Employment

Agency, which covers the universe of establishments in Germany with at least one employee liable for

social security contributions.74 Since this information does not include a firm identifier, Schäffler (2014)

applies a record linkage (by names and addresses) that identifies the onshore plants of German firms with

affiliates in the Czech Republic.75 Equipped with rich MNE data, we now turn to the reference firms.

Reference firms have neither a sister company nor direct or indirect FDI in any country. Their names,

addresses and investment information were acquired from the German Commercial Register. TNS In-

fratest then added further firm data after applying the same linkage procedure as Schäffler (2014). Based

on industry and size, a stratified sample was drawn from the administrative sources that oversampled

large and medium-sized companies to ensure their comparability with MNEs (Hecht, Litzel and Schäffler,

2013).76

We then merge firms with worker-level information of the IAB Integrated Employment Biographies

for the period from 1986 to 2011, from which we are particularly interested in daily wages and educational

attainment (skills). The latter distinguishes three types of workers: high-skilled workers who attained a

university degree (of applied sciences), medium-skilled workers who attained a vocational qualification or

a higher secondary degree (German Abitur), and low-skilled workers who attained neither a vocational

qualification nor a higher secondary degree. To further improve data quality, we impute missing skill

information using the algorithm suggested by Fitzenberger et al. (2006). Since the wage data are censored

at the upper earnings limits of the compulsory social security system (e.g., annual income of 66,000 euros

in West Germany in 2010), we impute the wages of top-coded entries similar to Card et al. (2013).

Other firm-level characteristics are drawn from the IAB Establishment History Panel. These include

the date of foundation, main industry and geographic location. For multisite companies, we select

the region or industry that accounts for the largest share of employees within the firm. East German

establishments are excluded for various reasons. First, our investigation starts before their coverage in

the IAB database. Second, we want to abstract from the specific circumstances of the former planned

72The IAB-ReLOC data are confidential but accessible for noncommercial researchers during a visiting stay at the IAB.
732009 and 2010 are covered incompletely due to the time lag between FDI and the notice in the commercial registers.

The results are robust to the exclusion of these years.
74Note that in our sample, we observe plants (or, synonymously, production sites or establishments) that we link to firms.

FDI information, however, is available only at the firm level.
75The record linkage is based on the address of the company and the owner’s name and is implemented in two steps: first,

preprocessed names and addresses link the establishments to the IAB-ReLOC firms, and second, only the name identifies
a company belonging to one of the IAB-ReLOC firms. The linkage is feasible due to firm names in the establishment
data. This information is usually subject to restrictive privacy protection, but it was made exceptionally available for the
IAB-ReLOC project.

76The IAB also commissioned an IAB-ReLOC Survey (at TNS Infratest) with information on MNEs in Germany and
the Czech Republic as well as on the reference firms in these two countries. Due to the small number of respondents, we do
not use the above survey in the present study. For a comprehensive evaluation of the survey, we refer to Hecht, Hohmeyer
et al. (2013) or Hecht et al. (2019).
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Notes: The number of German parent firms that initially invested in the Czech Republic. The peak for manufacturing firms
arises in 1994 after the ratification of the EU-Czech trade agreement or the Czech’s membership in the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). In the service sector, the peak arises in 2007, 3 years after membership in the EU. Note that
2009 is not covered completely due to the time lag of reporting FDI to commercial registers. The drop in investment is
thus a sample artifact rather than a structural change. Small and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) employ up to 100 workers
in the year of FDI.

Figure 2.2: Number of German Firms that Initially Invested in the Czech Republic.

economy and its economic units. Disturbing effects arise, for instance, due to the disposition of firms by

the Treuhand to, in particular, West German investors. Hence, aggregating establishments across East

and West Germany includes employment shifts that are not driven by increasing labor demand but by

access to funds or low-priced real estate. We suspect that many acquisitions of East German plants are

similar to an investment in the Czech Republic. Thus, there is a tradeoff between considering a larger

population and interpreting the blurred estimates of the effects of FDI in the source country. We decide

to favor precise estimates since the exclusion of East German establishments comes at a relatively low

cost, as only approximately 10 percent of German affiliates in the Czech Republic have an owner from

East Germany (Schäffler et al., 2017).

Our full sample covers 2,410 (6,336) West German firms with (no) FDI. In the subsequent analysis,

we consider only the initial entry date of the firm, which Muendler and Becker (2010) refer to as the

extensive margin of offshoring. As Figure 2.2 illustrates, MNEs’ entry dates in the Czech Republic are

distributed around two peaks: one peak in the mid-1990s after the EU and the Czech Republic mutually

opened up their markets for trade and another peak after the Czech accession into the European Union in

2004. While the first peak is mainly due to FDI by manufacturing firms, the second peak predominantly

saw investments by service firms.

Table 2.1 reports the main summary statistics of onshore variables in the manufacturing and service

sectors, of which MNE data only consider values two years prior to FDI to show their initial properties. We

want to point out important differences in terms of three aspects: i) between sectors, ii) within sectors

and between MNEs and reference firms, and iii) relative to other datasets such as the MiDi dataset.

i) First, the table shows that firms in the manufacturing sector are much larger than those in the service

sector, where the latter includes firms with many more plants (e.g., stores). Relative to the other sector,

manufacturing production is low-skill intensive, while production in service firms is high-skill intensive.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of MNEs Prior to FDI and Non-MNEs in the Full Sample.

Manufacturing Services

MNE Reference MNE Reference

Mean Mean Stand. Bias Mean Mean Stand. Bias

Median Median Median Median

(Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio) (Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio)

Employees 1136.5 229.37 0.1435 447.56 142.74 0.0967

156.5 152 41 53

(8935.7) (337.3) (701.7) (4435.4) (454.7) (95.1)

High-skilled (percent) 8.24 6.39 0.1878 16.91 9.35 0.3802

5.06 3.57 7.14 1.89

(10.49) (9.09) (1.333) (22.09) (17.36) (1.62)

Medium-skilled (percent) 71.58 75.27 -0.2295 75.58 78.90 -0.1533

72.69 77.55 80.77 86.57

(16.12) (16.09) (1.003) (21.79) (21.52) (1.026)

Low-skilled (percent) 20.18 18.33 0.1123 7.52 11.75 -0.2847

16.86 14.29 2.65 4.39

(16.69) (16.29) (1.049) (11.45) (17.65) (0.421)

Employment growth 3.0713 2.8357 0.2036 2.8106 2.6614 0.1243

2.7726 2.7243 2.7218 2.6966

(1.2800) (1.0198) (1.575) (1.2882) (1.1077) (1.352)

Wage bill 136721.5 25300.0 0.1432 48429.7 14090.2 0.1162

14707.2 14108.0 4857.8 4698.7

(1098890.2) (58985.0) (347.08) (415148.0) (46568.9) (79.47)

Plants 2.50 1.48 0.1368 10.94 2.90 0.0652

1 1 1 1

(10.21) (2.53) (16.308) (174.14) (10.94) (253.157)

Firms 1156 2904 1254 3432

Notes: Table 2.1 presents the summary statistics for MNEs and non-MNEs in West Germany. MNE information is reported
for the period two years prior to the investment, while non-MNE information includes observations for all years without
any missing values. Employment numbers include only regular employment and not apprentices, marginal employment,
or temporary workers. Employment growth is measured as the log of the employment difference over the last four years.
Concerning multisite MNEs, more than 30 percent consist of more than one establishment in Germany. The wage bill is
denoted in euros and considers average daily wages. For definitions of standardized bias and variance ratio, see footnote 79.

ii) Second, on average, MNEs are larger, employ a larger share of high-skilled workers, pay higher wages,

and grow faster in the years prior to FDI than (the stratified sample of) non-MNEs. Firm characteristics

are, hence, in line with studies such as Helpman et al. (2004), which shows that only productive firms

conduct FDI because of its high fixed costs, or Antras and Helpman (2004), which draws theoretical links

between productivity, firm size and the decision to invest abroad. iii) Third, note that despite being large

compared to non-MNEs, our average MNE is still substantially smaller than the selection of MNEs in the

MiDi dataset because firm size correlates positively with the size of the FDI, which is covered without

any absolute lower bound in the IAB-ReLOC data. We highly stress this improvement in the data since

a relatively high fraction of German small and medium-sized enterprises invested in the Czech Republic

due to the relatively low costs of FDI.77 If these firms were not considered in the analysis, the results

would likely be substantially biased because of selectivity.

Having described the data, we now turn to the analysis of the effects of FDI on firm employment.

Thus far, Figure 2.1 has shown that relative employment evolves negatively for MNEs, which may be

77Moritz et al. (2020), Hecht (2017), and Buch et al. (2005, p. 59 f.) point out that the average German affiliate in CEECs
is remarkably small. On the one hand, geographic proximity contributes to low expenditures for cross-border transactions
and communication. On the other hand, political developments reduce investment risks and associated costs. These are, for
example, the stable political climate in Eastern Europe, the single market of the EU, and advances in the Schengen area.
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Notes: Figure 2.3 displays the annual employment growth around FDI for manufacturing (left panel) and services (right
panel) MNEs. The black line represents the growth in all employees, whereas the bars consider the growth per skill group.
For comparison, we create symmetry around zero and calculate each growth rate by considering the average employment
in t and t− 1 in the denominator of growth rate.

Figure 2.3: Employment Growth (by Skill Group) of MNEs around the Investment.

due not only to FDI but also to other events or influences particular to these firms, such as relocating

jobs to East Germany. In Figure 2.3, we therefore zoom in on the evolution of manufacturing (left

panel) and service (right panel) MNEs around their years of investment in the Czech Republic. To

ease the comparability of increases and decreases, we create symmetry around zero by using the average

employment in t and t-1 in the denominator of the growth rate formula. Hence, the range of values lies

between -2 and 2, instead of between -1 and +∞ (compare Davis et al., 1996, p. 190).

It is striking that employment growth (black solid line) fundamentally changes immediately after

investment. While prior to investment, the average MNE follows a growth path, after investment, firm

employment decreases in a manufacturing MNE or grows much more slowly in a service MNE. The trend

exists in both sectors and for all skill groups, although there are substantial differences in the magnitude.

Manufacturing firms annually grew between 2 and 6 percent prior to the investment, mainly due to not

only the increase in high-skilled workers but also the increase in medium-skilled workers. The growth in

low-skilled workers somewhat oscillated around zero. After FDI, the employment of high-skilled workers

grew at a slower pace, while the number of medium-skilled workers barely changed, and low-skilled

employment continuously decreased. In the service sector, the pre-FDI growth of all worker types was

between 8 and 12 percent and relatively similar for high- and medium-skilled workers. The number of

low-skilled workers, however, grew more slowly. After investment, growth rates fell successively to below

4 percent. The differences between skill groups were less pronounced than those in the manufacturing

sector.
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2.3 Empirical Strategy

In the previous section, we described the chronological interrelatedness between the occurrence of FDI

and the evolution of an MNE’s workforce. Adverse employment effects, however, may also be driven by

a general trend that correlates with the decision to conduct FDI—a concern that we mitigate using the

following event-study design.

2.3.1 Event-Study Design

We base our estimation design on Borusyak and Jaravel (2018) and Schmidheiny and Siegloch (2019),

applying a distributed-lag model with first differences:

∆ lnLit =

+20∑︂
j=−23

γjD
j
i,t + ζ∆zit + θt +∆ϵit (2.1)

where ∆ lnLit is the change in firm i’s employment in logarithms (growth rate), ∆zit is a vector of

time-varying firm controls such as the change in the squared value of a firm’s age, θ is the year fixed

effect, and ∆ϵit is the change in the error term.78 The main interest is in the event dummies Dj
i,t. They

are equal to one whenever firm i conducts FDI in j years from t and zero otherwise. Hence, for each

MNE, the sum in (2.1) contains only a single coefficient of γ per year. The observation window reaches

from 1986 to 2011, and these years also mark the borders for the maximum number of lags and leads

indicated by the boundaries of the sum. For instance, if a German firm buys a Czech affiliate in 1991,

then the regression may contain up to 5 lines of lags (1986-1991) and up to 20 lines of leads (1992-

2011) for this firm. We choose a broad observation period because some portion of the effects may not

arise immediately after the investment but rather after organizational rearrangements some years later.

Therefore, we can also control for another growth scenario, for example, when firm employment initially

decreases but subsequently experiences higher growth rates in the medium or long run. Observing a long

preceding period helps to reveal whether the investment changed an existing trend. It would be positive,

for instance, if the firm acquires managers who plan and cope with the organizational changes. In the

case of multiple investments in Czech affiliates, we consider only the first occasion.

Since we include the whole set of event dummies, each of them is exclusively identified by the MNEs’

differences from control firms; that is, only firms without any FDI serve as references for identification.

The coefficient of each investment dummy then indicates the difference in employment growth between

MNEs in a given year and the reference group.

The specification with first differences solves many problems related to unobserved firm character-

istics that usually do not change during the sample period; these characteristics can be the location or

legal form (German AG or GmbH, etc., which are similar to Inc. or Ltd. Co., etc.) of the firm, or,

78We do not consider the difference in age (nonsquared) since it renders perfectly collinear in the presence of time fixed
effects and in first differences.
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in combination with time fixed effects, the linear term of a firm’s age. If some change correlates with

employment growth and is unrelated to the FDI decision, then we assume that it is random and does not

influence our mean outcomes. If, instead, it is related to FDI, then it depicts another channel that we

capture in our estimates. The latter relates to the problem of bad controls and is the reason for omitting

a plethora of possible control variables. That is, the FDI decision may influence employment growth not

only directly but also through channels such as wages, skill or task composition, the number of plants,

or sales.

2.3.2 Coarsened Exact Matching

Although the reasons for conducting FDI are manifold, Table 2.1 and Helpman et al. (2004) have shown

that the tendencies to invest abroad are stronger for more productive firms. If we employ our full sample,

we then end up comparing the growth of MNEs with that of firms that may not have the features or

resources needed to benefit from international activities. Technically, we face the problem that the full

sample is not unconfounded: choosing to invest is not random conditional on the covariates. To mitigate

this problem, we focus on a subsample of MNEs and reference firms with similar characteristics. Our

analysis then relies on the assumption that the probability of conducting FDI is comparable among firms,

and hence, assignment to the treatment is conditionally random.

As suggested by King and Nielsen (2019), we apply coarsened exact matching on a variety of charac-

teristics that determine a firm’s FDI activity. The main advantage of this approach over other methods,

such as propensity score matching, is that all covariates of the matched pair are balanced and not the

one-dimensional overall propensity for FDI. The main disadvantage of coarsened exact matching is the

curse of dimensionality; that is, we cannot include many matching variables since each of them exponen-

tially decreases matching feasibility. Our matching procedure is, hence, a tradeoff between balancing firm

characteristics of substantial importance for FDI and pruning dissimilar firms, i.e., reducing the number

of observations in our subsequent regressions. After continuous checks of the variables of interest, we

conclude that the following procedure provides a good proportion for the number of observations and the

balance of covariates:

1. Exact matching of the firm’s sector (service and manufacturing) since growth rates and firm char-

acteristics differ greatly between sectors.

2. Exact matching of the year, which is two years prior to the investment. This adjustment provides

non-MNEs with a virtual investment year, at which the conditional probability of investing is

similar to that of the MNEs, but the firms randomly chose not to invest. The choice of year for

the matching includes another tradeoff. A shorter period before the event can capture effects that

are due to the anticipation of FDI. However, a longer matching period before the event can include

firm adjustments that are not related to FDI and, hence, weaken the balancing for the identification
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of the labor market effect. Figure 2.3 suggests that two years prior to the event is sufficient for

avoiding changes due to FDI.

3. Consider treatment and control firms that are inside the support region (highest value of the smaller

group plus 3 percent) for each covariate. The rationale is to drop all firms with characteristics that

appear only in the treatment or control group. In terms of employment, e.g., we drop firms that

exceed the largest control firm by more than 3 percent.

4. Create five equally sized bins for each covariate: wage bill, number of employees, share of high-skilled

workers, share of medium-skilled workers, share of low-skilled workers, number of establishments,

and propensity to invest in the Czech Republic for 24 industries in West German states. The wage

bill and number of employees approximate firm productivity. The skill shares, number of plants and

finer industry classification capture firms’ structure, while the location of firms may be of relevance

if, for instance, firms closer to the border respond more strongly to FDI.

5. If firms are in exactly the same bin for each covariate, then we randomly assign a control firm to

exactly one treatment firm. This results in unique one-to-one matches without replacement.

Table 2.2 reports the balancing of the matched sample by comparing the means and standard devi-

ations of MNEs and reference firms and the standardized biases and variance ratios and shows that the

subsample is much more balanced than the full sample.79 For example, the standardized bias is below

5 percent for most of the variables (as suggested by Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2008), and the variance ratio

is much closer to one. Substantial differences between firm types remain only for the number of plants

in the manufacturing sector.

While the fairly balanced matching covariates reduce sources of selection bias, we still need to

discuss unobserved sources that may impact both a firm’s decision to invest in the Czech Republic and

employment growth beyond FDI. These include, for example, product type, management intensity, or

customer preferences. After explaining when firm differences in these sources lead to a higher propensity

to engage in FDI, we need to consider whether they also affect employment after FDI beyond the FDI

effect.

We start with the example of certain product types and consider those with high scale effects.

These products would encourage (market) expansions by the firm and thereby increase the propensity

for FDI. Since these products favor firm expansion, it is also likely that serving a larger market will raise

employment growth in the domestic part of the firm. Our estimates in the following hence reflect an upper

bound of MNE growth. A similar reasoning holds for high management intensity. These firms are more

prone to foreign expansion since they feature relatively low costs of FDI. It is also likely that—beyond

FDI—high management intensity fosters employment growth because, ceteris paribus, the firm already

79Standardized bias is the mean difference divided by the square root of the mean variance of the two covariates:
µtreatment−µcontrol√︃
σ2
treatment

+σ2
control

2

. The variance ratio is calculated with
σ2
treatment

σ2
control

.
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has a greater capacity to manage a larger workforce. In a third scenario, the customers’ taste favors the

firms’ regional attachment to the Czech Republic and thus also the firms’ propensity for FDI. Beyond the

effect of FDI, the employment effect would, again, also be positive since customers’ taste is satisfied, which

in turn increases their demand. Finally, we also want to highlight the findings by Helpman et al. (2004)

that FDI is cost intensive. For firms in economic turmoil, these expenses will impede their international

expansion. Not considering the effect of FDI, the expected growth rates of FDI-engaging firms would

thus be higher than those of non-MNEs. Hence, in the subsequent analysis, we consider estimates of

positive employment effects for MNEs as an upper bound, while negative employment growth instead

serves as a conservative estimate.

Table 2.2: Characteristics of MNEs and Non-MNEs after Coarsened Exact Matching.

Manufacturing (886 firms) Services (668 firms)

MNE Reference Standardized MNE Reference Standardized

Mean Mean Bias Mean Mean Bias

Median Median Median Median

(Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio) (Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio)

Log employment 4.8543 4.7872 0.0399 3.0050 3.0743 -0.0364

5.0238 4.9836 2.7081 2.7081

(1.7956) (1.5540) (1.3351) (1.9826) (1.8286) (1.1755)

High-skilled (percent) 5.67 5.74 -0.0103 16.09 15.13 0.0411

4.09 3.98 2.47 2.45

(6.80) (6.74) (1.0198) (24.00) (22.67) (1.1209)

Medium-skilled (percent) 72.52 72.95 -0.0259 78.04 78.92 -0.0374

74.56 73.87 83.84 85.71

(17.02) (16.21) (1.1019) (24.00) (22.63) (1.1246)

Low-skilled (percent) 21.80 21.30 0.0288 5.87 5.95 -0.0079

19.16 18.96 0 0

(17.79) (16.85) (1.1142) (10.85) (10.96) (0.9808)

Employment growth 3.0081 2.9717 0.0301 2.7266 2.7136 0.0109

2.7653 2.7726 2.7218 2.7218

(1.2759) (1.1368) (1.2597) (1.2336) (1.1260) (1.2002)

Log wage bill 9.3692 9.3188 0.0284 7.6438 7.5993 0.0215

9.5235 9.5125 7.3709 7.3867

(1.8912) (1.6535) (1.3081) (2.1296) (2.0015) (1.1321)

Log number of plants 0.3172 0.1863 0.2360 0.3112 0.2609 0.0668

0 0 0 0

(0.6420) (0.4506) (2.0304) (0.8212) (0.6796) (1.4600)

Notes: Table 2.2 reports the summary statistics for one-to-one matched MNEs and non-MNEs two years prior to the
(virtual) investment year. The coarsened exact matching procedure considers only firms in the support region; that is, it
excludes firms with characteristics that exceed the respective maximum in the other group (control or treatment) by more
than 3%. Moreover, we use 5 equally sized bins per covariate and randomly match firms in the same set of bins. We evaluate
the balancing quality of the matching via the standardized bias and variance ratio; i.e., the quality of the match increases
with attenuated standardized biases and variance ratios close to one.

2.4 Results

Our empirical strategy identifies how a firm’s FDI decision impacts its employment around the year of

investment. It does so by applying an event-study design that controls for time-invariant firm characteris-

tics. After a preliminary analysis of outcomes for the full sample, we estimate the employment dynamics

of coarsened exactly matched firms.
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2.4.1 Preliminary Analysis:

Employment Growth Differential of the Unmatched Sample

We now turn to the estimation of equation (2.1) using the full sample of 164,410 unmatched firm-year

observations. Despite the disadvantage that the results from this nonmatched sample do not reveal the

causal effect of FDI on firm employment, the evolution of the average MNE relative to an excess of

dissimilar reference firms is still relevant since the full sample of the reference firms is more representative

of the remaining economy than the matched subgroup.

Figure 2.4 plots the estimates (black line) and their 95-percent confidence intervals (gray area), in

which we cluster standard errors at firm-year levels. The top panel shows the results for the full sample.

Prior to investment, the confidence interval overlaps with the zero line for most years, which means that

the growth of MNEs is not significantly different from the growth of reference firms. The size of the

coefficients suggests that, on average, MNEs tend to grow somewhat faster than reference firms prior to

investment. The investment year marks a striking turning point, after which MNEs’ relative employment

growth changes its trend and significantly decreases in the subsequent years of investment, ranging from

-1.9 to -3.3 percent compared to the reference firms. Until 20 years after investment, we do not observe

that MNEs return to a growth path relative to non-MNEs.

In the following analysis, we focus on a ten-year window around the investment since the sample

is constructed in a way that centers the MNE data around the year of investment. These years, hence,

contain less noise, more precise estimates, and narrower confidence bands. Regarding employment growth

after 10 years of investment, the trend never changes to become significantly positive. Therefore, in the

case of German FDI in the Czech Republic, there is no evidence of an increase in firm employment in

the long run. This finding is in contrast to other studies, such as Navaretti et al. (2010) and Hijzen et al.

(2011), where efficiency-seeking FDI to low-income countries has positive labor market effects in the long

run, as there is a time lag until gains in productivity lead to new hires.
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Notes: Figure 2.4 presents the growth differential between MNEs and non-MNEs for the pooled sample of West German
workers and separately by sector and skill group. The gray area is the 95% confidence interval, which tests whether a
coefficient is individually different from zero. If it crosses the zero line, then no significant difference between MNEs and
non-MNEs is measured. Standard errors are clustered at firm-year levels (see Abadie et al., 2017). The respective output
is drawn from Table 2.A.1.

Figure 2.4: Employment Growth Differential of MNEs compared to Non-MNEs.

Considering insights from theory, Czech affiliates will substitute for some types of labor of the MNE,

while they complement other types of labor inside or outside the MNE. This substitutability is also
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related to the concept of the offshorability of jobs à la Blinder and Krueger (2013). They state, on the

one hand, that in the service sector, the tradability of tasks depends on certain characteristics, such as

the proximity of the location where the task is performed to the end customer. On the other hand, in the

manufacturing sector, virtually everything can be put into boxes and sent abroad. From the outset, this

sector is thus more prone to offshoring activities, and the related theory predicts trade patterns according

to the comparative advantage in factors of production. Regarding the skill level of workers, this would

imply that Czech affiliates substitute for low- and medium-skilled labor in German production. MNEs,

however, are also able to cut prices due to cost reductions in production, which, according to Markusen

(2004), increases their sales and the labor demand for rather high-skilled headquarters activities such as

management, marketing, and research and development.80

The bottom panels in Figure 2.4 depict the development in MNEs’ employment within the man-

ufacturing or service sector and separately by skill level. Within manufacturing (left panel), MNEs’

employment mainly adjusts during the five years after investment. Compared to the reference firms,

the annual growth of MNEs is 1.3 to 2.8 percent lower. It is evident that the effects differ with respect

to workers’ skills. The drop in relative employment growth is strongest for low-skilled workers (-2.3 to

-3.8 percent per year) but also sizable for medium-skilled workers (down to -2.8 percent per year). High-

skilled workers, however, are not considerably affected. Their employment even rises in the year prior to

investment, presumably because MNEs hire managers who perform organizational restructuring.

Service MNEs react with a similar but weaker break in the existing growth path relative to the

reference firms. Relative growth decreases successively until reaching -3.8 percent per year. Noticeable

differences become visible in the growth across skills. While the highest adverse effects are found for

medium- and low-skilled workers (up to -5.1 percent), high-skilled workers also experience annual de-

creases of approximately -2.3 percent relative to non-MNEs. These downturns are preceded by increases

and motivate a more thorough analysis in the next subsection.

2.4.2 Employment Growth Differential among Matched Firms

Although the previous approach already considered time-invariant heterogeneity, the estimates could still

be biased by some other effect that correlates with any firm characteristic and FDI timing. This means,

for instance, that the employment response of more productive firms could be affected by a technology

shock at productive firms (due to high costs) at a similar time as FDI but that is causally unrelated.

As Table 2.1 suggests, the average MNE substantially differs from the average reference firm. We thus

consider only firms paired in our matching procedure, in which each pair is similar to one another in

80In the literature, several measures have been applied to identify skill-specific effects. One is to focus on relative terms,
such as skill-group shares in the total wage bill (e.g., Becker et al., 2013; Head and Ries, 2002). Another strand of the
literature uses the share of a skill group in total employment (e.g., Hijzen et al., 2005). However, another strand estimates
the labor demand separately for different skill groups (e.g., Bajo-Rubio and Diaz-Mora, 2015; Driffield et al., 2009; Elia
et al., 2009). The latter has the advantage of identifying the impact on skill-specific labor demand directly and not relative
to other skill groups; thus, it is straightforwardly comparable to the estimations for total employment, allowing us to draw
conclusions as to which type of labor drives overall reductions.
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all matching covariates. We then assume that the treatment—that is, FDI—can be conducted by all

firms equally well but only a virtually random fraction of these firms—MNEs—take advantage of this

possibility (Lee and Lemieux, 2010).

Since we extensively prune the data to obtain a strongly balanced subsample, our estimations lose

many degrees of freedom. This reduction becomes even more rigorous when we cluster standard errors

according to Abadie and Spiess (2021) at match-year levels. While the latter has ambiguous effects on

standard errors, the vast reduction in degrees of freedom increases the variance and impedes the rejection

of a statistical test for a given level of significance. To avoid any overinterpretation of individual outliers

from the yearly estimates, we therefore consider three-year changes that average out these irregularities.

In Table 2.3, column 1 presents the results for the full subsample of matched firms that are, two years

prior to investment, very similar in size, growth, wage bill, skill composition, location, and industry. After

investment, the MNEs’ growth rate suddenly decreases relative to the non-MNEs. Now, as one of the

matching variables is employment growth from six to two years prior to investment, we do not observe

significant differences prior to FDI. Then, the employment of MNEs grows more slowly in the initial

years after FDI until six to nine years after investment. On average, MNEs’ relative growth slackens

by approximately 1.6 percentage points per year. Note that these estimates depict the upper bound of

MNE growth, on the one hand, because of the effects of unobserved covariates as described in Section 2.3

and, on the other hand, because the dataset contains no information on firm trade, especially that of

intermediates. This channel could affect employment growth of non-MNEs similarly to FDI and hence

attenuate our estimates.

Columns 2 to 9 further distinguish sectors and skill levels. It becomes apparent that manufacturing

MNEs’ relative growth becomes significantly negative immediately after the year of FDI. This strong and

early drop suggests the relocation of some stages of production and closing of domestic plants.81 Across

skill groups, the relative growth of low-skilled workers diminishes more strongly than the respective

estimate for medium-skilled workers. High-skilled workers, in contrast, exhibit no change; it seems that

they are not substituted by foreign labor. In the service sector, the drop in the relative growth of MNEs

comes with a time lag from FDI, which may be explained by the indirect relocation of production,

in which service firms successively recruit low-wage labor in the affiliate companies.82 Note that this

substitution is not necessarily associated with low-skilled workers. In fact, the drop in the number of

low-skilled workers after FDI is not statistically significant. Instead, medium-skilled workers experience

the strongest relative downturn, while high-skilled workers are also less frequently recruited relative to

non-MNEs.

In sum, the low-skilled intensive manufacturing sector offshores low- and medium-skilled labor, while

81Among (unmatched) multisite manufacturing MNEs, the average number of plants drops by 2.3% within 3 years after
the investment. In the service sector, this number increases by 4.4% in the respective period. We exclude the top percentile
due to the extreme behavior of the largest service MNE.

82The result is in accordance with findings by Yeaple (2003), that most FDI follows complex integration strategies.
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Table 2.3: Baseline Regression Results of Matched Firms.

All Manufacturing sector Service sector

Dependent By skill group By skill group

variable: ∆ log All All Low Medium High All Low Medium High

Employees (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.0111 0.0175 0.00349 0.0210 0.0381∗ 0.0109 -0.0140 0.0192 0.000680

(0.57) (1.04) (0.16) (1.27) (1.83) (0.24) (-0.26) (0.47) (0.02)

3-0 years prior 0.0125 -0.00823 -0.0330 -0.0118 0.0297 0.0421 -0.0123 0.0276 0.0518

to FDI (0.77) (-0.48) (-1.23) (-0.72) (1.37) (1.31) (-0.35) (0.84) (1.53)

0-3 years after -0.0487∗∗∗ -0.0566∗∗∗ -0.0851∗∗∗ -0.0493∗∗∗ 0.0177 -0.0414 0.0245 -0.0425 0.00471

(-2.78) (-3.23) (-2.88) (-2.77) (0.88) (-1.28) (0.67) (-1.30) (0.13)

3-6 years after -0.0548∗∗∗ -0.0317∗ -0.0676∗∗ -0.0304 0.0143 -0.0830∗∗∗ -0.0525 -0.0840∗∗∗ -0.0653∗

(-3.30) (-1.66) (-2.49) (-1.55) (0.58) (-2.68) (-1.37) (-2.60) (-1.92)

6-9 years after -0.0383∗ -0.0144 -0.0301 -0.0166 0.0294 -0.0547 -0.0510 -0.0395 -0.0628

(-1.93) (-0.75) (-1.37) (-0.88) (1.21) (-1.25) (-1.02) (-0.91) (-1.44)

Observations 9,550 5,944 5,944 5,944 5,944 3,458 3,458 3,458 3,458

Notes: The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects,
and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at match-year levels
(see Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

the high-skill intensive service sector tends to offshore medium- and high-skilled labor.83 With respect

to the considered economic sector, our results thus combine outcomes from various studies. For service

MNEs, production in the Czech affiliates substitutes for high-skilled jobs in German parent companies,

which is in line with findings by Marin (2004), i.e., the German affiliates in the Czech Republic employ a

high share of high-skilled workers. Moreover, this finding could explain the nonsignificant relation between

offshoring to CEECs and skill upgrading in the pooled MNE sample of Becker et al. (2013, p.102). For

manufacturing MNEs, our results are in line with evidence for skill upgrading, such as Castellani et al.

(2008) for Italy, Head and Ries (2002) for Japan, and Hansson (2005) for Sweden. Regarding long-run

growth, we do not observe a return of MNEs’ growth rates as predicted by theories such as Rodŕıguez-

Clare (2010) or Acemoglu et al. (2015) (not reported in the table).

2.4.3 Wage-Bill Growth Differential among Matched Firms

Thus far, our estimates suggest that efficiency-seeking FDI reduces the number of workers in the parent

company. To obtain a better sense of the labor-demand relationship, we now consider the overall input

of labor, measured by the wage bill of all workers with social security. Table 2.4 shows the results for

the matched sample and three-year differences. The development of all matches is similar to that of

employment growth: prior to investment, the wage bill of MNEs tends to increase faster than that of

reference firms. The investment date then implies a turning point, and some years after investment, the

relative wage bill growth of MNEs significantly drops until six years after investment.

Strikingly, the evolution within the manufacturing sector is fairly different. While Table 2.3 shows

that a manufacturing firm’s employment grows significantly more slowly after investment, wage bill

83In doing so, the respective jobs do not necessarily need to be located in Germany prior to FDI. It could also be that
firms expand production abroad instead of in the domestic economy.
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Table 2.4: Regression Results for Wage Bill of Real Wages.

All sectors Manufacturing sector Service sector

Dependent By skill group By skill group

variable: ∆ log All All Low Medium High All Low Medium High

wage bill (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.0346 0.0400∗∗ 0.0546 0.0503∗∗ 0.121 0.0404 -0.0736 0.0536 0.0261

(1.50) (2.09) (0.91) (2.32) (1.53) (0.73) (-0.47) (1.05) (0.18)

3-0 years prior to FDI 0.0398∗∗ 0.000346 -0.0447 0.00295 0.0470 0.0982∗∗ 0.137 0.0716 0.135

(2.15) (0.02) (-0.68) (0.17) (0.60) (2.52) (1.05) (1.45) (1.20)

0-3 years after -0.0384∗ -0.0323 -0.0407 -0.0318 0.0615 -0.0533 0.144 -0.0202 -0.110

(-1.85) (-1.61) (-0.62) (-1.44) (0.88) (-1.34) (1.10) (-0.37) (-0.91)

3-6 years after -0.0468∗∗ -0.0154 -0.0633 -0.0240 0.102 -0.0893∗∗ -0.140 -0.137∗∗∗ -0.125

(-2.37) (-0.71) (-1.14) (-1.06) (1.49) (-2.34) (-1.07) (-2.70) (-0.99)

6-9 years after -0.0291 -0.0206 -0.0551 -0.0294 0.0572 -0.0202 -0.0810 -0.0576 -0.0726

(-1.28) (-0.91) (-1.00) (-1.36) (0.75) (-0.40) (-0.47) (-0.95) (-0.49)

Observations 9,056 5,656 5,656 5,656 5,656 3,256 3,256 3,256 3,256

Notes: The regressions include the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects, and a full
set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at match-year levels (see
Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

growth shows more variance. This combination implies that the average wages of the remaining workers

increase in many MNEs relative to the reference firms.

In the service sector, an increase in relative wage bill growth is succeeded by a more pronounced

decrease that lasts until six years after investment. In particular, medium-skilled firms experience a sharp

drop some years after investment, showing a -13.7 percent difference from reference firms. They are also

the group with the largest decline in employment and are often associated with a routine task profile (see

Goos et al., 2014). We test this in the following subsection.

2.4.4 Routine or Noninteractive Jobs and Skills

The following section analyzes whether routine or noninteractive jobs are more prone to substitution after

FDI within their skill group. This hypothesis originates from the task approach by Autor et al. (2003) and

has been theoretically formulated in the context of offshoring by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008).

Closely related empirical analyses are those of, e.g., Autor et al. (2006), Baumgarten et al. (2013), Becker

et al. (2013), and Goos et al. (2014).

We assess whether jobs with high routine content or few face-to-face interactions have explanatory

power in terms of the relative decline in an MNE’s employment when we also consider workers’ skill level.

Thereby taking into account that there are low-skilled jobs such as cleaning, catering, hairdressing and

security services that cannot be relocated to foreign countries because they include personal interactions

and physical presence. Instead, many jobs held by medium- or high-skilled workers, such as administrative

clerks, highly trained specialists, programmers, or mathematicians, are easily offshorable, often because

the use of computers makes jobs vulnerable to being relocated abroad since no physical presence is needed

(see Blinder, 2009 and Blinder and Krueger, 2013).
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Following the recommendation by Autor (2013, p. 195), we employ off-the-shelf measures and borrow

the strict definition of the nonroutine and interactive indices from Becker et al. (2013).84 To obtain a

binary classification, we take the distribution of these ranking indices among all workers and then declare

those jobs that belong to the lowest 25 percent to be routine or noninteractive.85 We then interact these

jobs with skill to obtain three new groups of workers: low-, medium-, and high-skilled workers in routine

or noninteractive jobs. According to theory, we would expect that within a skill group, those workers

are particularly prone to substitution with foreign labor. To test this expectation, we use these groups

as dependent variables in the estimating equation of our matched sample, either by considering their

number of employees or their wage bill.

Table 2.5 shows the results for routine jobs with respect to employment (Panel A) and the wage bill

(Panel B). It is striking that employment effects by skill group not only become nonsignificant but also

change their direction or become smaller in magnitude than in the regressions that ignored routine content.

An exception is low-skilled workers in routine jobs in manufacturing MNEs (Panel A, column 4), which,

however, still lose subproportionally to their overall skill group (Table 2.3, column 3). In the evolution

of the wage bill (Panel B), we observe delayed decreases for this type of labor in the manufacturing

sector. This is in line with Hakkala et al. (2014), who also find that FDI impacts task-specific wage bills

rather than employment shares. In the service sector, the relative wage bill of medium- and high-skilled

routine jobs increases prior to FDI, possibly because of an increased demand for routine office work.

Some of these gains, however, are lost in the aftermath. Note that the wage bill of low-skilled routine

jobs tends to increase some years after FDI, but the strong oscillation of the coefficients casts doubt on

the generalizability of this effect. Nevertheless, the identification of the specific type of affected labor is

an interesting avenue for future research and analyzed in Chapter 3.

Panels C and D in Table 2.5 report analogous results for noninteractive jobs per skill group. Column 4

suggests that the noninteractive jobs of low-skilled manufacturing workers are slightly more affected by

FDI than are those of their low-skilled colleagues (compare with Table 2.3). In the service sector, the

growth of noninteractive jobs does not significantly differ across firm types. This result adds to Becker

et al. (2013, Table 7, column 6), who show that service MNEs expand the share of interactive tasks if they

hire workers offshore. In terms of wage sums, we find results similar to those in Panel B, whereas in the

service sector, noninteractive jobs of low-skilled workers experience immediate and strong negative effects

that are followed by nonsignificant increases. Again, a more thorough analysis of the recomposition of

the workforce in light of FDI and occupations/tasks is feasible with IAB-ReLOC data and very desirable

for future research (see Chapter 3).

84The measure is related to the work by Spitz-Oener (2006) and has also been applied by Baumgarten et al. (2013).
85The threshold is based on Blinder and Krueger (2013), who find that approximately 25% of the workforce in the US is

offshorable. We apply the same methodology as that of Baumgarten et al. (2020).
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Table 2.5: FDI and the Growth of Routine or Noninteractive Jobs by Skill Group.

Panel A: Dependent variable: ∆ log number of workers in routine jobs × skill level

All sectors Manufacturing sector Service sector

By skill group By skill group By skill group

Low Medium High Low Medium High Low Medium High

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.000427 0.0189 0.00352 -0.00435 0.0140 0.0141 0.00954 0.0327 -0.0151

(0.02) (0.86) (0.27) (-0.20) (0.59) (0.84) (0.20) (0.75) (-0.71)

3-0 years prior -0.0288 -0.0293 0.00559 -0.0230 -0.0220 -0.00769 -0.0391 -0.0404 0.0207

(-1.37) (-1.49) (0.48) (-0.80) (-0.86) (-0.49) (-1.33) (-1.30) (1.17)

0-3 years after -0.0293 -0.0361 0.00578 -0.0734∗∗ -0.0363 0.00156 0.0164 -0.0333 0.0108

(-1.30) (-1.55) (0.47) (-2.40) (-1.23) (0.09) (0.56) (-0.95) (0.68)

3-6 years after -0.0336 -0.0186 0.00276 -0.0385 -0.0219 0.00386 -0.0319 0.00544 0.00227

(-1.44) (-0.73) (0.19) (-1.26) (-0.70) (0.20) (-0.94) (0.13) (0.10)

6-9 years after 0.00199 -0.0203 0.0298∗ 0.000925 -0.0413 0.0311 0.00446 0.00920 0.0276

(0.09) (-0.80) (1.75) (0.04) (-1.34) (1.35) (0.12) (0.21) (1.12)

Observations 9,530 9,530 9,530 5,936 5,936 5,936 3,446 3,446 3,446

Panel B: Dependent variable: ∆ log wage bill of routine jobs × skill level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.0603 0.0671∗ 0.0652 0.0853 0.125∗∗∗ 0.0395 0.0240 -0.0306 0.126

(1.01) (1.77) (1.29) (1.38) (3.38) (0.85) (0.19) (-0.37) (1.08)

3-0 years prior -0.0192 0.102∗∗∗ 0.116∗∗ -0.0572 -0.00471 0.0375 0.0274 0.261∗∗∗ 0.235∗∗

(-0.39) (3.15) (2.15) (-1.04) (-0.16) (0.64) (0.29) (3.73) (2.21)

0-3 years after -0.0932 -0.0359 -0.0498 -0.0557 -0.0116 0.0136 -0.165 -0.0637 -0.170∗

(-1.54) (-1.02) (-1.04) (-0.83) (-0.33) (0.31) (-1.48) (-0.91) (-1.72)

3-6 years after 0.0335 -0.0804∗∗∗ -0.0474 -0.0586 -0.0280 -0.0359 0.201∗ -0.140∗∗ -0.0620

(0.56) (-2.63) (-0.87) (-0.87) (-1.07) (-0.60) (1.76) (-2.11) (-0.58)

6-9 years after -0.0491 -0.0144 -0.111∗ -0.105∗ 0.0154 -0.0718 0.0392 -0.0541 -0.148

(-0.76) (-0.35) (-1.77) (-1.76) (0.43) (-1.11) (0.29) (-0.52) (-1.09)

Observations 9,032 9,032 9,032 5,646 5,646 5,646 3,242 3,242 3,242

Panel C: Dependent variable: ∆ log number of workers in noninteractive jobs × skill level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior -0.00558 0.0188 0.00234 -0.000347 -0.00225 0.0141 -0.0158 0.0605 -0.0238

(-0.24) (0.87) (0.16) (-0.02) (-0.10) (0.72) (-0.32) (1.31) (-1.22)

3-0 years prior -0.0170 -0.0200 0.00972 -0.0307 -0.0285 -0.00380 0.00469 -0.00188 0.0255

(-0.83) (-1.04) (0.72) (-1.08) (-1.19) (-0.20) (0.17) (-0.06) (1.50)

0-3 years after -0.0464∗∗ -0.0408∗ -0.00499 -0.0891∗∗∗ -0.0369 -0.00898 0.00453 -0.0396 -0.00626

(-2.10) (-1.80) (-0.38) (-2.96) (-1.30) (-0.46) (0.16) (-1.17) (-0.43)

3-6 years after -0.0304 -0.0264 0.00318 -0.0650∗∗ -0.0515∗ -0.00665 0.0150 0.0202 0.0130

(-1.34) (-1.10) (0.20) (-2.27) (-1.72) (-0.31) (0.44) (0.51) (0.54)

6-9 years after -0.00609 -0.0226 0.00230 -0.00884 -0.0421∗ 0.0114 0.00909 0.0277 -0.0103

(-0.30) (-1.04) (0.14) (-0.36) (-1.67) (0.48) (0.25) (0.70) (-0.53)

Observations 9,530 9,530 9,530 5,936 5,936 5,936 3,446 3,446 3,446

Panel D: Dependent variable: ∆ log wage bill of noninteractive jobs × skill level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.0502 0.0425 0.0720 0.0673 0.0929∗∗ 0.0640 0.0297 -0.0332 0.0945

(0.84) (1.06) (1.49) (1.31) (2.49) (1.38) (0.21) (-0.37) (0.87)

3-0 years prior 0.0542 0.0905∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗ -0.00887 -0.0113 0.0362 0.155 0.247∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗

(1.10) (2.62) (2.37) (-0.20) (-0.34) (0.64) (1.44) (3.41) (2.54)

0-3 years after -0.114∗∗ 0.0258 -0.00661 -0.0165 0.0299 0.0261 -0.266∗∗ 0.0298 -0.0647

(-1.98) (0.69) (-0.13) (-0.30) (0.73) (0.49) (-2.36) (0.42) (-0.65)

3-6 years after 0.0691 -0.0621∗ -0.0281 0.000183 0.0115 -0.0271 0.197 -0.151∗∗ -0.0118

(1.22) (-1.91) (-0.52) (0.00) (0.36) (-0.44) (1.64) (-2.31) (-0.12)

6-9 years after -0.0616 0.0117 -0.122∗ -0.0865∗ 0.0227 -0.117∗ 0.0514 0.00506 -0.0904

(-1.08) (0.29) (-1.94) (-1.92) (0.61) (-1.81) (0.38) (0.05) (-0.67)

Observations 9,032 9,032 9,032 5,646 5,646 5,646 3,242 3,242 3,242

Notes: The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects,
and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at match-year
levels.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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2.5 Robustness

This section assesses the stability of our results in different time periods of initial investment, the growth

differential of small MNEs, and the inclusion of East German states.

2.5.1 Different Time Periods of FDI

To explore whether the years when FDI was conducted affect changes in employment growth, we split the

sample of matched firms into subsamples that differ with respect to the year of initial investment in the

Czech Republic (fictitious dates from matching for non-MNEs). We broadly distinguish between three

different periods. The first period includes first-mover MNEs from 1990 to 1995, where wage differences

between countries were largest and investment risk or fixed costs were relatively high. The second period

is from 1996 to 2002 and can be characterized by a relatively homogeneous growth period in terms of

gross output and trade, whereas overall unemployment remains fairly similar. In the third period, from

2003 to 2008, offshoring costs to CEECs further decreased, especially for service firms that benefited from

EU enlargement.

The outcomes in Table 2.6 suggest that the employment effect of FDI changed over time. We assume

that this change is mainly related to differences in the investment climate and income level of the Czech

Republic, as well as to the MNE’s size/productivity. Panel A presents the results for the manufacturing

sector, clearly showing that adverse effects on low- and medium-skilled conditions occur at the beginning

of the sample period. In Figure 2.A.3, we show that the average MNE size of initially investing firms

decreases over time, so the effects can be related to firm size, which is a caveat that we address in the

next subsection.

Panel B displays the results for the service sector. It becomes obvious that in service firms, the

sample split renders most of the coefficients nonsignificant, while the coefficient size remains relatively

similar for most of the estimates. Hence, we conclude that the baseline specification is sensible in terms

of the degrees of freedom in the specification.

2.5.2 Small and Mid-Sized Firms

The timing of FDI places even more emphasis on the analysis of small firms, which is one key advantage of

using IAB-ReLOC data. We therefore zoom in on the effects that small firms have on the former results

and reduce the sample of matched firms to firms that employed 2 to 100 employees in 1991. Since the

estimates are similar to those in Table 2.3 (in terms of direction and magnitude), we report the results in

Table 2.7 and briefly explain the differences. The reduction in statistical significance is notable; it could

be, c.p., due to the reduced number of observations and the resulting reduction in degrees of freedom,

as in Table 2.6. This means that if heterogeneity remains the same in the employment responses among
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Table 2.6: Regression Results after Sample Split by Time Periods.

Dep. variable: 1990-1995 1996-2002 2003-2008

∆ log By skill group By skill group By skill group

Employees Low Medium High Low Medium High Low Medium High

Panel A: Manufacturing Sector

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.000324 0.0333 0.0655∗ 0.0262 0.0285 -0.0132 0.00912 -0.0102 0.0122

(0.01) (1.39) (1.77) (0.63) (0.91) (-0.35) (0.16) (-0.24) (0.25)

3-0 years prior -0.0423 -0.0201 -0.00914 -0.0622 -0.0400 0.0339 0.0178 -0.0123 0.0637

(-0.79) (-0.71) (-0.22) (-1.21) (-1.24) (0.82) (0.35) (-0.34) (1.35)

0-3 years after -0.0379 -0.0486∗ 0.0272 -0.175∗∗∗ -0.0908∗∗ -0.000914 -0.0111 0.0397 0.0611

(-0.90) (-1.85) (0.74) (-2.60) (-2.52) (-0.02) (-0.20) (0.85) (1.40)

3-6 years after -0.0850∗ -0.0906∗∗∗ 0.00523 -0.0515 0.00233 -0.000511 0.0151 0.102∗ 0.109

(-1.84) (-2.98) (0.13) (-1.22) (0.07) (-0.01) (0.20) (1.95) (1.63)

6-9 years after -0.0187 -0.0313 0.0106 -0.00430 0.00267 0.0433 - - -

(-0.50) (-0.95) (0.27) (-0.13) (0.10) (1.16) (.) (.) (.)

Observations 2,412 2,412 2,412 1,976 1,976 1,976 1,478 1,478 1,478

Panel B: Service Sector

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior -0.0949 0.0536 0.0874 0.0237 -0.0562 -0.0463 0.0122 0.0121 -0.0555

(-1.55) (0.98) (1.23) (0.29) (-1.13) (-0.67) (0.12) (0.16) (-0.80)

3-0 years prior -0.0955 -0.0127 0.0816 -0.0260 -0.0393 0.0945 -0.0166 0.0671 0.0913

(-1.22) (-0.25) (1.37) (-0.40) (-0.53) (1.31) (-0.29) (1.18) (1.52)

0-3 years after 0.0745 0.00880 0.0446 -0.0597 -0.0388 -0.000941 0.0376 -0.0383 0.0420

(1.06) (0.16) (0.78) (-0.88) (-0.50) (-0.01) (0.57) (-0.76) (0.74)

3-6 years after -0.0730 -0.0726 -0.0347 -0.0558 -0.0559 -0.0282 -0.0652 -0.0474 -0.0898

(-0.91) (-1.46) (-0.70) (-0.91) (-0.93) (-0.45) (-0.69) (-0.72) (-1.11)

6-9 years after 0.0123 0.0564 -0.0149 -0.0963 -0.0812 -0.130∗ - - -

(0.12) (1.00) (-0.25) (-1.56) (-1.17) (-1.83) (.) (.) (.)

Observations 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,040 1,040 1,040 1,340 1,340 1,340

Notes: The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects,
and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at match-year levels
(see Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 2.7: Regression Results of Small Matched Firms.

All Manufacturing sector Service sector

Dependent By skill group By skill group

variable: ∆ log All All Low Medium High All Low Medium High

Employees (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6-3 years prior 0.0157 0.0272 -0.00386 0.0465 0.0230 0.00544 -0.00237 0.00574 0.0781∗

(0.55) (0.68) (-0.08) (1.17) (0.51) (0.14) (-0.04) (0.14) (1.71)

3-0 years prior 0.00741 0.00423 0.0399 -0.00238 0.0182 0.00688 -0.0439 -0.0178 0.0183

(0.26) (0.12) (0.62) (-0.07) (0.44) (0.15) (-0.77) (-0.37) (0.35)

0-3 years after -0.0494 -0.0793∗∗ -0.0544 -0.0639∗ -0.0242 -0.0114 0.0236 -0.0159 0.0249

(-1.62) (-2.34) (-1.21) (-1.77) (-0.57) (-0.26) (0.39) (-0.37) (0.52)

3-6 years after -0.0729∗∗ -0.0354 -0.0811 -0.0163 0.0261 -0.100∗∗ -0.0700 -0.113∗∗ -0.0930∗

(-2.25) (-0.77) (-1.47) (-0.35) (0.45) (-2.07) (-1.04) (-2.33) (-1.92)

6-9 years after -0.0261 0.0183 -0.0754∗ 0.0265 0.106∗ -0.0563 -0.0764 -0.0218 -0.101∗

(-0.66) (0.40) (-1.69) (0.64) (1.70) (-0.82) (-0.95) (-0.32) (-1.69)

Observations 3,108 1,612 1,612 1,612 1,612 1,456 1,456 1,456 1,456

Notes: The sample includes matched firms that employed 2 to 100 employees in 1991. This amounts to 234 manufacturing
and 214 service firms. The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of
time fixed effects, and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered
at match-year levels (see Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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small firms, then we should already interpret the coefficients with lower significance levels for the effects

(allow for a higher rate of alpha error, i.e., p = 0.1).

In the manufacturing sector, the relative drop in low- and medium-skilled workers decreased in

significance, while the magnitude remained fairly similar over the total 9-year period after FDI. This still

changed the educational composition of the firms’ workforce, especially since in the medium run (seven to

nine years after investment), the relative number of high-skilled workers in small MNEs grew faster than

the number at comparable non-MNEs. In the service MNEs, we observe that an increase in high-skilled

workers relative to non-MNEs prior to FDI is followed by a stronger and remarkable drop in the medium

to long run after FDI. Low- and medium-skilled workers are similarly affected compared to our baseline

specification. The effects of FDI on the employment of small service MNEs are especially noteworthy

because, on average, this type of MNE grew faster than the respective non-MNEs in 1990 and especially

in the 2000s (see Figure 2.A.4).

2.5.3 East Germany

We now test the robustness of our results to the inclusion of plants and firms in East Germany.86 To do so,

we use the estimating equation (2.1) of annual growth and up to 182,872 firm-year observations. Standard

errors are clustered at firm-year levels. Figure 2.5 illustrates the evolution of the growth differences

between MNEs and non-MNEs in the total labor force. Again, the year of FDI marks a remarkable

turning point for relative development. Up to six years after investment, we observe significant drops in

the relative growth of MNEs. With respect to sectors, the lower panels of Figure 2.5 affirm the previous

results, although we detect two substantial differences. In particular, we observe that the effect of FDI

on low-skilled workers in both sectors declines, as implied by the attenuated coefficients and weaker

statistical significance. This change could be driven by the lower wage rate in East German regions and

thus a lower incentive to offshore labor-intensive production. In fact, these regions themselves could act

as offshoring destinations for West German firms due to lower average wages. Moreover, we identify a

stronger decline in the relative number of high-skilled workers in service MNEs, affirming the results from

Table 2.3.

86East German establishments have been recorded in the dataset since 1993.
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: Figure 2.5 presents the growth differential between MNEs and non-MNEs for the pooled sample and separately
by sector and skill group. It also includes employment in East Germany. The gray area is the 95% confidence interval,
which tests whether a coefficient is individually different from zero. If it crosses the zero line, then no significant difference
between the MNEs and non-MNEs is measured. Standard errors are clustered at firm-year levels. The respective output is
drawn from Table 2.A.3 in the appendix.

Figure 2.5: Employment Growth Differential of MNEs and Non-MNE Including East Germany.
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2.6 Conclusion

We have revisited the effects of firm-level FDI on domestic employment using data on German MNEs

that have invested in CEECs. Using an event-study design of coarsened and exactly matched firms, we

conclude that after investment, the employment growth of German MNEs slackened for approximately

six to nine years compared to firms without any FDI. In sum, this slack amounted to a drop in MNEs’

domestic employment of 10-14 percent. The effects, however, are uneven across sectors and depend on the

educational attainment of workers. Relative to non-MNEs, MNEs in the manufacturing sector decrease

the number of medium- and low-skilled jobs, while the impact on high-skilled jobs tends to be positive

prior to FDI and nonsignificant thereafter. In terms of wage bills, MNEs exhibit nonsignificant differences

from non-MNEs, suggesting that gains from increased productivity are shared with the remaining work-

force. For service MNEs, we find drops in the relative growth of medium-skilled and some high-skilled

workers (especially in small MNEs) and nonsignificant drops for low-skilled workers. Compared to the

manufacturing sector, these effects come with a time lag, which may be explained by extended hiring in

foreign affiliates without plant closures at home. In terms of wage sums in the service sector, we observe

increases prior to investment and declines in the aftermath until six years after investment. The drop

is particularly strong for medium-skilled workers, who make up the group of workers most commonly

associated with routine tasks.

To identify the type of labor that is most susceptible to substitution by foreign labor, we analyze

skill subgroups of jobs that are intensive in either routine or noninteractive tasks. Strikingly, our analysis

on the relative growth of MNEs does not conclude that a job’s routine content or interactivity has much

explanatory power beyond what is explained by a worker’s educational attainment, especially in the

service sector.

Our results differ from the majority of the former literature that revealed positive or no onshore

employment effects after a firm’s FDI to a low-wage country (e.g., Navaretti et al., 2010; Borin and

Mancini, 2016; Hijzen et al., 2011; Sethupathy, 2013). Our outcomes add, however, to the few findings

of negative employment effects after FDI to a low-wage country such as Muendler and Becker (2010) for

Germany and Debaere et al. (2010) for South Korea. The latter analyze manufacturing firms in the 1980s

and 1990s, a time when South Korea was considered an emerging economy. The case of South Korea

would thus be expected to be different from the effects in Germany. But why do the effects in Germany

deviate from those in other developed countries? One explanation is provided by Harrison and McMillan

(2011) pointing to both the complementarity and substitutability of foreign affiliates with onshore labor.

Thereby, the more similar the type of workers is, the higher the substitution effect. A high substitution

effect, in turn, is plausible for the case of Czech and German labor not only because of their proximity,

but also, as Marin (2004) underlines, because of the relatively high skill level of workers in the CEECs,

and as Dustmann et al. (2014) and Winkler (2010) state, a high fraction of German speaking workers,

as well as a similar educational system and (manufacturing) industry structure. This similarity may
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also explain the effects by skill group, especially the slackened growth of high-skilled workers in German

service MNEs. In German manufacturing MNEs, the outcomes for skill upgrading are broadly in line with

those in the existing FDI literature. Our paper thereby adds to Becker et al. (2013, p.101 f.), who find no

effects on the skill composition or the share of white-collar workers in the parent firm after increases in

the affiliate employment share in the CEECs. The departure in the manufacturing sector could be due to

differences in the margins of the effect. While we look at the extensive margin (initial firm expansions),

Becker et al. (2013) explore the effect at the intensive margin (offshore employment). We also find

relative shifts toward more interactive task profiles only in manufacturing MNEs and not, as in Becker

et al. (2013), only in service MNEs. These differences could be caused by the upper tail of the index

distribution instead of the lower tail, that is, by increasing the number of nonroutine or interactive jobs

and not by decreasing the number of routine or noninteractive jobs. In this paper, we do also not analyze

the workforce composition but directly compare the growth path of MNEs and non-MNEs in terms of

the task profile by skill group. In the service sector, we also see that the selection bias is considerable

and substantially changes the outcomes with respect to high-skilled workers. Small skill-intensive service

MNEs from Germany potentially exploit a financial advantage that they have over Czech competitors in

hiring high-skilled Czech workers at relatively low costs (compared to German wages).

Our paper provides little information about the effect of FDI on aggregate employment, but since

MNEs act as a catalyst for changes in the international supply of different types of labor, we are able to

reveal relative labor demand changes. Specifically, we confirm public concerns about relative losses from

MNEs’ expansions to low-wage countries for particularly low- and medium-skilled workers. These effects

last only in the short term, but we also find no positive growth effect from enhanced productivity in the

longer run. Taking our results into account, we would like to provide several policy recommendations

to alleviate negative effects. During the structural change, negative welfare effects for employees can

be mitigated by the redistribution of the net gains from FDI-induced productivity enhancements, i.e.,

higher corporate taxes could compensate losses in labor income with the growth in revenue and profits.

Regarding the labor market, policy makers could decreasing labor market search frictions, so it becomes

easier for workers to switch to non-MNEs. They can also implement measures of a skill-upgrading

process to react to the demand shifts with changes in the supply of labor for different skills. Costs of the

structural change can also be mitigated by fostering (occupational) retraining. For this purpose, it would

be interesting to learn more about the substitutability and complementarity of (occupational) task sets

in response to globalization, the research question of the next chapter.
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Appendix
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Source: OECD Globalization/FDI statistics (3rd edition).
Notes: The bar chart of Figure 2.A.1 illustrates the share of German outward FDI stock to low- or medium-income countries
according to the World Bank classification. The CEECs comprise the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia. In
addition to including all other low-income countries in the OECD dataset, the group other low-income countries also
contains information on important FDI destinations such as Brazil or Mexico.

Figure 2.A.1: Importance of CEECs as a German FDI Destination.
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Table 2.A.1: Regression Results of the Full Sample.

Dependent Full sample Manufacturing sector Service sector

variable: By skill group By skill group

∆ log of All All Low Medium High All Low Medium High

Employees (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6 years prior 0.00990 0.00583 -0.00149 0.00765 0.0129 0.0166 0.0188 0.0207 0.0138

(1.28) (0.76) (-0.14) (0.98) (1.35) (1.10) (1.18) (1.39) (0.93)

5 years prior 0.0243∗∗∗ 0.0127 -0.00588 0.0113 0.0203∗∗ 0.0406∗∗ 0.00877 0.0351∗∗ 0.0242

(2.86) (1.50) (-0.50) (1.21) (2.17) (2.48) (0.52) (2.18) (1.47)

4 years prior 0.00189 -0.00609 -0.0220∗ 0.00119 0.00264 0.0143 -0.0170 0.00841 0.0385∗∗∗

(0.23) (-0.63) (-1.67) (0.12) (0.26) (1.02) (-1.10) (0.60) (2.69)

3 years prior -0.000314 0.00115 0.00484 0.000470 0.0172∗ 0.0000282 -0.00566 -0.00663 0.0305∗∗

(-0.05) (0.15) (0.47) (0.05) (1.84) (0.00) (-0.40) (-0.55) (2.33)

2 years prior 0.00288 -0.00496 -0.00798 -0.00626 -0.00544 0.0152 0.0150 0.0127 0.0323∗∗∗

(0.41) (-0.59) (-0.77) (-0.76) (-0.55) (1.30) (1.15) (1.02) (2.82)

1 year prior 0.00524 0.000109 -0.0173 0.000175 0.00111 0.0153 -0.0139 0.0191 0.0159

(0.71) (0.01) (-1.50) (0.02) (0.11) (1.29) (-1.03) (1.57) (1.48)

year of FDI 0.0187∗ 0.0197 0.00641 0.0180 0.0488∗∗∗ 0.0199 -0.00786 0.0182 0.0307∗∗

(1.90) (1.31) (0.40) (1.28) (3.09) (1.63) (-0.63) (1.48) (2.43)

1 year after -0.0107 -0.0240∗∗∗ -0.0316∗∗∗ -0.0252∗∗∗ -0.00391 0.00571 -0.00380 0.00140 0.00897

(-1.47) (-2.64) (-2.65) (-2.60) (-0.39) (0.49) (-0.29) (0.12) (0.81)

2 years after -0.0200∗∗∗ -0.0273∗∗∗ -0.0350∗∗∗ -0.0252∗∗∗ -0.00452 -0.0104 -0.0113 -0.0192∗ 0.0180∗

(-3.29) (-4.01) (-3.78) (-3.53) (-0.52) (-1.01) (-0.85) (-1.81) (1.73)

3 years after -0.0158∗∗ -0.0108∗ -0.0216∗∗ -0.00974 -0.00256 -0.0193∗ -0.00503 -0.0192 -0.00896

(-2.49) (-1.79) (-2.45) (-1.51) (-0.29) (-1.68) (-0.36) (-1.62) (-0.79)

4 years after -0.0292∗∗∗ -0.0214∗∗∗ -0.0344∗∗∗ -0.0173∗ -0.000300 -0.0352∗∗∗ -0.0386∗∗∗ -0.0384∗∗∗ -0.0222∗∗

(-4.87) (-2.58) (-2.89) (-1.80) (-0.04) (-4.08) (-3.09) (-4.12) (-2.24)

5 years after -0.0185∗∗ -0.0143 -0.0256∗∗ -0.0154∗ -0.00415 -0.0203∗ -0.0188 -0.0206 -0.0205∗

(-2.43) (-1.51) (-2.11) (-1.65) (-0.39) (-1.66) (-1.26) (-1.61) (-1.78)

6 years after -0.00882 -0.00588 -0.0209∗ -0.00414 0.00443 -0.00887 -0.00953 -0.00786 -0.0205∗∗

(-1.43) (-0.75) (-1.78) (-0.50) (0.47) (-0.91) (-0.61) (-0.75) (-1.97)

7 years after -0.0151∗ -0.00316 -0.0198 0.000206 0.00896 -0.0293∗∗ -0.0453∗∗ -0.0348∗∗ -0.0258∗

(-1.86) (-0.35) (-1.53) (0.02) (0.97) (-2.01) (-2.54) (-2.23) (-1.80)

8 years after -0.0109 -0.00766 -0.0247∗ -0.00913 -0.00955 -0.0134 0.0138 -0.0194 0.00110

(-1.40) (-0.80) (-1.94) (-1.00) (-0.90) (-1.05) (0.82) (-1.53) (0.08)

9 years after -0.00921 -0.00694 -0.0129 -0.00729 0.00145 -0.0112 0.01000 -0.0109 -0.0139

(-1.02) (-0.62) (-0.93) (-0.64) (0.13) (-0.75) (0.58) (-0.70) (-0.88)

Observations 164,410 86,094 86,094 86,094 86,094 78,316 78,316 78,316 78,316

Notes: The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects,
and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at firm-year levels
(see Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 2.A.2: Characteristics of Small MNEs and Non-MNEs in the Full Sample.

Manufacturing Services

MNE Reference MNE Reference

Variable Mean Mean Stand. Bias Mean Mean Stand. Bias

Median Median Median Median

(Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio) (Std. Dev.) (Std. Dev.) (Var. Ratio)

Employees 61.6993 63.1804 -0.0207 73.6598 52.2729 0.1782

49 49 37 37

(77.5888) (64.9205) (1.4283) (157.8606) (62.4269) (6.3945)

High-skilled (share) 0.0740 0.0472 0.2851 0.1393 0.0819 0.3235

0.0412 0.0194 0.0455 0.0128

(0.1056) (0.0812) (1.6910) (0.1935) (0.1596) (1.4701)

Medium-skilled (share) 0.7458 0.7820 -0.2018 0.7889 0.8053 -0.0799

0.7775 0.8250 0.8421 0.8824

(0.1823) (0.1767) (1.0649) (0.2021) (0.2090) (0.9347)

Low-skilled (share) 0.1802 0.1708 0.0526 0.0718 0.1127 -0.2792

0.1206 0.1134 0.0258 0.0370

(0.1810) (0.1758) (1.0610) (0.1098) (0.1760) (0.3893)

Employment growth 2.4828 2.4588 0.0243 2.4861 2.3922 0.0826

2.6110 2.6595 2.6595 2.6189

(0.9826) (0.9947) (0.9758) (1.2289) (1.0353) (1.4090)

Wage bill 6036.8418 5938.3656 0.0115 9536.2447 5026.9067 0.2594

4093.3047 4107.2949 3965.1399 3078.8573

(9535.9927) (7458.9710) (1.6345) (23450.5009) (7382.7030) (10.0896)

Plants 1.1558 1.2155 -0.0421 2.1821 1.5176 0.1047

1 1 1 1

(0.6559) (1.8929) (0.1201) (8.7157) (2.1563) (16.3374)

Firms 284 835 312 1,116

Notes: Table 2.A.2 presents the summary statistics of MNEs and non-MNEs in West Germany that employed between 2
and 100 workers in 1991. MNEs’ information is reported for the period two years prior to investment, while information of
non-MNEs includes observations of all years, without any missing values. The employment numbers include only regular
employment and no apprentices, marginal employment, or temporary workers. Employment growth is measured as the log
of the employment difference over the last four years. Concerning multisite MNEs, more than 30% consist of more than
one establishment within Germany. For the definitions of standardized bias and variance ratio, see footnote 79.
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Table 2.A.3: Regression Results Including East Germany.

Dependent Full sample Manufacturing sector Service sector

variable: By skill group By skill group

∆ log of All All Low Medium High All Low Medium High

Employees (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

6 years prior 0.00910 0.00437 0.00270 0.00556 0.0161∗ 0.0180 0.00936 0.0218 0.0180

(1.21) (0.57) (0.25) (0.71) (1.73) (1.24) (0.60) (1.53) (1.26)

5 years prior 0.0329∗∗∗ 0.0236∗∗∗ 0.00377 0.0226∗∗ 0.0266∗∗∗ 0.0466∗∗∗ 0.0171 0.0417∗∗∗ 0.0273∗

(3.93) (2.76) (0.33) (2.44) (2.63) (2.93) (1.06) (2.66) (1.75)

4 years prior 0.0129 0.00382 -0.00928 0.00891 0.0103 0.0270∗∗ -0.00997 0.0255∗ 0.0355∗∗∗

(1.60) (0.40) (-0.70) (0.91) (1.00) (2.00) (-0.66) (1.86) (2.64)

3 years prior 0.00919 0.00361 0.00426 0.00285 0.0177∗∗ 0.0191 0.000528 0.0120 0.0315∗∗

(1.37) (0.49) (0.43) (0.35) (2.00) (1.59) (0.04) (0.99) (2.51)

2 years prior 0.00358 -0.00439 -0.0179∗ -0.00511 -0.00291 0.0161 0.0200 0.00938 0.0464∗∗∗

(0.50) (-0.51) (-1.72) (-0.59) (-0.29) (1.37) (1.55) (0.75) (3.84)

1 year prior 0.00986 -0.000156 -0.0114 -0.000211 -0.0000701 0.0257∗∗ -0.0134 0.0327∗∗∗ 0.0212∗∗

(1.40) (-0.02) (-0.98) (-0.02) (-0.01) (2.24) (-1.04) (2.69) (2.04)

year of FDI 0.0140∗ 0.0115 0.00213 0.00920 0.0450∗∗∗ 0.0194∗ -0.00108 0.0175 0.0276∗∗

(1.73) (1.01) (0.15) (0.85) (3.33) (1.69) (-0.09) (1.47) (2.34)

1 year after -0.00421 -0.0151 -0.0271∗∗ -0.0192∗∗ 0.00476 0.00942 -0.00568 0.000778 0.0152

(-0.59) (-1.62) (-2.37) (-2.00) (0.48) (0.88) (-0.46) (0.07) (1.43)

2 years after -0.0165∗∗∗ -0.0251∗∗∗ -0.0269∗∗∗ -0.0238∗∗∗ -0.00299 -0.00594 -0.00289 -0.0122 0.0182∗

(-2.64) (-3.62) (-2.93) (-3.32) (-0.35) (-0.56) (-0.22) (-1.14) (1.78)

3 years after -0.0111∗ -0.00666 -0.0114 -0.00534 0.00117 -0.0144 -0.0112 -0.0157 -0.00494

(-1.75) (-0.87) (-1.18) (-0.70) (0.13) (-1.38) (-0.87) (-1.46) (-0.46)

4 years after -0.0218∗∗∗ -0.0112 -0.0381∗∗∗ -0.00795 0.0103 -0.0316∗∗∗ -0.0373∗∗∗ -0.0360∗∗∗ -0.0213∗∗

(-3.74) (-1.36) (-3.31) (-0.86) (1.30) (-3.83) (-3.15) (-4.05) (-2.17)

5 years after -0.0243∗∗∗ -0.0150 -0.0173 -0.0160∗ -0.00313 -0.0329∗∗∗ -0.0193 -0.0277∗∗ -0.0255∗∗

(-3.36) (-1.53) (-1.43) (-1.68) (-0.31) (-3.06) (-1.44) (-2.38) (-2.30)

6 years after -0.0129∗∗ -0.00813 -0.0212∗ -0.00658 0.00229 -0.0162∗ -0.0103 -0.0191∗ -0.0268∗∗∗

(-2.20) (-1.10) (-1.84) (-0.84) (0.26) (-1.72) (-0.71) (-1.81) (-2.68)

7 years after -0.0129 -0.00370 -0.0214∗ 0.000236 0.00712 -0.0244∗ -0.0351∗∗ -0.0276∗ -0.0224∗

(-1.52) (-0.35) (-1.73) (0.02) (0.73) (-1.74) (-2.07) (-1.84) (-1.66)

8 years after -0.0129∗ -0.0115 -0.0302∗∗ -0.0143∗ -0.00989 -0.0133 0.0112 -0.0215∗ 0.00389

(-1.71) (-1.25) (-2.45) (-1.65) (-0.95) (-1.06) (0.70) (-1.72) (0.28)

9 years after -0.00710 -0.00924 -0.00881 -0.00971 -0.00474 -0.00329 0.0146 -0.00602 -0.00892

(-0.85) (-0.87) (-0.65) (-0.88) (-0.44) (-0.24) (0.87) (-0.43) (-0.60)

Observations 182,872 94,969 94,969 94,969 94,969 87,903 87,903 87,903 87,903

Notes: The regressions include as controls the difference in the log-squared value of firm age, a full set of time fixed effects,
and a full set of event dummies for MNEs. t-statistics are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at firm-year levels
(see Abadie and Spiess, 2021).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Notes: The histogram in Figure 2.A.2 highlights the high fraction of small and medium-sized enterprises that invested in
the Czech Republic. For a better comparison with Becker and Muendler (2008) and Becker et al. (2013), the number of
workers includes regular employees, apprentices, trainees, and marginal workers. Note that the x-axis is logarithmic, and
so it graphically understates smaller firms.

Figure 2.A.2: Relative Frequencies of MNEs According to Size.
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Notes: Figure 2.A.3 illustrates the average size per investing MNE separately for the manufacturing (bold line) and service
(dotted line) sectors. For a better comparison over time, the average firm size includes only regular workers and no
apprentices, trainees, or marginal workers (marginal workers are reported from 1999 onward in the IAB Establishment
Panel).

Figure 2.A.3: Average Size of Investing MNEs.
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Figure 2.A.4: Indexed Average Firm Size of MNEs and Non-MNEs by Initial Firm Size.
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Figure 2.A.5: Growth Differential between Small MNEs and Non-MNEs.
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Chapter 3

Foreign Direct Investment and
Onshore Task Composition

Evidence from German Firms with Affiliates
in the Czech Republic

with Mathilde Le Moigne

Abstract How does a firm’s foreign direct investment (FDI) in a low-wage country change its onshore
task demand in a high-wage country? Is the shift more intensive for jobs that have been designated
offshorable by previous literature? We address these questions using a matched difference-in-differences
(DiD) approach of German firms that have similar propensities to conduct FDI in the Czech Republic.
Our novel matching procedure draws on post-lasso logit estimates and shows that high task intensities
of managing, administration, and labor legislation play a major role in firms engaging in international
expansion. The outcomes of the DiD estimation are that after acquiring a foreign affiliate, multinational
enterprises (MNEs) increase intensities of typical headquarters activities such as managing, analyzing,
and negotiating relative to non-MNEs. We also find sector-specific decreases, such as the reduction of
typical production tasks (monitoring, producing, measuring) in manufacturing MNEs or typical service
tasks (informing, medical, repairing) in service MNEs. Using established classifications, we find that the
occupations associated with this downturn are not necessarily declared offshorable.

JEL Classification F23 · F66 · J23

Keywords Multinational firms · FDI · Offshoring · Task Trade · Germany · Central and Eastern Europe
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3.1 Introduction

3.1 Introduction

Globalization is increasingly becoming characterized by the exchange of ideas and tasks. This brings new

difficulties to the quantification of its effects on the domestic labor market, since the value-added flows

are often difficult to measure (e.g., cross-border phone calls or online knowledge distribution). While it

has become clear that the new forms of internationally fragmented production have heterogeneous effects

on domestic labor demand (recently, e.g., Borrs and Knauth, 2021 or see the survey by Hummels et al.,

2018), this heterogeneity in terms of tasks is still understudied. Even from a theoretical perspective, the

implication is ambiguous: while the increased sourcing of foreign tasks may replace some kinds of domestic

jobs, cost savings from imports drive up productivity and may induce scaling effects and expansion of

the demand for other jobs (e.g., Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008). The net effect on domestic labor

is, hence, an empirical question. In earlier literature, it has been addressed for manufacturing industries

and for broad distinctions of labor such as a worker’s skill level or whether the worker is blue or white

collar (Feenstra and Hanson, 1999). However, particularly for the service sector, these groups are too

aggregated. More recent papers thus considered MNEs and distinguished jobs by their tradability or

offshorability (see, e.g., Blinder and Krueger, 2013; Brändle and Koch, 2017) or by their task profile, such

as routineness, interactivity or production (e.g., Autor et al., 2003; Becker et al., 2013).87 But even using

these measures, it is unclear whether the onshore demand changes (e.g., in the share of interactive tasks)

are driven by the need of management and coordination tasks in order to participate in an international

network, or by substituting forces (e.g., of noninteractive tasks).

In this paper, we analyze firms’ onshore demand changes for very specific tasks (e.g., legal, measuring,

selling) by following their FDI in a low-wage country. Specifically, we use a unique dataset of the universe

of German multinational enterprises (MNEs) with affiliates in the Czech Republic. The key challenge in

identifying this effect is accounting for the endogeneity of the treatment, which consists of firm selectivity

in conducting FDI and particular firm characteristics. While some of these MNE characteristics, such

as high productivity and large size, have been broadly studied (e.g., Helpman et al., 2004; Antras and

Helpman, 2004; Antràs and Rossi-Hansberg, 2009; Yeaple, 2006; Nocke and Yeaple, 2008), surprisingly

little is known about their typical task intensities and how they differ from non-MNEs. We contribute

to the literature by addressing this shortcoming and 1) identifying the typical task intensities through

the development of a novel two-step matching strategy that combines machine learning methods (lasso)

with propensity score matching;88 2) conducting a difference-in-differences (DiD) analysis that explores

the effective shifts in MNEs’ task demand in response to FDI; and 3) integrating and comparing our

outcomes with established task and offshorability measures.

In the first step, we explore the particular task intensities of firms engaging in FDI at the brink of

87Autor (2013, p.195) states the following: It is regrettably the case that there are almost as many distinct task classifi-
cations as there are papers in the task literature.

88The two-step matching procedure should not be confused with the two-step estimation in IV approaches or in the
procedure by Helpman et al. (2008) to correct for selectivity in gravity equations. We use two steps for matching and
account for the nonrandom sampling using clustered standard errors at the match level.
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their international expansion and obtain a notion of FDI-facilitating tasks, i.e., tasks that may increase

the cost-benefit ratio of FDI. In detail, we apply cross-validation to logit regressions with a least absolute

shrinkage and selection operator (lasso). The outcome is a data-driven specification that identifies, among

others, managing, administration, and labor legislation as those tasks with high predictive power for the

firm’s propensity to conduct FDI (dynamic correlations).89 We then use the propensity scores from the

post-lasso logit regression to match MNEs with similar firms that have not invested in any foreign country

(non-MNEs).

The model selection greatly improves the quality of the matches and, hence, mitigates concerns

about the firm selectivity in conducting FDI. Employing the matched sample, in a second step, we

perform a DiD analysis to study how FDI changes MNEs’ task intensities relative to those of non-MNEs.

In manufacturing MNEs, we show that the relative share of jobs comprising many unskilled manual

tasks decreases, while the shares of managers and jobs with skilled commercial and administrative tasks

increase. In service MNEs, we find relative decreases for the share of jobs with typical service-related tasks

such as medical tasks and informing/consulting and again, relative increases for the shares of managers

and jobs with skilled commercial and administrative tasks.

The estimates also provide us with a data-driven metric that identifies the tasks and occupations

most susceptible to experiencing demand shifts in response to FDI. In a last step, we compare it to the

ranking of established task indices and find that the occupations associated with this downturn have not

necessarily been declared offshorable.

Our new approach is possible because it draws on a newly available dataset compiled by the Institute

for Employment Research (IAB), namely, the Research on Locational and Organizational Change (IAB-

ReLOC).90 It is designed for event studies and contains the FDI date of the universe of German MNEs

with affiliates in the Czech Republic as of 2010, as well as a sample of control firms. The control firms

have no foreign affiliates or indirect foreign investments, and their sample is stratified and oversamples

larger firms within industries to make them comparable to MNEs. The dataset traces the firms from 1985

to 2011 and contains detailed information on the onshore employment of these firms from administrative

accounts of the Federal Employment Agency. In particular, it contains the workers’ occupation codes,

which we link to survey data about the specific task content of jobs.

The Czech Republic is a well-chosen target country for German FDI due to of the marked wage

differentials between these countries and because the Czech Republic illustrates the increasing significance

of Central European states for German offshoring activities.91 Within this country group, the Czech

Republic is the largest recipient of German FDI (Marin, 2004, p.4), most of which targets offshoring

activities, as approximately 76 percent of the German affiliates in this country exchange inputs with their

89This is an approach suggested by Athey and Imbens (2019); Mullainathan and Spiess (2017) and thus far primarily
employed in the forecast literature, such as in Verme (2020).

90The data are confidential but can be accessed for noncommercial research upon application via on-site use at the IAB.
91Deutsche Bundesbank (2014) approximates that the Czech Republic represents 24 percent of German MNEs’ workforce

in Central and Eastern European countries.
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parent firms (Marin, 2006, p.614). In the administrative data of the IAB-ReLOC we cannot distinguish

the motive of FDI (vertical or horizontal), but we would refrain from the distinction anyway, since FDI

most likely follows complex integration strategies as convincingly shown by Yeaple (2003).92

The data have several advantages for the analysis of MNEs’ onshore employment. First, German

MNEs have substantial weight in the global economy and account for 87 percent of revenue concentration

within Europe (Melitz, 2020, p.11).93 Second, compared to other prevalently used FDI data for Germany,

our data are not impaired by selectivity concerns with respect to small or medium-sized companies.

Third, we do not have to merge these data with trade measures in coarse industry classifications but

already have detailed firm-level information on the date of FDI events. Finally, German occupations can

straightforwardly be mapped to task information in the BiBB Employment Survey, which has already

been used in prominent task analyses (Spitz-Oener, 2006; Becker et al., 2013; Becker and Muendler, 2015).

Thus, unlike other precise employer-employee data such as those for Denmark or France, we do not need

to employ several crosswalks to map jobs to the American O*net directory.94 Both datasets are derived

from the same population, i.e., employees in Germany, so we have no extra noise from occupational

differences in task performance across countries.

We find that high task intensities in (labor) legislation, management, and administrative tasks are

associated with a firm’s decision to engage in FDI. These tasks seem to increase the firms’ capability of

bearing the high (fixed) costs of conducting FDI, so an important share of the organizational costs of

international coordination pertains to legal contracting (labor legislation), management, and international

coordination.95

The matched DiD design then allows us to identify the MNEs’ shifts in task intensities relative to

non-MNEs. For manufacturing MNEs, we find relative declines in low-wage production-related tasks such

as monitoring, producing, measuring, and repairing. In service MNEs, declining task intensities are also

characterized by below-average wage compensation. We find decreases in the demand for some typical

service tasks, such as informing, medical tasks (in private nonhealth service industries, e.g., nursing homes

or labor recruitment agencies for nursing assistance at private homes), and repairing. On the positive

side, the estimates show that, regardless of the economic sector, MNEs increase headquarters activities

such as organizing the work of others and analyzing. These are also tasks that positively correlate with

future FDI decisions (e.g., management) in the logit regressions.

Finally, we take stock of established indices in the literature on job offshorability and/or the task

92A distinction of the FDI motive is only possible using the IAB-ReLOC survey, which has a low response rate from
MNEs. A corresponding analysis by Moritz et al. (2020) already concludes that German MNEs follow complex integration
strategies with their FDI in the Czech Republic.

93The concentration is measured by the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index for data from 2000 to 2017. See also Bighelli et al.
(2020).

94By Danish employer-employee data, we are referring to the administrative registers at Statistics Denmark, which include
the Firm Statistics Registers (FirmStat) and the Integrated Database for Labor Market Research (IDA). The respective
data for France are available in the Panel for Annual Declaration of Social Data by the INSEE. In the US, MNE data
rarely contain information on occupational titles, which are needed for the analysis of tasks. The BEA Survey of Direct
Investment Abroad does not include information on workforce composition.

95Antràs (2005); Helpman et al. (2004) highlight the tradeoff between contract incompleteness with foreign suppliers and
organizational fixed costs.
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trade model, such as Blinder and Krueger (2013) (BK hereafter), Becker et al. (2013) (BEM), Brändle and

Koch (2017) (BrKo), and, jointly, Autor et al. (2003) and Spitz-Oener (2006) (ALM-SO). For comparison

purposes, we normalize the measures and rerun our matched DiD to explore how the relative shares of

offshorable jobs change in the aftermath of the FDI. We find a heterogeneous picture in which some

measures capture negative employment changes induced by FDI while others do not. To shed more

light on the robustness of these results, we also pursue another approach and leverage the fact that

the offshorability measures are based on occupational categories. We assess the rank correlation of the

respective offshorability measures with a ranking that we obtain from the matched DiD approach using 93

occupational categories as dependent variables. However, offshorability remains a heterogeneous picture.

In the manufacturing sector, the strongest overlaps persist with the routine manual index (by ALM-SO),

while all measures of routineness, interactivity, and analytic content reveal a positive correlation. The

overlap in the service sector is highest with the routine noninteractive index (by ALM-SO) but exists for

all measures based on routine content.

Our paper integrates well into a large and expanding body of literature on the effect of interna-

tional integration on domestic labor demand. Offshoring affects individual employment, labor market

transitions, and wages, as shown, for example, by Geishecker (2006) for Germany, Egger et al. (2007) for

Austria, Munch (2010) for Denmark, and Feenstra and Hanson (1996) for the US. Boehm et al. (2020)

point out the importance of MNEs in this context. The majority of papers from this strand of literature

focus on the effect of arm’s-length trade in the manufacturing sector and on skill groups. Ebenstein et al.

(2014) and Baumgarten et al. (2013) shift the focus to the occupation level, which can explain a higher

fraction of the labor market changes induced by offshoring, especially since they include measures for

nonroutine and interactive tasks. We expand the scope of the analysis by also considering the service

sector, similar to Crino (2010) and Liu and Trefler (2019) for the US and Eppinger (2019) for Germany.

Instead of measuring cross-border flows of services, however, we consider FDI, which we suspect to be

a more precise measure for capturing the effects of globalization in the service sector because not all

cross-border exchanges of service tasks can be quantified by flow data. For example, in the service sector,

information or consultation is a prevalent activity that can be conducted over the phone (and internally

within the firm without any direct cross-border payment).96

Our approach is similar to Sethupathy (2013), who measures offshoring by FDI, or Becker et al.

(2013), who analyzed onshore employment changes in FDI-conducting MNEs along unidimensional in-

dices that quantify nonroutine or interactive occupations (but not directly tasks). In a subsequent work,

Becker and Muendler (2015) investigated offshoring effects separately for the tasks from the BiBB Employ-

ment survey and found increased specialization of the German workforce into nonoffshorable workplace

activities and knowledge requirements. They proposed a general industry-level analysis, however, whereas

we can directly map tasks to the MNEs’ workforce and analyze firm-level effects following FDI.

96The majority of international statistics on trade in services use FDI as the primary source of measurement. See, for
example, the Manual on Statistics of International Trade in Services from OCDE et al. (2010).
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Most of the related offshoring literature on input trade (e.g., Hummels et al., 2014; Dauth et al., 2014;

Kovak et al., 2021; Bernard et al., 2020) addresses endogeneity concerns via instrumental variables (IVs).

Since our outcome variables involve a battery of different tasks, it becomes difficult to construct time-

varying firm-level instruments for our treatment variable (FDI) that all satisfy the validity assumption.

Additionally, the high quality of our data, especially that for FDI, mitigates measurement bias from

the independent variables, and thus, we see no benefits of using an IV approach (which entails other

disadvantages) over our matched DiD approach.

Our focus on employment recomposition also contributes to the literature on job polarization, which

includes seminal works on skill-biased technical change by ALM-SO and Autor et al. (2006). This change

has been narrowed down to the disappearance of routine jobs, which represents a large fraction of middle-

income jobs (Michaels et al., 2014; Cortes, 2016; Cortes et al., 2017, 2020; Atalay et al., 2020), that either

become automated (Dauth, Findeisen, Suedekum and Woessner, 2021; Autor and Salomons, 2018; Graetz

and Michaels, 2018) or move to low-wage countries (Goos et al., 2014; Cortes and Morris, 2020). While

we cannot trace the aggregate cross-border movements of middle-income jobs (since the IAB-ReLOC

does contain sufficient data on the affiliates’ employment), our negative estimates still exhibit a relative

decrease in the demand for low- and medium-wage (production) tasks in German (manufacturing) MNEs.

This paper also adds to the discussion on workplace specialization (Cortes and Salvatori, 2019; Becker

et al., 2018; Bernard et al., 2020), as we also find that FDI to a low-wage country expands the intensity of

high-wage social tasks, such as management and commercial-related activities. The growing importance

of these social tasks in the long-run trend of within-firm job polarization was recently emphasized by

Cortes et al. (2021) while contrasting with findings by Marin et al. (2018) that German MNEs offshore

management tasks to the CEECs.

We link the task approach in this strand of literature to a highly related field on the identification

of job offshorability. This field mainly addresses questions on how many and/or which jobs could be

performed from abroad and has been based predominantly on subjective judgments regarding the set

of occupational activities (Blinder, 2009; Blinder and Krueger, 2013) or tasks (Brändle and Koch, 2017;

Hummels et al., 2014; Becker et al., 2013) that can be deemed offshorable, or other questionable measures,

such as the measurement of geographical concentration (e.g., Jensen and Kletzer, 2010)97 or the use of

information and communication technology (e.g., Van Welsum and Vickery, 2005). Notably, there is a

choice between either a subjective forward-looking analysis of potentially offshorable jobs or a data-driven

objective approach to determining which jobs have actually been traded. In this paper, we focus on the

latter and observe how tasks respond in the domestic part of an MNE when it invests in a low-wage

country. This approach thus enables us to compare observed employment shifts with already established

offshorability and task indices.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present the dataset in Section 3.2. Section 3.3

analyzes which task intensities correlate with an FDI decision, according to the logit-lasso approach.

97For instance, Blinder (2009) criticizes the offshorability (of 96%) of lawyers and judges obtained with the method.
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Anticipating these insights, in Section 3.4, we match firms by propensity scores and use a DiD design to

identify the employment adjustment of onshore tasks to FDIs. We compare our results with the concept

of “offshorable jobs” in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Data and Descriptive Statistics

This section introduces the various sources of our data. The integral components of our dataset are the

classification of occupations and measures of task content. Combined with administrative worker-level

and firm-level FDI data, these data are exceptionally suitable for our analyses.

3.2.1 IAB-ReLOC

Our dataset is derived from several administrative sources that were compiled within the scope of the

IAB ReLOC project. The data contain the universe of German MNEs with one or more affiliates (having

an MNE ownership share of at least 25 percent) reported in the Czech Commercial Register as of 2010,

with precise information on the date of the FDI but no information about the type of FDI (vertical,

e.g., efficiency seeking, or horizontal, e.g., market seeking) or the arm’s length trade of the firm.98 The

reference group of firms (non-MNEs) has neither a foreign sister company nor any direct or indirect FDI

in any country. Since the reference group was directly created to suit the comparison with the MNE

group, the sample of non-MNEs is stratified and oversamples medium-sized and large firms by industry.

We focus on the manufacturing and private service sectors, which include 1,834 German MNEs and 7,180

non-MNEs during our observation period, which ranges from 1985 to 2011.99

The German firms’ names are linked to the IAB Establishment History Panel following the record

linkage procedure described by Schäffler (2014). The establishment data are derived from administra-

tive accounts at the German Federal Labor Agency and contain information on the establishments’

corresponding industry, location and foundation date.100 For multisite firms, we choose the region and

industry that make up the highest share of the firm’s employment. A readily available plant identifier

enables us to directly connect the plants with employment information from the IAB Integrated Employ-

ment Biographies. The latter dataset covers all employees from the German social security system. The

labor force of the parent MNEs in our sample amounts to 1.9 million workers (in 2008), or approximately

6 percent of all workers in Germany subject to social security. The worker-level information includes daily

wages, gender, age, contract type (marginal, part or fulltime) and, most important, up to 330 (3-digit)

occupation codes (Klassifikation der Berufe 1988, KldB88 ) with respect to economic activity. These can

be linked to on-the-job tasks and knowledge requirements from the BiBB Employment Survey.

98The compilation of the dataset follows Yeaple (2003) in considering complex integration strategies as the motives for
FDI. The data do not include MNEs that exited before or entered after 2010. See Hecht, Litzel and Schäffler (2013) for
more details on the compilation of the treatment and control groups.

99East German firms are recorded from 1992 onwards.
100We use interchangeably the terms site, plant or establishment.
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3.2.2 BiBB Employment Survey

The BiBB Employment Survey is a representative cross-section of the German labor force that asks

workers about their career histories and detailed workplace and job characteristics, such as working

conditions, formal qualifications, other knowledge requirements, and the specific tasks performed on the

job. They are conducted every 6 years by the Institute for Vocational Education and Training (BiBB)

and other institutes, such as the IAB or the Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.101

The longitudinal scope of the survey is limited due to changes in the methodology between the waves

and because only a small fraction of questions are repeated throughout the different waves. We therefore

focus solely on the wave for 1998/1999. In this survey, workers answered the following generic question

about various workplace tasks on a 1-3 scale (“often”, “rarely”, and “never”, respectively):

Would you say that you perform the following activity in your job? How often?

They also rated several knowledge requirements on a binary scale (yes-no) in response to the following

question:

In which areas do you need special knowledge in your current job, not just basic knowledge?

Since the frequency of the performance of the task may be unrelated to the task’s importance for

the job, we convert the answers to binary responses {0; 1}, that is, the worker either performs (even

rarely) or does not perform a particular task. We then take the average of affirmations per three-digit

occupation code and consider that a given occupation is associated with that task or knowledge if the

positive responses exceed 50 percent of all responses.102 We proceed similarly for the type of knowledge

requirements. For the sake of brevity, we subsume the term “knowledge requirements” into our definition

of tasks since specific knowledge can directly be associated with certain job activities (e.g., the use of

computer software).

Table 3.1 reports the tasks in the BiBB 1998 survey, the average wages of all workers that perform

a task, and examples of representative jobs.103 The best paid task is researching and developing, while

producing is the worst paid. Regarding knowledge content, we observe that management skills are at the

top of the wage distribution and that other specialized or medical knowledge is at the bottom (note that

these numbers are derived from the manufacturing and private service sector; the health industry, with

predominantly public firms, is excluded).

101Formerly, the survey was named the German Qualification and Career Survey. Waves are available for the years 1979,
1985/86, 1991/92, 1998/99, 2006, and 2012. Each wave covers between 20,000 and 35,000 individuals.
102Becker et al. (2018) propose an imputation method to map tasks from the BiBB Employment Survey to employment
data. Although their approach may be more rigorous, it is motivated by their specific model of heterogeneous task content
within occupations and across firms. In our analysis, we do not allow for such variability, and we match treated and control
firms on characteristics that would have been otherwise used in the imputation method. Consequently, our results are
insensitive to the choice of mapping algorithm.
103In Appendix B, we also study broad occupational categories that classify jobs by typical education level, earnings, and
job activities according to Blossfeld, 1985 (see Table 3.B.1 for a definition of these categories).
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Table 3.1: Jobs’ Task and Knowledge Content

Task content Avg. wage Examples
in euros

Activities performed
Researching, developing 243.46 Physicists, chemists, mathematicians
Teaching, training 230.79 Scientists, entrepreneurs, managing directors, instructors
Acquiring customers, PR 225.25 Publicity occupations, insurance specialists, commercial artists
Analyzing, investigating 168.21 Data processing specialists, accountants, chemistry and physics technicians
Buying, selling, procur. 160.97 Salespersons, forwarding business dealers, Inn keepers
Organizing others 154.84 Management: consultants, directors, warehouse; specialists: data processing, of-

fice; commercial agents; forwarding business dealers; buyers
Informing, consulting 133.79 Specialists: data processing, bank, office; auxiliary office; commercial agents; man-

agement consultants
Measuring, checking 131.23 Technicians, assemblers, engineers, warehouse manager
Negotiating 127.86 Buyers; commercial agents; specialists: bank, data-processing, insurance; forward-

ing business dealers; management; engineers
Serving, caring 119.44 Waiters, telephonists, nursing assistants, nurses
Surveilling, monitoring
techn. processes

106.27 Assistants, assembler, technicians, engineers, nurses, cash collectors, conductors

Repairing 90.56 Chemical plant operatives, driver, precision mechanics, pipe fitters
Producing, manufacturing 73.76 Metal workers, electric motor fitters, carpenters
Associated knowledge
Management 288.14 Managing directors, management consultants, Engineers
Computer engineering 263.46 Data processing specialists, Electrical engineers
Giving presentation 258.08 Entrepreneurs, commercial agents, vocational advisers
Foreign language 255.19 Air transport occupations, translators, scientists
Legal/law 252.61 Legal representatives, vocational advisers
System analysis 221.72 Data processing specialists
Maths 208.24 Accountants, statisticians, engineers
Other technical knowledge 201.09 Electrical fitters, mechanics, printers
Labor legislation 193.86 HR workers, vocational advisers
Design 175.03 Commercial/graphic artists, Designers
Use of softwares 172.76 Managers, foremen, technicians
Marketing, sales 169.61 Commercial agents, publicity occupations
Finance, tax 142.83 Bank specialists, accountants, tax advisers
Native language (German) 124.85 Office specialists, journalists, instructors
Regulation (environ., etc.)∗ 110.43 Chemical plant operatives, tracklayers, generators machinists
Other specialized knowledge 90.77 Food processors, scientific specialists, (telecommunications, chemical, ...) techni-

cal specialists
Medical 87.65 Social workers, nursing assistants, nurses, medical receptionists, medical lab as-

sistants

Notes: This table describes the jobs’ tasks and associated knowledge requirements from the BiBB Employment
Survey of 1998. Daily wages are drawn from a cross-section in 2010. Task intensity is reported two years prior to the FDI.
It is defined by the number of workers performing a given task divided by the total number of tasks performed in the
firm. Note that most occupations perform more than one task, so the total number of tasks may exceed the total number
of employees. PR stands for public relations. ∗The task regulation includes knowledge requirements on rules for labor
protection such as accident prevention, safety regulations, and occupational health and safety, as well as environmental
regulations.

3.2.3 Summary Statistics of the Unmatched Sample

The dataset contains a total of 161,186 firm-year observations, with similar numbers of firms in the man-

ufacturing and private service sectors. Their type of economic activity in terms of industry classification

is depicted in Table 3.2. Within the manufacturing sector, the majority of MNEs belong to the metal,

machinery, optics, or electronics industries. Table 3.3 further reports summary statistics about the firms’

characteristics by MNE status and by sector. Two years prior to FDI, manufacturing MNEs on average

employ 814 workers who perform 21.5 different tasks altogether or 5.1 different tasks each. In comparison,

the corresponding non-MNEs from our stratified sample are smaller on average (222 workers) but perform

a similar number of different tasks per firm (20.3) or per worker (4.8). To sketch the firms’ labor input,

we study the task intensities in the firms’ workforce, that is, a given task’s share in all tasks performed

in the firm in Table 3.B.2 in the appendix. Manufacturing firms produce with the intensive use of tasks

such as organizing the work of others, consulting/informing, measuring, monitoring, repairing, and pro-

ducing. The standardized bias (variance ratio) provides further information about groupwise differences
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Table 3.2: Classifications of MNEs’ Economic Activity

Number of
Manufacturing sector (ISIC rev. 3) MNEs non-MNEs
Food products, beverages and tobacco (15-16) 37 446
Textiles, leather, and related products (17-19) 66 114
Wood and wood products (20) 34 91
Pulp, paper and paper products; publishing and printing (21-22) 66 322
Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel (23) 4 8
Chemicals, chemical products and man-made fibers (24) 79 156
Rubber and plastic products (25) 107 193
Other nonmetallic mineral products (26) 59 109
Basic metals and fabricated metal products (27-28) 237 625
Machinery and equipment n.e.c. (29) 204 522
Electrical and optical equipment and machinery (30-33) 226 413
Transport equipment and motor vehicles (34-35) 53 114
Not elsewhere classified, recycling (36-37) 37 132
Service sector (ISIC rev. 3)
Sale, repair of motor vehicles; sale of automotive fuel (50) 51 263
Wholesale trade, except motor vehicles (51) 467 704
Retail trade, except motor vehicles; repairs of household goods (52) 127 571
Hotels and restaurants (55) 14 40
Transport (60-62) 35 147
Storage; communications (63-64) 147 260
Financial intermediation (65-67) 29 291
Real estate activities (70) 54 144
Renting of machinery, equipment, vehicles, household goods (71) 13 30
Computer and related activities incl. data processing (72) 70 146
Research and development (73) 6 41
Accounting, book-keeping, legal; market research; consulting∗ (74.1) 139 360
Technical consulting, testing and analysis; architectural, engineering (74.2-74.3) 95 232
Advertising (74.4) 20 66
Labor recruitment, provision of personnel, cleaning, security, and other (74.5-74.8) 73 598

Notes: This table reports frequencies of MNEs and non-MNEs by economic activities denoted in International
Standard Industrial Classification codes (ISIC rev. 3).
∗Specifically, consulting in this industry includes business, management and tax advisory activities.

in means (variances) and the balancing of the sample.104 Relative to non-MNEs, manufacturing MNEs

feature high intensities of high-wage tasks such as research and development, training others, analysis,

management, and computer engineering.

Within the service sector, most MNEs belong to the wholesale, retail, storage, or communications

industries (Table 3.2). Notable, however, is the substantial number of MNEs that belong to firms with

activities focused on accounting, bookkeeping, legal matters, market research, consulting, or engineer-

ing. Another important industry (74.5-8) includes recruitment agencies that may allocate Czech labor

to projects in Germany (without Czech workers joining the German social security system). The char-

acteristics of service firms are shown in the last three columns of Table 3.3. A service MNE employs on

average 445 workers who perform 16.1 different tasks or 5.5 different tasks each. The reference group of

service firms is smaller on average (143 employees) but performs a similar number of different tasks per

firm (15) or per worker (4.9). Service firms’ production intensively uses tasks such as analyzing, organiz-

ing the work of others, consulting/informing, or the use of software (see Table 3.B.2 in the appendix).

Compared to the manufacturing sector, we find that service firms devote more resources to analyzing,

customer acquisition, buying and selling, negotiating, serving or caring for others, marketing, and the

104The standardized bias is defined as the mean difference divided by the average standard deviation of the two groups:

(µtreatment − µcontrol)/(
σ2
treatment+σ2

control
2

)−
1
2 . The variance ratio is

σ2
treatment

σ2
control

.
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Table 3.3: Summary Statistics – Unmatched Sample

Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Plants per firm 2.256 1.594 0.179 11.70 3.093 0.060

1 1 . 1 1 .
(4.397) (2.853) (2.375) (203.7) (12.73) (255.9)

Size (employees) 814.8 222.2 0.139 443.5 143.0 0.080
139 147 . 32 49 .

(6032.7) (335.8) (322.8) (5270.3) (489.0) (116.2)

(Daily) wage bill 98.791 24.585 0.137 46.865 13.754 0.096
(in thousand euros) 13.431 13.049 . 36.517 41.608 .

(761.538) (60.113) (160.5) (484.139) (48.973) (97.73)

Number of tasks 21.46 20.26 0.211 16.14 14.97 0.180
23 22 . 17 15 .

(5.638) (5.672) (0.988) (6.756) (6.261) (1.165)

Tasks per worker 5.144 4.853 0.215 5.499 4.890 0.250
5.081 4.816 . 5.500 4.635 .
(1.316) (1.384) (0.904) (2.263) (2.603) (0.756)

Notes: Table 3.3 describes the summary statistics for 971 (863) MNEs in the manufacturing (service) sector two years
prior to the FDI and the respective statistics of 3,320 (3,860) manufacturing (service) non-MNEs across all years. For
each variable, we report the mean, median and standard deviation. In comparing MNEs and non-MNEs, we also report
the standardized bias and the variance ratio between the two groups. The wage bill is denoted in constant euros of 2010.
∗The task Regulations includes knowledge requirements on rules for labor protection, such as accident prevention, safety
regulations, and occupational health and safety, as well as environmental regulations.

proficient use of the native language (German). Across service firms, the standardized bias shows that

MNEs again feature higher intensities of high-wage tasks such as researching, analyzing, management,

and giving presentations, and medium-wage tasks such as organizing the work of others or the use of

software.

Overall, the summary statistics show stark sectoral differences, which suggest conducting separate

analyses per sector. Since we also observe substantial differences in the task inputs between MNEs and

the stratified sample of non-MNEs—the standardized biases systematically exceed |0.1|—any analysis of

changes in task intensities is confronted with selectivity. Specifically, if the MNEs’ characteristics are

typical of more productive firms, the group of all non-MNEs is not suitable for examining the counter-

factual evolution of onshore task composition. To address any resulting endogeneity bias, we analyze the

relevance of specific task intensities for future FDI decisions in the next section.

3.3 FDI and Facilitating Tasks

To account for the selectivity of FDI-conducting firms in our DiD analysis, this section analyzes the

task intensities in MNEs that are typically associated with an FDI decision in the near future. We

thereby expect to observe high intensities of what we call FDI-facilitating tasks. These are tasks that

lead to international expansion and thus lower costs of FDI (e.g., these firms do not need to hire workers

for administration). In the context of vertical FDI and production relocation, we can also conjecture

that MNEs will have high intensities of tasks that are highly offshorable and thus may induce greater
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benefits from the exploitation of labor cost differences (Helpman et al., 2004; Nocke and Yeaple, 2008).

Alternatively, market-seeking, horizontal FDI will lead to high intensities of commercial tasks or no

relevant differences between MNEs and non-MNEs. In accordance with the work by Yeaple (2003), we

consider that a typical FDI follows complex integration strategies including both, efficiency-seeking and

market-seeking motives.

3.3.1 Empirical Strategy – Lasso-Logit Regression

The aim of our empirical strategy is to exploratively identify tasks that have predictive power for a firm’s

future FDI decisions and to determine the specification of a logit model that features the best predictions

for those events. Subsequently, we use this model in our matching approach and employ it to predict a

firm’s propensity to conduct FDI. By using the matched sample, we alleviate selectivity and endogeneity

concerns in the DiD analysis.

To identify task intensities that contribute to the likelihood of a firm’s FDI decision, we specify a

logit regression and add a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) to assess the predictive

power of different model specifications for engaging in FDI in the near future (two years). Without the

lasso-penalty term, the logit regression has the following form:

ln

[︃
P[FDIf,t+2 = 1|Xft]

P[FDIf,t+2 = 0|Xft]

]︃
= β0 + β1

′τft + β2
′cft + δi + γr + ζt⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

Xftβ

(3.1)

where f denotes a firm, t is the year of observation and τft is a vector of the firm’s intensities of either

broad occupational categories or the tasks from the BiBB survey.105 The coefficients of interest are thus in

the vector β1, which captures the predictive power of these intensities for FDI. cft is a vector of controls

including firm size and other firm characteristics that we discuss below. The parameter δi denotes

industry fixed effects that control for differences in international activities with respect to economic

activity. Jointly with firm size, they also control for the nonrandom stratification of the reference firms.

We thus do not interpret their coefficients. Region fixed effects γr control for the proximity to the Czech

Republic and other unobserved heterogeneity related to the location of the firm.106 Year fixed effects ζt

account for common time trends, such as the business cycle. According to Helpman et al. (2004), another

highly relevant determinant of FDI is a firm’s productivity. Hence, in the vector cft, we control for

a firm’s number of employees, its wage bill, the number of establishments per firm, and a four-year

employment and wage growth rate. In addition to these variables, we also include insights from Black

and Spitz-Oener (2010) and add the share of females to control for gender-specific differences in task

profiles within occupations.

105We use the classification of occupation codes by education level, average earnings and activities from Blossfeld (1985).
See Appendix B for more details.
106We distinguish 4 broad regions: the north (Bremen, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein), west (Hesse, North
Rine-Westphalia, Rhineland Palatinate, Saarland), east (Berlin, Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Saxony,
Saxony-Anhalt, Thuringia), and south (Baden-Wuerttemberg, Bavaria).
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Recall that the aim of this exercise is to identify the model with the lowest prediction error. Any

causal interpretation of this specification may still suffer from reverse causality or omitted variable bias.107

We further solve (3.1) for P[FDIf,t+2 = 1|Xft] and employ the derived transformation function

P[FDIf,t+2 = 1|Xft] =
expXftβ

1 + expXftβ
= F (Xftβ) (3.2)

in the maximized log-likelihood with lasso penalization (L1-norm) of β1 and standardized regressors

in Xft:

max
β

1

N

∑︂
f

[1[FDIf,t+2 = 1] lnF (Xftβ) + 1[FDIf,t+2 = 0] ln(1− F (Xftβ))]− λ||β1||1, (3.3)

The lasso term thereby acts as a model selector that drives the coefficients of task intensities that have

low predictive power for FDI to zero. The higher λ is, the higher the penalty imposed on the task

intensities in β1 and the higher a variable’s contribution to the log-likelihood function must be. If the

task intensities are weak and/or correlated with other predictors, their coefficients are driven to zero.108

We estimate equation (3.3) for the unmatched sample of firms but separately for the manufacturing

and service sectors. Moreover, we include only one observation per MNE two years prior to the FDI.

Therefore, all coefficients in β are merely identified by the differences from non-MNEs, and we avoid

undesired attenuation of the estimates due to the autocorrelation of firms’ observables. To abstract from

any difference in the units of measurement, we standardize all variables in Xft to have mean zero and

variance 1. In the outputs, the estimates are returned to their original scales.

In the first step, we run the lasso-logit regressions sequentially on 50 values of λ, which provides

us with models of different sparsities.109 The penalty parameter λ varies from a restrictively high level

that contains only nonpenalized coefficients, over so-called knots—where new predictors are successively

added—toward a standard logit model in which λ is 0 and the full set of regressors is included in the model.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 plot this path of the coefficients in β1 for various values of λ to depict how the impact

of a given task intensity evolves if others are included or dropped. For instance, this procedure reveals

the single best predictor of future FDI and shows whether the direction of the conditional prediction for

the FDI (the sign of the estimates) changes along the path toward sparser models.

In a second step, we perform a five-fold cross-validation. This means that we repeat the lasso

regressions 5 times with each fold using four-fifths of the sample and estimate models with 50 values of λ

107While we somewhat alleviate concerns about the former by regressing FDI on lagged values of firm characteristics, the
estimation could still be biased due to omitted variables that are correlated with both the FDI decision and the initial
task intensities. One such instance could be firm-specific technology or communication costs. If these costs are related
to the location or productivity of the firm, the region fixed effects or the vector cft will mitigate the bias. However, we
cannot fully control for all potential confounders and thus refrain from interpreting causality or absolute magnitudes of the
estimates.
108Note that in equation (3.3), the parameter λ acts as the Lagrange multiplier in a constrained maximization problem
in which the objective function is the standard logit model and the constraint is a free parameter that determines the
regularization.
109We used Lassopack (Ahrens et al., 2018) in Stata15.
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(these values do not change per fold) to assess their out-of-sample predictions for the omitted fifth of the

sample. We stratify the data to include a similar number of random MNEs in each fold.110 The omitted

part is changed for each of the five folds, so we have a total of 250 different regressions. We then identify

the value of λ associated with the lowest average of the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) over all

five folds. This value of λ identifies the specification of the model that best predicts an FDI decision in

the near future. It thus contains a subset of job or task intensities that are correlated with future FDI

decisions, even after conditioning on many other firm characteristics such as size, wages, or industry code.

In a final step, we run a nonpenalized logit model employing only the selected subset of covariates, i.e.,

a post-lasso regression. We report these coefficients in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. They inform us precisely about

the occupational shares or task intensities susceptible to generating a selection bias in our estimation of

the response of onshore employment to firms’ FDI decisions. The model specification is subsequently

used for the computation of scores for firms’ propensity to conduct FDI, which we will then use in our

matched DiD analysis in Section 3.4.

3.3.2 Results – Occupational Sets of Tasks

In a first instance, we treat interacting tasks as a fixed set that needs to be performed jointly within broad

occupational groups.111 Starting with the coefficient paths along 50 values of λ, Figure 3.1 illustrates

the evolution of the coefficients in β1 for the manufacturing and service sectors. As λ decreases, the

algorithm adds knots or a larger selection of occupation codes for the prediction of future FDI. A positive

(negative) coefficient implies that a high (low) occupational share correlates positively with future FDI

decisions conditional on all other covariates. We discuss in turn denser models (toward smaller values

of λ) and the best-predicting specification, that is, the specification with the lowest MSPE. Notably,

the coefficients never change sign (e.g., from positive to negative) along the path toward sparser models,

which increases their plausibility.

The left (right) panel of Figure 3.1 presents the results for the manufacturing (service) sector. For

both sectors, we find that the share of skilled commercial and administrative employees is the best

single predictor of FDI (first knot). Having a high share of employment from this group hence increases

the propensity of a firm to engage in FDI. In the manufacturing sector, the second most important

occupational category is managers (second knot). Moreover, in both sectors, high shares of skilled service,

unskilled commercial and administrative, and skilled manual occupations are strong negative predictors

of FDI in both sectors. How we interpret these results follows at the end of this subsection.

If we consider the model with the highest predictive power (lowest MSPE) according to the respective

cross-validation exercises, we find that only unskilled manual occupations are excluded in the manufac-

turing sector and unskilled commercial and administrative occupations are excluded in the service sector.

110We apply the random-number seed 12 for the stratification per fold.
111In Appendix D, we repeat this exercise for finer (two-digit) occupational categories to disentangle the margins of
heterogeneity hidden in the coarse occupation groups.
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: Figure 3.1 displays the coefficient paths of estimates of β1 from equation (3.3) with respect to 50 values of the
penalty parameter λ. Each line corresponds to the coefficient of an occupational group (see Table 3.B.1). The left (right)
panel shows the evolution within the manufacturing (service) sector. The dashed line denotes the model with the lowest
MSPE (strongest predictive power), which is obtained from a five-fold cross-validation.

Figure 3.1: Coefficient Paths of Occupational Intensities Penalized by Lasso

For the classification of tasks via broad occupational categories, our preferred specification is hence not

very different from a standard logit regression. Using the best predicting model, we present the respective

estimates of a post-lasso logit regression in Table 3.4.

The results are that the strongest positive predictors also have the highest statistical significance,

such as skilled commercial and administrative occupations and managers. Both occupational groups

feature relatively high wages (see Table 3.B.1), and we conjecture that these tasks are FDI facilitating.

This means that they are characteristic features of typically more productive FDI-engaging firms and

that they reduce the (fixed) costs of FDI.

Negative predictors are categories pertaining to low- or middle-income jobs such as skilled manual or

(un)skilled service occupations. While we prefer the interpretation that the correlations simply show the

typical task intensities of more productive firms (e.g., management and skilled commercial and admin-

istrative occupations), the outcomes also show some accordance with with the offshorability literature.

That is, firms with high shares of nonoffshorable workers (e.g., (un)skilled service jobs) tend to conduct

FDI less frequently.112

3.3.3 Results – Specific Task Intensities

We now turn to directly identifying the tasks that are strong predictors of future FDI to provide more

detailed information about the potential selection biases emphasized above. Again, Figure 3.2 displays the

coefficient paths from β1 for varying values of the penalty coefficient λ separately for the manufacturing

112Blinder (2009) gives as an example that the tasks of some (skilled) service occupations, such as hairdressers, cannot
be offshored, while some tasks of (service) professions, such as medical doctors who interpret X-rays, can be performed
offshore. Indeed, profession is a weak positive predictor in our sample. We also compare this result to Table 2 in Blinder
and Krueger (2013, p.117). In the measure preferred by the authors (externally coded), only 0.7% of service occupations
are offshorable, while this share amounts to 20.5% for professional occupations and 80.7% for production occupations.
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Table 3.4: Post-Lasso Logit Results for Occupational Groups.

Post-lasso logit
Dep. variable: FDI in 2 years Manufacturing Services

(1) (2)
Production occupations:
Unskilled manual - 0.843∗∗

Skilled manual -1.044∗∗∗ -0.917∗∗

Technicians -0.290 0.892∗∗

Engineers 0.232 0.985∗∗

Service occupations:
Unskilled services -0.589 -0.152
Skilled services -5.545∗ -1.283
Semiprofessionals -2.580 1.019
Professionals 0.565 0.965
Administrative occupations:
Unskilled commercial and admin. -2.068∗∗∗ -
Skilled commercial and admin. 1.742∗∗∗ 1.604∗∗∗

Managers 2.171∗∗∗ 0.970∗∗

Nonpenalized in Lasso:
Log # establishments 0.488∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗

Employment growth 0.0734∗ 0.172∗∗∗

Share of females 0.625∗∗ -0.353∗

Log wage bill 0.0157 0.584∗∗∗

Mean wage growth 0.0432 0.0757∗

Log # employees yes yes
Region fixed effects yes yes
Industry fixed effects yes yes
Year fixed effects yes yes
Observations 57,532 51,519
log λ of min. MSPE 1.71 0.58

Notes: This table reports the estimates from a post-lasso logit model. The
set of included occupational shares is selected by cross-validating the findings
of the model with the lowest MSPE. The covariate employment size and the
industry fixed effects are needed to capture effects from the stratified sample of
non-MNEs. Standard errors are clustered at the treatment level, i.e., the firm
level, according to Abadie et al. (2017).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

and service sectors. However, β1 now contains the coefficients of the task intensities from the BiBB.

In the manufacturing sector, three tasks stand out in contributing positively to the propensity to

engage in FDI: legal knowledge, labor legislation, and management. We interpret these tasks as FDI-

facilitating and crucial for the due diligence of FDI into a new market and to manage working processes

between parents and affiliates. For instance, MNEs need to analyze the legal and related tax matters of

international expansion or labor legislation to handle layoff protection and hires in the affiliates’ country.

The best single predictor is the use of software, while legal knowledge is added to the second knot and is

highly significant in the model with the highest predictive power (lowest MSPE), as column 1 in Table 3.5

shows. On the other hand, design—a task particularly relevant for marketing (e.g., commercial artists)—

is a strong negative predictor of future FDI in the manufacturing sector, potentially because productive

firms outsourced marketing departments earlier than their less productive competitors. Table 3.5 further

reveals negative correlations with FDI for tasks that require local knowledge (networks) or geographic
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(a) Full coefficient vector
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Source: BiBB Employment Survey and IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: Figure 3.1 displays the coefficient paths of estimates of β1 from equation (3.3) with respect to 50 values of the
penalty parameter λ. Each line corresponds to the coefficient of task intensity (see Table 3.1). The left (right) panel
shows the evolution within the manufacturing (service) sector. The dashed line denotes the model with the lowest MSPE
(strongest predictive power), which is obtained from a five-fold cross-validation.

Figure 3.2: Predictive Power of Task Intensities for FDI

proximity, such as buying, selling and procurement, repairing, and other specialized knowledge.

In the service sector, firms engaging in FDI feature high task intensities in high-wage tasks such

as analyzing, researching and developing and management. In addition to the use of software, these

tasks appear early in the sequential process (lowest knots), and their contributions remain relatively high

even when using richer models. In higher knots, knowledge of labor legislation is added, which also has

a strong positive contribution to the propensity to engage in FDI, while legal expertise shows strong

negative correlations with FDI. This may be driven by its ties to a code of law specific to Germany. The

knowledge requirements of medical expertise are also a strong negative predictor of future FDI decisions

since this expertise usually requires a physical presence.

Again, we select the model with the lowest MSPE from the cross-validation and run a post-lasso

regression. The results in column 2 of Table 3.5 reveal a highly significant correlation for all the above-

mentioned variables, which, intuitively, are typical for more productive firms (with the exception of the

use of software). In stark contrast with the manufacturing sector, (nonlabor) legal expertise has a strong

negative correlation with FDI. Surveilling/monitoring, consulting, buying, selling, procurement, customer

acquisition, medical, and other specialized knowledge complete the set of negative predictors we identify.

All of these predictors involve some kind of geographic proximity (either to the customer or to local

institutions).

Overall, many different tasks have predictive power in the service sector, and they also feature

relatively high levels of statistical significance. In contrast, the best predictive model for the manufac-

turing sector is much sparser. Within the selected tasks from the lasso regression, we observe, on the

one hand, the sectoral overlap of positive predictors such as management, labor legislation, and ana-

lyzing/investigating and negative predictors such as buying/selling, surveillance/monitoring, and other
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3.3 FDI and Facilitating Tasks

Table 3.5: Post-Lasso-Logit Results for Job Tasks

Post-lasso logit
Dep. variable: FDI in 2 years Manufacturing Services

(1) (2)
Job activities:
Researching, developing - 12.12∗∗∗

Teaching, training 3.105 -
Acquiring customers, PR - -2.443
Analyzing, investigating 3.136 10.97∗∗∗

Buying, procurement, selling -11.76∗∗∗ -3.082∗∗

Organizing/planning for others 0.353 -0.327
Consulting, informing - -2.483∗∗

Measuring, checking - 2.820∗

Negotiating 2.889 2.831∗

Serving, caring -2.377 -
Surveilling, monitoring -2.095 -4.322∗∗

Repairing -1.929 -
Producing - 5.604∗∗∗

Associated knowledge:
Management 19.39∗∗∗ 9.080∗∗

Computer engineering - -10.54∗∗

Giving presentations - 1.148
Foreign language - -8.301
Legal/law 135.1∗∗∗ -31.12∗∗∗

System analysis 1.013 -
Math - -4.941∗

Other technical knowledge - 2.431
Labor legislation 88.54 42.12∗∗

Design -44.82∗∗∗ -
Use of software -0.312 0.339
Marketing, sales - -
Finance, tax 41.853 -5.075
Native Language (German) - -
Labor prot., environm. reg. 2.760 -
Other specialized knowledge -5.669∗∗ -10.04∗

Medical knowledge - -20.64∗∗∗

Non-penalized in Lasso:
# of establishments 0.516∗∗∗ 0.299∗∗∗

Employment growth 0.0795∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗

Share of females 1.163∗∗∗ 0.196
(log) wage bill -0.0070 0.585∗∗∗

Mean wage growth 0.0353 0.071∗

(log) employees yes yes
Region FE yes yes
Industry FE yes yes
Year FE yes yes
Observations 57452 51022
log λ of min. MSPE 2.72 2.13

Notes: This table reports the estimates of a post-lasso logit model. The set
of included task intensities is selected by cross-validating the findings of the
model with the lowest MSPE. The covariate employment size and the industry
fixed effects are needed to capture effects from the stratified sample of non-
MNEs. Standard errors are clustered at the treatment level, i.e., the firm level,
according to Abadie et al. (2017).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

specialized knowledge. Intuitively, the positive predictors are typical of highly productive firms, and they

are needed for international expansion and coordination. Therefore, a high fraction of firms with this

labor type may avoid hiring many new experts who can cope with the international organization and
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hence increase the benefit-cost ratio of FDI, as discussed in Helpman et al. (2004).113 On the other hand,

more productive firms could also find it profitable to incur both the costs of FDI and the costs of such

managerial activities. Regardless of the implied causality, using the best prediction model for each sector

vastly increases the quality of the propensity score matching approach, which we describe in the next

section.

3.4 FDI and Task Reallocations

The previous results not only revealed the characteristic task intensities of MNEs relative to non-MNEs

but also provided us with good prediction models for FDI and their propensity scores (by sector). We

now turn to our main analysis and estimate changes in the firms’ onshore task demand in response to

FDI.

3.4.1 Empirical Strategy — Matched DiD Estimation

To weaken potential threats to identification, we control for the selection of firms into FDI by using the

propensity scores of the previous section to match each MNE to a similar non-MNE. We then analyze

shifts in occupational shares or task intensities using a DiD estimator and verify that our findings are

not driven by any pretrend.

Propensity-Score Matching

Using propensity scores, we match each MNE to exactly one non-MNE to control for selection into

FDI engagement.114 This step mitigates confounding effects in the DiD analysis that stem from initial

differences in firm characteristics and not causally from FDI. We thus rely on the identifying assumption

that, conditional on the matching variables, we compare firms whose decision to engage in FDI activities

is basically random.

The choice of matching variables anticipates the predictive power of economic activity and the other

firm characteristics identified in the previous section: firm size in terms of the number of employees, the

total wage bill, the number of plants per firm, the share of female workers, employment and mean wage

dynamics (the respective four-year log difference), a series of dummies for finer industry classifications,

and the set of task intensities identified as predictors in the post-lasso logits. We capture unobserved

heterogeneity from geography using a series of regional dummies for the firm’s location.

113Conversely, the negative predictors decrease the cost-benefit ratio of FDI, potentially because these tasks require a large
network or are costly to recruit or coordinate.
114We also considered coarsened exact matching, as suggested by Iacus et al. (2012). However, since the lasso exercise has
shown that many different variables are relevant for the prediction of FDI, the coarsened exact matching procedure suffers
from dimensionality. It thus excessively prunes the data, resulting in an insufficient number of matches.
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3.4 FDI and Task Reallocations

The matching algorithm is as follows. First, we retain separate samples for manufacturing and service

firms and consider the respective covariates that are included in the model with the lowest MSPE. We

manually prune firm-year observations that feature covariates above or below the respective maximum or

minimum value of the comparison group ±0.2×standard deviation in each year (of the common support

region).115 Second, we estimate propensity scores using logit models while anticipating the sectoral

differences in the selection into FDI. Note that this step is essentially a post-lasso logit regression from

Section 3.3, which substantially reduces the predictive error. Third, we match the MNEs with control

firms exactly two years prior to the FDI. This time span until the FDI comprises a tradeoff. While some

firms anticipate FDI years before they invest and thus adjust their economic behavior accordingly, other

firms are weakly affected until the firm has already invested. There is heterogeneity in the timing of the

FDI effects: Chapter 2 has shown that employment responses to FDI accrue from two years prior to FDI

onward. In a fourth step, we perform the iterative matching procedure by Borrs and Eppelsheimer (2020),

which ensures that treated units are matched to a unique non-MNE with the most similar propensity

to invest. The algorithm proceeds by first matching the logit propensity scores of MNEs to the three

nearest neighboring scores of non-MNEs and then marking the one with the closest distance.116 If it is

unique, the two firms are matched. If it is not unique (e.g., one non-MNE score is the nearest for two

different MNEs’ scores), the algorithm compares the distances of these potential matches and selects the

smallest one. As a result, some MNEs do not match the closest non-MNEs: for these firms, the process

iterates by marking the non-MNE with the next smallest distance until each MNE is matched to exactly

one unique control unit.

115The common support region rules out the perfect predictability of FDI from outliers of certain firm characteristics
(Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2008).
116We apply nearest-neighbor matching with replacement and enforce the support region of the logit of the propensity
score with a caliper width of 0.2×standard deviation (as suggested by Austin, 2011b).
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Notes: This figure displays boxplots of high-wage task intensities used in the matching of MNEs and non-MNEs for
manufacturing (service) firms.

Figure 3.3: Sample Balancing of Task Intensities – High-Wage Tasks
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Figure 3.4: Sample Balancing of Task Intensities – Medium-Wage Tasks
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Figure 3.5: Sample Balancing of Task Intensities – Low-Wage Tasks

The algorithm returns 738 matches (1,476 firms) in the manufacturing sector and 540 matches (1,080

firms) in the service sector. We visually present the success of the matching algorithm in Figures 3.3

to 3.5, as it results in a vast harmonization of firm characteristics within the matches.117 Compared to

the unmatched sample, most of the balancing statistics like the standardized biases drop from above |0.1|

(in Table 3.B.2 in the appendix) to below |0.05| (in Table 3.C.1 in the appendix).118 Additionally, the

variance ratios change from above (below) 2 (0.5) to between 0.700 and 1.3 and therefore are much closer

to the ideal of 1. We explain the exceptions from these ranges by the high level of initial heterogeneity and

the high number of matching variables. However, since untargeted variables from the matching algorithm

also become more balanced (e.g., marketing/sales and native language), we consider our strategy to be

successful overall.

Difference-in-Differences Estimation

We use the matched sample to estimate the MNEs’ onshore changes in response to the FDI of either the

occupational shares or task intensities and relative to non-MNEs. Let Loft denote the standardized share

of occupation or task o in firm f in year t. MNEf is an indicator variable for whether firm f engages in

117Table 3.C.1 reports sample balancing along firms’ characteristics, task intensities, and untargeted variables such as
broad occupational groups and number of tasks per worker. We also provide a shift-share decomposition of the firms’
workforce around the year of FDI, similar to Becker et al. (2013). Most interesting is the firm-mix component, which shows,
net of aggregate and sector-specific changes, that the employment shift in MNEs between two years prior until four years
after FDI is negative relative to the shifts in non-MNEs (similar to Chapter 2).
118The metrics are suggested, e.g., by Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008) and Austin (2011a).
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FDI in the Czech Republic during our sample period. For each task o, we estimate the following model:

Loft = αPRE1 (t ∈ [τ − 6; τ − 3]) + βPRE1 (t ∈ [τ − 6; τ − 3])×MNEf

+ α−11 (t = τ − 1) + β−11 (t = τ − 1)×MNEf

+ αPOST1 (t ∈ [τ ; τ + 4]) + βPOST1 (t ∈ [τ ; τ + 4])×MNEf

+ γf + δt + εoft, (3.4)

where the coefficients of interest are βPOST . They measure the change for MNEs relative to non-MNEs

and relative to the baseline period, which is the matching year τ − 2, where τ denotes the year of the

(virtual) FDI. The coefficients αPRE and αPOST capture common trends during the observation window

(τ − 6 to τ − 3 and τ to τ + 4) relative to the baseline period, and net of yearly time trends captured by

the parameter δt. The parameter γf denotes firm fixed effects that capture time-invariant characteristics

of the firms. It is necessary to identify changes within MNEs relative to changes within non-MNEs.

Standard errors εoft are clustered at the match level, as suggested by Abadie and Spiess (2021).

We also consider βPRE to explore potential pretrends between the two groups of firms. Note that

a negative estimate of this coefficient will reveal a relative increase in MNEs’ task intensities over the

preperiod until the baseline year. We avoid confounding onshore effects from the anticipation of FDI by

only a fraction of all firms and exclude observations of τ − 1 from the preperiod and postperiod. The

results, however, are robust to including the period τ − 1 in the average post effect.

A negative estimate of βPOST would suggest that the occupational share or task intensity o decreases

more strongly in MNEs than in non-MNEs: we label these decreases in onshore demand FDI-substitutable

tasks. In contrast, a positive estimate reveals an FDI-complementary task.

The next section presents the estimates from the matched DiD model and reveals shifts in the

intensity of either broad occupational categories or specific task content in response to FDI activities.119

Due to the standardization of the dependent variable, the estimates are comparable between groups,

regardless of their initial importance for firms.

3.4.2 Results — Occupational Sets of Tasks

We begin with the analysis of occupational shifts. Figure 3.6 presents the matched DiD estimates of

βPOST from equation (3.4) and their 95-percent confidence intervals.

In manufacturing MNEs (left panel of Figure 3.6), FDI particularly affects two groups of workers.

On the one hand, the shares of skilled commercial and administrative occupations and of managers

increase relative to non-MNEs, suggesting that these jobs are complementary to offshore production

and/or FDI-facilitating. Note that these groups were also identified as the strongest predictors of FDI

119We also show matched DiD estimates of equation (3.4) for finer (2-digit) occupational categories in Appendix D.
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays FDI responses of occupational shares in manufacturing (left panel) or service (right panel)
MNEs relative to non-MNEs. Formally, it displays the estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4), where the outcome is the
occupational share o and the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3.6: MNEs’ Changes in Standardized Occupational Shares Relative to non-MNEs

in Section 3.3.120 On the other hand, the share of unskilled manual occupations features the largest

downturn relative to non-MNEs. This decrease is in line with findings of previous papers (e.g., Ebenstein

et al., 2014; Ottaviano et al., 2013) that unskilled manual jobs are the most prone to substitution with

low-wage production offshore. Interestingly, Section 3.3 demonstrates that the share of these jobs has

no predictive power for future FDI decisions, implying that prior to FDI, its direct costs (incl. costs

of managers and administrative staff) is the more relevant factor for the investment, not the specific

cost-benefit analysis of substituting (manual) workers with offshore labor. 121

After FDI, service MNEs (right panel of Figure 3.6), change the various occupational shares more

heterogeneously. Relative to non-MNEs, we again observe positive effects for the shares of managers and

skilled commercial and administrative occupations. These jobs seem to be facilitators of FDI and/or

complementary to the activities performed in Czech affiliates (e.g., organizations of multisite MNEs).

We also estimate negative effects for unskilled services and weaker (significant at 10 percent) negative

effects for skilled services, which exhibit substitutability with low-wage foreign labor.122 Strikingly, these

groups are identified as negative predictors of FDI in Section 3.3, suggesting (the same outcome as in the

manufacturing sector) that firms’ cost-benefit considerations of sourcing offshore labor are a subordinate

determinant compared to the firms’ costs and availability of FDI-facilitating tasks.

One caveat to the results might be the prevalence of general trends between the MNE and non-MNE

groups because it threatens the validation of our identifying assumption of conditional independence.

Specifically, it would imply substantial unobserved heterogeneity between firms that may have explanatory

power for FDI and the previous findings. The existence of any substantial trend would, hence, require

120Figure 3.D.1 in Appendix D reveals that this increase is driven by managers and management consultants, as well as
accountants and data processing or office specialists.
121The results for the manufacturing sector are also robust to matching coarse occupational groups rather than task
intensities, but matching task intensities is crucial for the service sector.
122If these jobs were not offshored, we would have obtained similar negative estimates for all other shares. Figure 3.D.2
suggests that surface transport jobs or health occupations are driving forces behind this decrease.
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays pretrends in employment recomposition in manufacturing (left panel) or service (right panel)
MNEs relative to non-MNEs. Formally, it displays the estimates of βPRE from equation (3.4), where the outcome is the
occupational share o and the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3.7: Changes in Occupational Shares – Pretrend Verification

further assessment of the matching quality.

To explore prior dissimilar trends between the groups, we report the various βPRE estimates from

equation (3.4) and their 95-percent confidence interval in Figure 3.7. Recall that βPRE captures the

deviation in the changes in MNEs relative to non-MNEs over the period τ − 6 to τ − 3 and relative

to τ − 2. Hence, positive estimates of a particular group imply relative reductions in MNEs relative to

non-MNEs over this interval.

Across manufacturing firms, we find significant and dissimilar pretrends for technicians and profes-

sions. Since these groups have only a small impact on the propensity to engage in FDI (Section 3.3)

and since differential behavior of these groups disappears following FDI, we do not suspect that another

source of firm heterogeneity is driving the effects in the manufacturing sector. Importantly, for both sec-

tors, Figure 3.7 does not reveal significant growth differentials in the groups affected by FDI (managers,

skilled commercial and administrative occupations, unskilled manual occupations, unskilled services and

skilled services). The relative share of managers even tends to decrease in MNEs prior to FDI (positive

estimate).

3.4.3 Results — Specific Task Intensities

Turning to the main analysis of interest, we repeat our estimation with task intensities and present the

estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4) in Figure 3.8 for the manufacturing sector and in Figure 3.9 for

the service sector. Panel (a) of the respective figures shows the results for each task regression, while

Panel (b) presents the subset of estimates that are significant at least at the 10-percent level to facilitate

interpretation. According to the theory of task trade by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008), we would

expect negative shifts in all tasks with relative offshorability costs below a threshold and positive shifts
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Figure 3.8: Changes in Standardized Task Intensities – Manufacturing Sector

(a) Full set of separate estimates
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(b) Changes significant at the 10%-level
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Source: BiBB Employment Survey and IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays the FDI responses of task intensities in manufacturing MNEs relative to non-MNEs. Formally,
it displays the estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4), where the outcome is the intensity of task o and the associated 95%
confidence intervals. Panel (a) reports the estimates of each regression, while Panel (b) reports the selection of estimates
that are significant at the 10% level.

in the other tasks.123 Usually, these offshorability costs are measured by codifiability or routineness (e.g.,

Baumgarten et al., 2013; Becker et al., 2013). If we interpret, however, the ranking of offshorability costs

as a ranking of tasks with respect to their wage compensation—instead of any subjective classification—

we find empirical evidence of this phenomenon for manufacturing MNEs.

In particular, in the manufacturing sector, we find positive shifts in favor of organizational tasks and

tasks that likely pertain to market analysis: investigating or analyzing, organizing the work of others,

system analysis, and negotiating. All of these tasks align with the set of FDI-facilitating tasks, confirming

the hypothesis that firms face additional challenges in managing and coordinating onshore and offshore

activities. Other tasks overlap with typical headquarters activities: the use of software, finance, math, or

the native language of the parent company (German). We also find positive effects of management and

training activities, as well as commercial tasks such as negotiating and buying and selling, presumably to

cope with a more geographically distributed value chain.

We also find negative effects for a set of highly related tasks, such as monitoring, producing, check-

ing/measuring, or repairing. This shift away from production tasks suggests efficiency-seeking FDI, in

which production is relocated to offshore locations. Note also that all of these tasks are low paid (Ta-

ble 3.1) and are related to routine and/or noninteractive manual work. This suggests that MNEs source

relatively simple tasks from their offshore affiliates and expand their range of well-paid tasks, such as

management and sales-related tasks, onshore.

After FDI by service firms, these MNEs also increases the intensity of some headquarters tasks,

such as management, training, and investigating and analyzing. Moreover, positive effects for marketing

123Our empirical strategy allows us to identify only relative employment changes, whereas the shifts suggested by Gross-
man and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) are general equilibrium effects. We use their insights to guide our interpretation while
acknowledging the difference.
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(a) Full set of estimates
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(b) Selection of significant tasks at the 10%-level
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Source: BiBB Employment Survey and IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays the responses of task intensities to FDI in manufacturing MNEs relative to non-MNEs. Formally,
it displays the estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4), where the outcome is the intensity of task o, and the associated 95%
confidence intervals. Panel (a) reports the estimates for each regression, while Panel (b) reports the selection of estimates
that are significant at the 10% level.

Figure 3.9: Changes in Standardized Task Intensities – Service Sector

and sales-related tasks become apparent, such as giving presentations, negotiating, customer acquisition,

marketing, and public relations. These seem to be complementary to production in offshore affiliates and

are likely to be associated with market-seeking FDI. There is also a tendency toward increases in legal

activities, which appeared to be the best single predictor of future FDI in our analysis in Section 3.3.

However, we do not find substantial positive effects for some sophisticated tasks that we would expect

in a skill-upgrading process such as maths, computer engineering and R&D. On the one hand, this

absence may be due to the many MNEs in the low-tech service sector, including the wholesale, retail, and

logistics industries (see Table 3.2). On the other hand, the sample also includes firms in industries such as

data processing, accounting, (technical) consulting, and engineering that may offshore such activities.124

In summary, the matched service firms could still exhibit high heterogeneity between very dissimilar

service industries. We find significant negative estimates for relatively high-skilled service tasks, namely,

consulting and informing and medical tasks, in line with potential service offshoring. A large fraction of

the decreases in medical tasks are driven by Czech nursing assistants who live with and care for people in

need of care in Germany (see Appendix B). Although working in Germany, these workers are employed by

a Czech company and pay taxes and social security there.125 We also find negative shifts for production-

related tasks such as repairing and measuring/checking.126 These counterintuitive results are in contrast

to those of studies such as Blinder and Krueger (2013, p. 117), who suspected an offshorability share of

1.3 percent of all workers in “installation, maintenance, and repair occupations” (using their preferred

124Marin (2004, p. 23) mentions that many (German) R&D departments are offshored to Eastern European countries.
She explicitly notes, for example, that Siemens “plans to centralize and outsource some of its headquarters activities like
accounting and management to Siemens subsidiaries in the Czech Republic”.
125This special working arrangement is possible due to the EU’s Posting of Workers Directive : employees may be sent
to another EU member state to carry out a service on a temporary basis. Some Czech commercial providers directly offer
nursing assistant services to people in need of care in Germany.
126, Other production-related tasks are monitoring activities and hazardous or polluting tasks associated with knowledge
of respective regulations in Germany.
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Pretrend Services

Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays pretrends in task recompositions in manufacturing (left panel) or service (right panel) MNEs
relative to non-MNEs. Formally, it displays the estimates of βPRE from equation (3.4), where the outcome is the task
intensity o and associated 95% confidence intervals. The tasks are ordered according to the ranking of the effect in response
to FDI, i.e., the size of βPOST .

Figure 3.10: Changes in Task Intensities – Pretrend Verification

measure by external coders).127 It seems that—instead of offshorability—these negative shifts are driven

by the comparative advantage of the Czech Republic in associated economic activities.

We analyze general trends from Figure 3.10, which reports the estimates of βPRE from equation (3.4)

and their 95-percent confidence interval. In both sectors, all pretrend estimates are insignificantly different

from zero, affirming that our algorithm matched firms with the same task trajectories prior to the FDI

decision (in τ−2). One notable exception is organizing the work of others in the service sector, which tends

to increase in the preperiod (negative estimate and significant at 10 percent). Since FDI does not affect

this task category ex post, we conclude that the potential biases from general trends of FDI-engaging

firms are rather small on our other estimates.128

3.5 FDI, Task Profiles, and Offshorability

Thus far, we have identified (sets of) task intensities that either expand or contract after FDI. Since the

literature has already attempted to group the occupational task profiles that are affected by international

activities (e.g., offshorability and routineness), in this section, we examine whether our estimates of actual

responses overlap with the findings of these studies.

127Note, however, that the share of workers who self-classified as offshorable in this group is already approximately 17
times higher, at 22% (Blinder and Krueger, 2013, p. 117). We also refer to Storm (2020), who highlighted the advantage of
surveyed task measures over classifications by experts.
128The estimate of βPOST in the regression of organizing the work of others could be severely biased through its pretrend
though.
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Table 3.6: Selection of Offshorability Indices

Name Reference Data source
Offshorability (Ofty) Blinder and Krueger (2013) PDII∗

Routine Manual (RM) Autor et al. (2003) , Spitz-Oener (2006) BiBB 1992, 1998, 2006
Routine non-Analytic (RnA) Autor et al. (2003) , Spitz-Oener (2006) BiBB 1992, 1998, 2006
Routine non-Interactive (RnI) Autor et al. (2003) , Spitz-Oener (2006) BiBB 1992, 1998, 2006
Routine tasks (Rt) Becker et al. (2013) BiBB 1998
Non-interactive tasks (NIt) Becker et al. (2013) BiBB 1998
Offshoring Potential (Off. pot.) Brändle and Koch (2017) BiBB 1992-2012
Occupational low-skill share Own BiBB 1998

Notes: This table displays our choices of established offshorability indices with associated references and data
sources. We ordered them according to the source and alphabetically. All indices are normalized such that high values
imply high offshorability, routineness, or share of low-skilled workers, etc. ∗PDII - Princeton Data Improvement Initiative.

3.5.1 Offshorability Indices

To compare FDI-substitutable with offshorable jobs, we borrow established indices related to offshorability

from four sources in the literature. We report them in Table 3.6. The choice relies on both the intent of the

measures’ construction (preferably to capture heterogeneous effects of globalization) and the prominence

of their use in subsequent studies. For example, BK intended to gauge the potential of service jobs in

particular to supply their output to the onshore market while working offshore. ALM-SO became the

main references for attempts to quantify job routineness or codifiability. Their measures (or variants of

them) are regularly applied in studies on the substitutability between labor and machines/technology

or offshore production. One of these studies is BEM, who develop indices for routine or interactive job

profiles using workplace tools in the BiBB Employment Survey. Last, BrKo construct a measure of

the offshoring potential of occupations. Specifically, they conduct a principal component analysis on a

battery of tasks in the BiBB Employment Survey that supposedly capture the potential to perform a

job abroad. We also add an index that ranks occupations in reverse order of the average educational

attainment (skill) of their workers. That is, occupations with the highest shares of low-skilled workers

are ranked the highest.

To make the measures comparable, we first adjust the ranking of some of the original measures such

that high values of the index (e.g., routine task profile) are always associated with high offshorability.129

We then take the distribution of each index in a 2 percent random sample of the universe of employees

in Germany and mark the top 25 percent of these workers as offshorable using a binary variable (based

on Baumgarten et al., 2020 and Blinder and Krueger, 2013).130 While obtaining a comparable measure

across the different indices, our normalization comes at the cost of losing index-dependent thresholds to

identify offshorable jobs.

Table 3.7 summarizes this normalization by displaying the distribution of offshorable workers across

occupational groups for each index. While the measure by BK suggests a very differentiated possibility

of offshoring jobs across the broad categories (and might suffer due to the imprecision of the mapping of

129Specifically, this reverses the order of the indices of nonroutine or interactive task profiles by BEM and of nonroutine
analytic and nonroutine interactive jobs by ALM-SO. We therefore rename these indices as routine, noninteractive, routine
nonanalytic, and routine noninteractive.
130For a detailed description of the replication and normalization of the indices, see Appendix A.
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Table 3.7: Relative Frequencies of Offshorable Workers across Broad Occupational Groups

BK ALM-SO BEM BrKo

Ofty RM RnA RnI Rt NIt Off. pot. Low-Skill
Production

Unskilled manual 15.92 42.85 39.74 40.14 29.48 26.57 12.30 47.69
Skilled manual 8.62 40.10 2.92 9.11 15.50 11.54 1.64 27.28
Technicians 14.87 0.88 1.41 0.00 0.02 0.71 3.49 0.02
Engineers 7.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Services

Unskilled services 1.66 13.43 40.08 33.19 43.48 14.46 0.00 17.13
Skilled services 1.86 0.08 9.05 9.10 3.54 2.31 0.20 5.10
Semiprofessions 1.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Professions 4.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Administration

Unskilled commercial and admin. 10.29 0.00 5.08 6.86 3.01 4.75 10.81 2.31
Skilled commercial and admin. 27.91 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 38.38 71.58 0.00
Managers 5.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: Relative frequencies of offshorable workers regarding each measure are taken from a 2% random sample of
the universe of employees in Germany. Groups including more than 30% of offshorable workers are marked in bold. We
suppress categories of agricultural occupations and workers that cannot be assigned to any occupational category.

American occupational codes to the German classification), ALM-SO’s measures identify mainly unskilled

manual, unskilled service, or skilled manual jobs. The relative frequencies are similar for the measures

by BEM. Notably, the noninteractive task profile also categorizes skilled commercial and administrative

occupations as offshorable. BrKo even expect the latter group to have the highest potential for off-

shoring. Together with unskilled commercial and administrative occupations, these workers account for

over 80 percent of offshorable workers. In terms of the lowest average educational attainment, we observe

that most offshorable workers perform (un)skilled manual and unskilled service jobs.

3.5.2 FDI and Shifts in Offshorable Jobs

Due to the similarity between offshoring (in terms of importing inputs) and FDI to low-wage countries

(see Antras and Helpman, 2004; Yeaple, 2006), we suspect that there is a substantial overlap between

offshorable and FDI-substitutable jobs. However, before we assess the overlap in the next subsection, we

first explore the effects of FDI on offshorable workers and estimate equation (3.4) using the matched sam-

ple and as outcome variables the shares of offshorable workers from the various normalized offshorability

measures. Figure 3.11 reports the estimates of βPOST .

In manufacturing MNEs, the estimates of the most measures reveal a significant decrease in the share

of offshorable workers after FDI. In particular, the ALM-SO measures imply that offshorable workers

are negatively affected by FDI, whereby the index of routine manual occupations exhibits the largest

employment shift. This result is similar to the estimate of low educational attainment, which underlines

the persistent importance of skill levels in explaining the heterogeneity of the labor market effects of

globalization. The measures by BK and BrKo do not reveal a negative effect of FDI on offshorable

workers, which is not surprising after having explored that these workers are mainly associated with

commercial and administrative occupations (see subsections 3.4.2 and 3.5.1). It would be interesting to
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Services

Source: Blinder and Krueger (2013); Autor et al. (2003); Becker et al. (2013); Brändle and Koch (2017), and IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays the employment shares of supposedly offshorable jobs in manufacturing (left panel) or service
(right panel) MNEs relative to non-MNEs in response to FDI. Formally, it displays the estimated coefficient βPOST from
equation (3.4), where the outcome is the employment share of offshorable workers according to each index of Table 3.6 and
the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3.11: Matched DiD estimation – Standardized Share of Offshorable Workers

examine whether the decrease in this type of labor is absent because FDI to a low-wage country requires

more administrative resources than offshore outsourcing.

In the service sector, we find fewer or weaker negative effects of FDI on offshorable workers. The

highest decreases occur for routine (BEM), low-skill intensive, or routine and nonanalytic jobs (ALM-SO),

while compared to the manufacturing sector, manual or noninteractive tasks are less helpful in identifying

onshore substitution by FDI. The share of offshorable workers according to BK’s measure even responds

positively to FDI. This is particularly surprising since the index is intended to gauge the tradability of

tasks in the service sector (considering trade with foreign affiliates and offshore outsourcing). We provide

two reasons for the deviation from the other measures. First, the BK measure designates a relatively

large number of administrative occupations as offshorable, and this group might react differently to

offshore outsourcing than to task trade with foreign affiliates (which might demand higher intensities

of intrafirm administration). Second, the measure was created for international integration overall and

not explicitly for trade between high- and low-wage countries. Their results might therefore capture

workforce recomposition effects of FDI among high-income countries, which are much larger in size than

those between countries at different income levels.131

Summarizing the outcomes of this exercise, most of the task measures show reductions in the onshore

demand for offshorable workers after FDI. But before drawing stark conclusions about the overlap of FDI-

substitutable and offshorable workers, we still need to rule out that these results are not driven merely

by the normalization of the indices.

131In Chapter 1, I show that occupations with a complex task profile, including many offshorable occupations identified
by the BK index, are more often traded among high-income countries than between high- and low-income countries.
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Table 3.8: Rank Correlations of Offshorability Indices and FDI-Induced Employment Shifts

Manufacturing Services
BK
Offshorability -0.06 -0.35
ALM-SO
Routine manual 0.79 0.55
Routine nonanalytic 0.54 0.43
Routine noninteractive 0.67 0.64
BEM
Routine 0.63 0.43
Noninteractive 0.42 0.01
BrKo
Offshoring potential -0.21 0.01
By education
Occupational low-skill share 0.73 0.45
Notes: Rank correlations of offshorability indices and actual employment shifts are
obtained from estimating equation (3.4) per two-digit occupational category. Cor-
relations are computed on the universe of employees in Germany in 2008. Absolute
values above 0.5 are marked in bold.

3.5.3 Offshorability Indices and Actual Recomposition

We thus directly compare the already existing ranking of occupations from the established indices to our

DiD findings on the workforce recomposition effects of FDI. To do so, we first rerun the DiD analysis

for fine occupational categories (2-digit occupation codes) and then rank the occupations according to

their FDI substitutability, whereby negative estimates with the largest absolute value are ranked the

highest. The explicit estimates are displayed in Figures 3.D.1 and 3.D.2 in the appendix. We then

directly compare the ranking of FDI-substitutable jobs with the respective ranking of each offshorability

index using Spearman’s ρ or rank correlation coefficient (to capture any monotone comovement) on the

universe of employees in Germany in 2008 (IAB Employment History - BeH). A high positive correlation

implies that the offshorability index ranks the occupations according to employment recomposition effects

in response to FDI to a low-wage country. Table 3.8 reports the results.

In both sectors, the data-driven rankings of jobs correlate positively with most of the indices, where

the ALM-SO measures feature the highest rankings. While in manufacturing MNEs, FDI affects occupa-

tions along the dimension of routine manual tasks (0.79), in the service sector, the effects are strongest

along the dimension of routine and noninteractive tasks (0.64). Regarding the distinction between routine-

ness and noninteractivity by BEM, we find that FDI recompositions are driven much more by routineness

than by noninteractivity, especially in the service sector, where mere noninteractivity has no correlation

with the data-driven ranking of FDI. Additionally, note the high correlation of the education variable,

which is particularly high in the manufacturing sector. We suppose that in this sector, the comparative

advantage explained by the Heckscher-Ohlin theory is more substantial than that explained by offshora-

bility (Blinder and Krueger, 2013). However, this conjecture again raises the question of how offshorable

jobs react to globalization. The measures by BK and BrKo, for instance, are directly created to gauge

the tradability of task profiles, but they show no or negative correlations with actual FDI effects. One

potential reason is given by Baumgarten et al. (2020), who show that the demand for the most and least
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offshorable jobs decreases, while the demand for the other jobs increases in response to offshoring. In ad-

dition, considering that the measure identifies many sophisticated jobs as offshorable, we conjecture that

these measures are likely better suited to describe offshorability in the context of international integration

between high-income countries.

3.6 Conclusion

Although the effects of international activities on onshore labor are a well-studied topic, little is known

about the actual effects of FDI on specific tasks, especially in the service sector (in contrast to offshorabil-

ity as a measure of a potential response). In this paper, we have analyzed the effect of FDI in a low-wage

country on the onshore task recomposition of firms in a country with substantially higher labor costs.

We develop a matching procedure that vastly mitigates the selection bias otherwise embodied in the

DiD analysis. By exploring this selection of firms into FDI, we also investigate the task intensities that

are relevant for firms’ expansion to the Czech Republic. Lasso-logit models reveal positive correlations of

FDI with shares of management and skilled commercial and administrative occupations or headquarters

tasks pertaining to the organization and coordination of international activities. We interpret these as

suggestive evidence that they constitute parts of the fixed costs of FDI as described by Helpman et al.

(2004).

Using the propensity scores from post-lasso logit regressions, we then match each MNE to a non-

MNE and estimate a DiD in task intensities after an FDI decision. It shows that German manufacturing

MNEs expand skilled commercial and administrative occupations relative to non-MNEs, while they de-

crease employment in unskilled manual occupations. In terms of tasks, MNEs decrease the intensity of

production-related tasks associated with the lowest wage compensation (such as surveilling/monitoring,

producing, measuring, and repairing) and increase high-wage headquarters activities (such as analyzing,

organizing the work of others, the use of software, negotiating, informing/consulting, the native language

of the MNE, sales, and system analysis). In service MNEs, we find relative decreases for (un)skilled ser-

vice workers—presumably service providers—and relative increases for the share of managers and skilled

commercial and administrative occupations. Associated changes in the task composition are system-

atic increases for high-wage managerial (management, negotiating, and teaching/training) and marketing

tasks (giving presentations and public relations). While management tasks are needed to cope with frag-

mented production, marketing tasks may become more essential because of higher sales from efficiency

gains and/or increased market access due to FDI. Turning to the negative effects in service MNEs, we do

not find systematic decreases in any group of tasks, but rather nuanced decreases in specific intensities of

relatively low-wage service-providing tasks such as consulting/informing, medical tasks (e.g., of nursing

assistants) and repairing. It is striking that the latter tasks are explicitly considered nonoffshorable by

external experts in BK’s study.
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We thus complete the analysis by drawing a direct link from our outcomes to BK and other literature

on offshorable jobs. To do so, we rerun a similar DiD setup using standardized shares of occupational codes

and rank them according to their relative FDI substitutability. Compared to the occupation rankings

using established indices in the literature, we find wide-ranging rank correlations. In the manufacturing

sector, indices of routine manual tasks describe well the labor types that decrease in MNEs relative to

non-MNEs. In the service sector, we find the strongest effect for routine noninteractive task contents,

which is in line with intuitions provided in the early offshorability literature (e.g., Blinder, 2009). Strik-

ingly, indices intended to capture offshorability directly and not via job characteristics (e.g., routineness)

do not correlate well with FDI substitutability. We see this finding as an ex-post motivation for our

multidimensional assessment of FDI’s effects on many different types of labor (the specific tasks).

Several other aspects would be interesting to investigate in further research. After having observed

the typical task intensities in firms that invest in a low-wage country and how the task intensities change

due to FDI, it is essential to repeat the analysis for FDI to another high-wage country. The motives

of FDI (efficiency seeking vs market seeking) could have a different focus in this case. While we would

expect similar initial intensities in FDI-facilitating tasks, differences in the comparative advantage of

specific (clusters of) tasks (as in Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2012) may change very different task

intensities following FDI. Additionally, it would be interesting to explore whether there are substantial

differences in initial task intensities between new FDI-engaging firms and incumbent MNEs (e.g., the

tasks of management and HR legal experts could be more intensive in incumbent MNEs, as new MNEs

are more similar to non-MNEs) and to explore their subsequent reallocation effects (we would expect

higher increases in management task intensities in new MNEs). Finally, in light of the COVID-19 crisis,

a relevant avenue for future research would be to analyze the comparability of internationally tradable

tasks with tasks that can easily be performed from home.
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Appendix

A Data Preparation

This section presents the data preparation for Section 3.5. Specifically, we describe our replications of the

established offshorability indices from the literature and how we harmonize them for cross-comparability.

We leverage the particular advantage that many of the offshorability measures are constructed for

German occupation codes using the BiBB Employment Survey. We can therefore obtain some measures

directly from publications such as Brändle and Koch (2017) and Becker et al. (2013). For the latter,

we follow the authors’ suggestion and utilize the strict definition of the offshorability index. Adapting

measures tailored for American occupational codes, however, is a more involved process.

BK Mapping SOC00 to KldB88

The measure by Blinder and Krueger (2013) is compiled by the Princeton Data Improvement Initiative

(PDII) that asks questions directly related to the tradability of jobs in 6-digit American Standard Oc-

cupational Classification of the year 2000 (SOC00). Since there is—to the best of our knowledge—no

direct possibility to map these values to the German KldB88, we follow Baumgarten et al. (2020) and

use a series of crosswalks and weightings.132 We start by obtaining unique offshorability values for each

occupation in the PDII using the (min)mode of the entries. We then map SOC00 to its successor clas-

sification SOC10 using 2009 weights from the Occupational Employment Statistics on US labor supply

and a crosswalk from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. In a second step, we map 6-digit SOC10 to the

International Standard Classification of Occupations in 2008 (ISCO08) using 2014 employment weights

from US labor supply and the respective crosswalk from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. In a third

step, we map 4-digit ISCO08 to 5-digit KldB10 and then to 3-digit KldB88 using crosswalks and weights

of German labor supply in 2014 from the German Federal Labor Agency. Note, although the mapping

creates considerable distortion, we alleviate much of the related concerns by being merely interested in

the ranking of occupations and just assigning the top 25 percent as offshorable.

ALM-SO Measures

To avoid the imprecision that comes with such mapping across various classifications, we prefer a dif-

ferent approach for the replication of measures by ALM-SO. Similar to Spitz-Oener (2006), we prefer to

straightforwardly replicate the methodology on similar task data in the BiBB Employment survey. Our

approach is precisely described in the following. Note that the original data of Autor et al. (2003) (ALM)

are available online for replication purposes. We could have thus taken the indices as directly applied

to the Census occupations from ALM and then used several crosswalks and weightings to the German

132We thank Daniel Baumgarten for the sharing crosswalks and ideas on the mapping.
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classification of occupation. Several construction choices made by ALM convinced us to pursue this ap-

proach: first, the survey used to describe jobs dates to 1970, which is two decades before the time frame

of our analysis. Given the transitory nature of the 3-digit classification of occupations, a 1970 snapshot is

outdated for our analysis that aims to describe jobs in the 1990s. Second, the indices are extrapolated for

subsequent years based on the respective distribution of demographics in the survey and mapped to the

demographics of the Census data. For German jobs in the KldB88 classification, a weighting by American

demographics would create even more noise. Finally, the German Qualification and Employment Survey

is relatively similar to the DOT or the O*Net databases and updated at a higher frequency during our

sample period. Similar to Spitz-Oener (2006), we decide to replicate the ALM measures using the BiBB

Employment Survey and also based on her methodology. However, we still modify the choice of variables

used for the aggregation of the indices to stay as close to the original ALM measure as possible.133

Baseline rules to select underlying task variables

To select the variables for the replication of the ALM-SO measures, we followed a set of constraining

rules that make our replication exercise as conservative as possible:

• Only use variables from repeated or very similar questions across survey waves.

• Generate coherent coding: reduce each frequency category into binary variables (dummies)—as the

answers from some waves are only reported in a binary scale.

• Only use variables that directly speak to the definitions and examples mentioned in the ALM

Appendix table.

Exact Step-by-Step Procedure

Each wave’s variables can be decomposed into four types of questions:

1. Activities performed,

2. Competencies/knowledge required,

3. Tools used,

4. Working conditions.

The stating point is the translation and assignment of variables along these four categories to select

the ones that are repeatedly covered across waves. We then use the working conditions question in a very

specific context: we define a routineness dummy based on the two questions that are repeated almost

verbatim in each wave. The first question identifies codifiability, and the second question covers literal

routines on the job.

133The detailed list of variables available is provided in the following subsection. In essence, we preserve the variable choice
of Spitz-Oener (2006) and add additional activity- and knowledge-related variables.
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How often would you say in your job that precise directives and steps are given to you with

strict instructions?

How often would you say in your job that you have to repeat exactly identical tasks in detail?

Then for each of the three ALM measures, we select the overlapping variables that either are ex-

actly equivalent to the DOT variables (e.g., ”use of Maths”, ”Eye-hand coordination”) or that translate

exactly as in the descriptions of the Handbook for Analyzing jobs (e.g., ”mixes and bakes ingredients”,

”drives bus to transport passengers”). We deliberately ignored overlapping variables that pertained to

activities, skills, or tools that could apply to many indices at once. In this regard, we follow exactly the

methodological choices of Spitz-Oener (2006).

For each ALM measure, we apply the same activities, competences and tools in each of the three

survey waves. We obtain one to three dummies per measure (one dummy for activities in that measure,

one for tools and one for skills) that we combine in a [0, 1] measure as follows:

RI =
(AI + SI + TI)

3
× 1 [Routine]

NRI =
(AI + SI + TI)

3
× (1− 1 [Routine])

Finally, we compound the three waves’ measures into one set of five static indices. It is simply the

weighted mean of each measure, where the weights are the observations per job in each survey wave.

BEM Measures

In Becker et al. (2013), the aggregation method is slightly different. We precisely follow their description:

we calculate the average number of nonroutine and interactive tasks involved in performing a given

two-digit occupation (based on their codification). Second, we find the maximum number of nonroutine

and interactive tasks required to perform any two-digit occupation. Third, we measure a given two-

digit occupation’s degree of nonroutine and interactive tasks as the ratio between the average number

of nonroutine and interactive tasks in the occupation and the maximum number in any occupation. We

standardize by the maximum and minimum number of tasks in any occupation such that task shares

vary between zero and one across occupations. In her methodology, Spitz-Oener (2006) uses dummies,

which justifies the different aggregation choices made for the ALM-SO measures relative to the Becker

et al. (2013) measures.

Final Normalization

A key issue in comparing ordinal offshorability indices is the lack of a common unit to characterize

whether a given occupation is offshorable. To alleviate this concern, we follow Blinder and Krueger

(2013) and assume that approximately 25 percent of the total workforce is offshorable regardless of the
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index. We then define workers as offshorable if they belong to the highest (if the measure is defined vice

versa, lowest) 25 percentiles of a measure’s distribution using a cross-section of all workers in 2008. They

thus take the value 1 if a worker is defined “offshorable”, zero otherwise.

Tasks Used for Replications of Offshorability Indices

Table 3.A.1: List of Variables Used for the Index by BEM

Nonroutine tasks Interactive tasks
Strict Lenient Strict Lenient
v32, v64, v65, v66, v67,
v70, v71, v93, v94, v95,
v97, v104, v106, v108,
v109, v110, v111, v113,
v114, v115, v116

v32, v34, v40, v49, v50,
v51, v52, v54, v55, v56,
v57, v58, v59, v60 v61,
v62, v64, v65, v66, v67,
v69, v70, v71, v77, v78,
v79, v80, v92, v93, v94,
v95, v97, v100, v102,
v103, v104, v106, v108,
v109, v110, v111, v113,
v114, v115, v116

v69, v70, v71, v73, v74,
v75, v76, v77, v78, v79,
v80, v81, v82, v83, v93,
v94, v95, v97, v98, v99,
v110, v116

v54, v61, v62, v69, v70,
v71, v73, v74, v75, v76,
v77, v78, v79, v80, v81,
v82, v83, v84, v85, v86,
v88, v89, v90, v92, v93,
v94, v95, v96, v97, v98,
v99, v108, v109, v110,
v116

Notes: This table is replicated from BEM’s list of BiBB Employment Survey variable use. All variables are from the

1998/99 survey wave.
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Table 3.A.2: List of Variables Used for the Index by BrKo

Index 1992 1998 2006
COD v184 v265 f411 02
ROU v185 v266 f411 03
SUM v38, v39, v40, v41,

v42, v43, v44, v45,
v46, v47, v48, v49,
v50, v51, v52, v53,
v54, v55, v56, v57,
v58, v59, v60, v61,
v62, v63, v64, v65

v189, v190, v191,
v192, v193, v194,
v195, v196, v197,
v198, v199, v200,
v201

f303, f304, f305,
f306, f307, f308,
f309, f310, f311,
f312, f313, f314,
f315, f316, f317,
f318, f319a

COM Subset of variables
from SUM

Subset of variables
from SUM

Subset of variables
from SUM

ICT v140, v141, v160,
v161, v162, v163,
v164, v166

v53, v54, v55, v56,
v57, v59, v60

f320, f324, f1001 02

INT v189, v190 198 f325 03, f325 06,
f325 07

LOC Use occupation
classification

Use occupation
classification

Use occupation
classification

LAW v95, v96 v223, v224 f403 04
WRI Imputed v124 f403 09
LAN v274, v275, v276,

v277, v278, v279
v726, v727, v728,
v729, v730, v731,
v732, v733, v734

f406 01, f406 02,
f406 03, f406 04,
f406 05, f406 06,
f406 07, f406 08,
f406 09, f406 10

NEW v186, v187 v267, v268 f411 04, f411 05,
f325 01, f325 05

Notes: This table lists the replication variables for the strict offshorability measure by Brändle and
Koch (2017). The variables are from the BiBB Employment Survey waves 1991/92, 1998/99, and
2006/07.

Table 3.A.3: List of Variables Used for the Index by ALM-SO

Wave NRA NRI RM
1992 v186, v187, v77 v190, v64 v38, v39, v50, v130, v134, v135,

v136, v137, v138, v139
1998 v267, 268, v213 v195, v198 v112, v113, v31, v33, v34, v35,

v36, v37, v38, v39, v40, v44
2006 f411 04, f411 05, f325 01,

f325 02, f311, f403 08
f325 03, f325 04,
f325 07, f310

f303, f305, f308, f403 02, Tools:
100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206

Routineness dummy is created with variables v184 and v185 in the 1992 wave, v265 and v266 in
the 1998 wave, and f411 02 and f411 03 in the 2006 wave.
Notes: This table reports a list of variables from the BiBB Employment Survey that we used for replicating the
ALM-SO measures. All variables are from the 1991/92, 1998/99 and 2006/07 survey waves.
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B Descriptive Statistics

Broad Occupational Classification (Blossfeld)

Table 3.1 reports the tasks in the BiBB 1998 survey, the average wages of all workers that perform

them, and examples of representative jobs. The best paid task is developing and researching, while

producing is the worst paid. Regarding the associated knowledge, we observe that management skills

are at the top of the wage distribution and that other specialized or medical knowledge are at the

bottom. Note that these numbers are derived from the manufacturing and private service sector. The

German health industry, which predominantly consists of public firms, is excluded. In the manufacturing

sector, 5.32% of the workers perform medical tasks. They are mainly in industries such as manufacture

of motor vehicles (25%), (pharmaceuticals, medicinal) chemicals (20%), and manufacture of electrical

machinery such as electric motors, generators, and transformers (14%). The majority of these workers

are medical receptionists (16%), nursing assistants (15%), physicians (15%), medical lab assistants (12%),

or pharmacists (12%). In the service sector, we observe 3.65% of the workers performing medical tasks.

They are mainly in the industries “Labour recruitment and provision of personnel” (39%), “Research and

experimental development on natural sciences and engineering” (12%), “Wholesale of household goods”

(14%) including pharmaceutical and medical goods. The largest share of these workers are social workers

(20%), nursing assistants (18%), or medical lab assistants (13%).

We also analyze the onshore recompositions of sets of tasks using broad occupational categories

according to Blossfeld (1985). These groups represent socio-economic strata of the German workforce

mapping (three-digit) occupation titles according to similar education levels, earnings, and job activities.

Table 3.B.1 presents an overview of the groups including the average daily wage in 2010 and examples of

typical occupational titles at the three-digit level.

Unmatched Sample

Adding to Table 3.3, Table 3.B.2 reports further summary statistics of our sample such as the task in-

tensities and employment shares of broad occupational groups. As expected, in manufacturing firms,

we observe high shares in manual occupations that are predominantly unskilled (e.g., assembly work-

ers). Moreover, the MNEs feature a higher share of skilled commercial and administrative staff (e.g.,

accountants), presumably for headquarters activities. In the service sector, (un)skilled commercial and

administrative jobs comprise 40 percent of the median firm’s employment (while nonbusiness services

represent about 20% of the workforce). The share of skilled commercial and administrative occupations

and of managers is particularly higher in MNEs than in non-MNEs.
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Table 3.B.1: Broad Occupational Classification (Blossfeld)

Broad occupational category Avg. wage Examples
in euros

Production
Unskilled manual occupations 68.55 Assembly, conveyors, and riveter workers, roadmaker
Skilled manual occupations 84.81 Electricians, mechanics, carpenters, lab assistant, vehicle repairers,

carpenters
Technicians 151.02 Mechanical engineer, surveying technicians
Engineers 279.74 Architect, (electro-, ...)engineers, chemists
Service
Unskilled service occupations 58.67 Janitors, waiters, receptionists, conductors, warehouse managers,

packers, cleaners
Skilled service occupations 93.32 Train drivers, hairdressers, pharmacy chemists, judicial officers, ad-

ministr. and enforcers, medical receptionists, pharmaceutical assis-
tants, property managers, safety testers

Semi-professions 127.77 Nurses, social workers, teachers, journalists, translators, archivists
Professions 223.31 Doctors, (economic and social) scientists, professors, legal consul-

tants, statisticians
Administration
Unskilled commercial and admin. 73.95 Cashiers, auxiliary office (secretaries), auxiliary commercial agents

(buyer, seller)
Skilled commercial and admin. 131.91 Bankers, accountants; forwarding, logistics specialists; wholesale

traders, data processing, office specialists
Managers 277.71 CEOs, business owners, high-level public servants

Notes: This table describes the broad occupational classification by Blossfeld (1985). Each group represents a socio-economic
stratum of the German workforce with similar education-levels, average earnings, and types of activities performed. Daily
wages are drawn from a cross-section of the IAB-ReLOC sample in 2010.
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Table 3.B.2: Summary Statistics – Unmatched Sample

Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Plants per firm 2.256 1.594 0.179 11.70 3.093 0.060

1 1 . 1 1 .
(4.397) (2.853) (2.375) (203.7) (12.73) (255.9)

Size (employees) 814.8 222.2 0.139 443.5 143.0 0.080
139 147 . 32 49 .

(6032.7) (335.8) (322.8) (5270.3) (489.0) (116.2)

(Daily) wage bill 98.791 24.585 0.137 46.865 13.754 0.096
(in thousand euros) 13.431 13.049 . 36.517 41.608 .

(761.538) (60.113) (160.5) (484.139) (48.973) (97.73)

Number of tasks 21.46 20.26 0.211 16.14 14.97 0.180
23 22 . 17 15 .

(5.638) (5.672) (0.988) (6.756) (6.261) (1.165)

Tasks per worker 5.144 4.853 0.215 5.499 4.890 0.250
5.081 4.816 . 5.500 4.635 .
(1.316) (1.384) (0.904) (2.263) (2.603) (0.756)

Broad occupations (shares in %)
Production
Unskilled manual 36.45 32.12 0.171 5.050 5.337 -0.0194

37.30 30.08 . 0 0 .
(25.26) (25.49) (0.982) (14.35) (15.20) (0.891)

Skilled manual 19.70 25.53 -0.276 5.031 7.766 -0.180
13.41 19.21 . 0 0 .
(19.59) (22.58) (0.753) (13.19) (16.91) (0.608)

Technicians 8.835 7.756 0.104 4.935 4.051 0.0706
6.885 5.263 . 0 0 .
(9.912) (10.87) (0.831) (12.37) (12.67) (0.953)

Engineers 3.716 2.853 0.137 4.225 2.825 0.118
1.681 0.611 . 0 0 .
(6.306) (6.317) (0.996) (12.64) (10.96) (1.329)

Services
Unskilled service 6.048 7.129 -0.116 16.89 24.67 -0.268

4.100 4.244 . 3.846 8.861 .
(7.722) (10.71) (0.520) (25.58) (32.06) (0.636)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Skilled service 0.341 0.504 -0.0591 0.818 1.801 -0.142

0 0 . 0 0 .
(2.484) (3.000) (0.686) (4.683) (8.640) (0.294)

Semi-professions 0.201 0.401 -0.0853 0.497 0.315 0.0492
0 0 . 0 0 .

(1.508) (2.940) (0.263) (4.126) (3.209) (1.653)

Professions 0.328 0.240 0.0529 0.808 0.847 -0.00791
0 0 . 0 0 .

(1.459) (1.842) (0.628) (4.868) (5.182) (0.883)

Administration
Unskilled commercial and 3.763 6.559 -0.242 11.06 12.96 -0.0890
admin. 1.626 1.429 . 2.439 1.961 .

(7.080) (14.72) (0.231) (19.70) (22.86) (0.743)

Skilled commercial and admin. 17.45 14.57 0.219 43.17 34.23 0.285
14.29 12 . 38.46 23.81 .
(13.56) (12.60) (1.157) (30.84) (31.96) (0.931)

Managers 2.999 2.203 0.155 7.281 4.782 0.177
1.660 1.214 . 1.961 0.410 .
(5.712) (4.457) (1.642) (15.32) (12.86) (1.418)

Activities performed

Researching, developing 1.198 0.963 0.185 1.174 0.723 0.222
0.842 0.556 . 0 0 .
(1.317) (1.223) (1.159) (2.202) (1.838) (1.435)

Teaching, training 1.878 1.550 0.223 2.442 2.206 0.080
1.644 1.299 . 1.429 0.769 .
(1.476) (1.456) (1.028) (2.790) (3.092) (0.814)

Acquiring customers, PR 0.998 0.942 0.041 1.958 1.520 0.175
0.582 0.451 . 0.986 0.465 .
(1.287) (1.478) (0.758) (2.581) (2.439) (1.120)

Analyzing, investigating 7.166 6.201 0.273 12.03 10.18 0.380
6.874 5.818 . 12.50 10.34 .
(3.500) (3.571) (0.960) (4.506) (5.191) (0.753)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Buying, selling 1.908 2.790 -0.256 4.689 5.618 -0.146

1.540 1.365 . 3.286 2.852 .
(1.763) (4.547) (0.150) (5.157) (7.407) (0.485)

Organizing others 9.328 8.523 0.207 13.24 11.80 0.300
9.414 8.551 . 13.64 11.84 .
(3.684) (4.070) (0.819) (4.420) (5.157) (0.735)

Consulting, informing 13.43 14.00 -0.128 15.23 16.93 -0.232
13.45 13.83 . 15.13 15.85 .
(3.874) (4.930) (0.618) (5.017) (9.057) (0.307)

Measuring, checking 13.51 13.58 -0.0133 5.437 5.617 -0.033
13.56 13.82 . 4.255 4.206 .
(5.473) (5.471) (1.000) (5.321) (5.744) (0.858)

Negotiating 3.156 2.792 0.178 5.504 4.772 0.187
3.086 2.500 . 5.508 4.094 .
(1.956) (2.145) (0.832) (3.811) (4.019) (0.899)

Serving, caring 1.641 2.613 -0.279 3.834 5.973 -0.326
1.334 1.199 . 2 2.958 .
(1.729) (4.618) (0.140) (5.219) (7.661) (0.464)

Monitoring, surveilling 11.84 12.41 -0.095 2.808 3.796 -0.168
11.91 12.50 . 0.358 0.416 .
(5.906) (6.098) (0.938) (5.053) (6.584) (0.589)

Repairing 8.015 8.612 -0.103 6.183 6.838 -0.042
7.565 8.303 . 0.308 0.635 .
(5.500) (6.060) (0.824) (15.88) (15.21) (1.089)

Manufacturing 8.879 9.533 -0.102 1.300 1.805 -0.110
8.434 9.259 . 0 0 .
(6.373) (6.448) (0.977) (3.893) (5.192) (0.562)

Associated knowledge

Management 0.539 0.432 0.152 0.965 0.631 0.231
0.339 0.264 . 0.342 0 .
(0.762) (0.635) (1.443) (1.629) (1.249) (1.702)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Computer engineering 0.376 0.275 0.158 0.698 0.419 0.174

0.151 0.053 . 0 0 .
(0.689) (0.591) (1.355) (1.757) (1.425) (1.520)

Giving presentations 0.841 0.734 0.0943 1.471 0.990 0.245
0.435 0.350 . 0.662 0.158 .
(1.115) (1.160) (0.925) (2.133) (1.768) (1.456)

Foreign language 0.062 0.046 0.066 0.031 0.044 -0.033
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.226) (0.235) (0.924) (0.178) (0.548) (0.105)

Legal / Law 0.018 0.008 0.097 0.017 0.032 -0.054
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.132) (0.041) (10.40) (0.115) (0.378) (0.092)

System analysis 0.204 0.161 0.101 0.601 0.368 0.153
0.066 0 . 0 0 .
(0.452) (0.384) (1.390) (1.685) (1.358) (1.540)

Maths 1.431 1.186 0.178 1.462 2.009 -0.180
1.155 0.804 . 0.357 0.263 .
(1.336) (1.417) (0.890) (2.470) (3.520) (0.492)

Other technical 1.584 1.445 0.0683 0.750 0.597 0.088
0.881 0.709 . 0 0 .
(2.036) (2.048) (0.988) (1.810) (1.668) (1.177)

Labor legislation 0.008 0.006 0.086 0.006 0.005 0.012
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.027) (0.022) (1.420) (0.093) (0.110) (0.705)

Design 0.069 0.215 -0.182 0.0904 0.101 -0.018
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.404) (1.051) (0.148) (0.549) (0.658) (0.696)

Use of software 6.453 5.373 0.281 10.30 8.725 0.292
5.988 5.089 . 10.34 8.929 .
(4.413) (3.174) (1.933) (4.994) (5.728) (0.760)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Marketing, sales 0.335 0.293 0.051 0.615 0.423 0.125

0 0 . 0 0 .
(0.795) (0.841) (0.894) (1.685) (1.372) (1.508)

Finance, taxes 0.203 0.186 0.034 0.554 1.242 -0.285
0.057 0.044 . 0 0 .
(0.465) (0.527) (0.779) (1.606) (3.015) (0.284)

Native language (German) 3.111 2.713 0.142 5.950 5.440 0.094
2.361 2.007 . 4.376 3.704 .
(2.876) (2.756) (1.089) (5.435) (5.407) (1.011)

Regulations∗ 1.198 1.093 0.048 0.354 0.487 -0.073
0.424 0.277 . 0 0 .
(2.185) (2.224) (0.965) (1.402) (2.163) (0.420)

Other specialized 0.546 1.203 -0.258 0.275 0.552 -0.140
0 0 . 0 0 .

(1.895) (3.053) (0.385) (1.730) (2.191) (0.624)

Medical knowledge 0.074 0.121 -0.047 0.038 0.155 -0.131
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.865) (1.081) (0.639) (0.337) (1.216) (0.077)
End of table

Notes: Table 3.B.2 describes the summary statistics for 971 (863) MNEs in the manufacturing (service) sector two years
prior to the FDI and the respective statistics of 3,320 (3,860) manufacturing (service) non-MNEs across all years. For
each variable, we report the mean, median and standard deviation. In comparing MNEs and non-MNEs, we also report
the standardized bias and the variance ratio between the two groups. The wage bill is denoted in 2010-constant euros.
Employment and wage growth are measured as the four-year log difference. ∗The task Regulations includes knowledge
requirements on rules for labor protection, such as accident prevention, safety regulations, occupational health and
safety, as well as environmental regulations.
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C Propensity Score Matching

Balancing Statistics

Using the selected variables from the regularized regressions, we rerun a nonpenalized logit regression to

estimate propensity scores separately by sector. Corresponding to Section 3.4, Figure 3.C.1 illustrates the

pooled distribution of these propensity scores in the treated MNEs (green) and the control units, which

are the non-MNEs (blue). The pre-matching distributions (left) display the differences between MNEs

and non-MNEs in the propensity to invest in the Czech Republic. This difference vastly diminishes in

both sectors after the matching as shown by the almost congruent bars in the right panel.

The two-step matching procedure improves the balancing statistics not only of the matching co-

variates but also of nontargeted variables. In both sectors, the distributions of the observable variables

overlap, which we report in terms of the standardized bias (ideally below 0.05) or the variance ratio (close

to 1). Table 3.C.1 thus shows that our matching procedure selects similar firms even when evaluated

on untargeted variables such as the broad occupational categories. Although the matching of firms in

the service sector greatly improves the balancing of firms, it is still weaker than in the manufacturing

sector because the former firms are more heterogeneous from the beginning. The greatest differences

within the matches persist even for the matching covariates size and wage bill, while untargeted variables

become fairly similar across the groups. After accounting for the many different and detailed variables,

we conclude that in sum, the resulting firms are sufficiently similar in an array of economic activities and

task performance to infer causality from our DiD approach.
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Source: BiBB Employment Survey and IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure presents the distributions of estimated propensity scores for MNEs and non-MNEs of conducting FDI
to the Czech Republic in two years. Panel (a) illustrates the distribution before the matching and for all observations of
non-MNEs. Panel (b) shows the distributions for matched treatment and control firms in the year of matching, which is
almost perfectly congruent. Propensity scores are derived from a logit model as described in Section 3.4.1.

Figure 3.C.1: Distributions of Propensity Scores Pre- and Post-Matching
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Table 3.C.1: Summary Statistics – Matched Sample

Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
(Log) Plants per firm 0.309 0.309 0.001 0.464 0.429 0.044

0 0 . 0 0 .
(0.540) (0.549) (0.968) (0.850) (0.741) (1.313)

(Log) Size (employees) 4.895 4.908 -0.009 3.688 3.487 0.122
4.942 5.159 . 3.714 3.526 .
(1.525) (1.332) (1.310) (1.712) (1.603) (1.140)

(Log) Wage bill (in euros) 9.415 9.441 -0.017 8.392 8.166 0.127
9.487 9.638 . 8.486 8.194 .
(1.644) (1.444) (1.296) (1.832) (1.721) (1.133)

Employment growth 3.064 3.123 -0.055 2.841 2.763 0.069
2.833 2.891 . 2.736 2.721 .
(1.187) (0.954) (1.548) (1.224) (1.031) (1.410)

Wage growth 2.093 2.071 0.025 2.436 2.416 0.022
2.161 2.140 . 2.257 2.257 .
(0.881) (0.851) (1.072) (0.938) (0.880) (1.135)

Female employees (percent) 32.56 32.45 0.005 39.83 40.93 -0.046
27.12 27.71 . 36.38 36.36 .
(21.05) (21.21) (0.985) (23.22) (24.91) (0.869)

Task intensities (percent)

Activities performed
Researching, developing 1.188 1.250 -0.047 1.274 1.356 -0.035

0.837 0.840 . 0.176 0 .
(1.301) (1.379) (0.890) (2.295) (2.373) (0.935)

Teaching, training 1.858 1.803 0.040 2.400 2.542 -0.053
1.610 1.593 . 1.491 1.516 .
(1.449) (1.345) (1.162) (2.567) (2.759) (0.866)

Acquiring customers, PR 0.961 0.905 0.046 1.971 2.020 -0.020
0.565 0.492 . 1.116 1.186 .
(1.214) (1.235) (0.967) (2.458) (2.451) (1.006)

Analyzing, investigating 7.028 7.028 0 12.51 12.39 0.030
6.778 6.443 . 12.84 12.50 .
(3.311) (3.396) (0.951) (3.839) (3.878) (0.980)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Buying, selling, procurement 1.832 1.747 0.053 4.451 4.700 -0.058

1.475 1.267 . 3.448 3.659 .
(1.552) (1.658) (0.876) (4.286) (4.345) (0.973)

Organizing others 9.292 9.185 0.031 13.55 13.46 0.024
9.401 8.992 . 13.87 13.35 .
(3.609) (3.340) (1.168) (3.859) (3.927) (0.966)

Informing, consulting 13.46 13.44 0.007 14.79 14.83 -0.010
13.54 13.48 . 15.02 15.15 .
(3.692) (3.838) 0.925 (4.108) (3.972) (1.069)

Measuring, checking 13.72 13.90 -0.035 5.137 5.054 0.019
13.63 13.96 . 4.208 4.632 .
(5.283) (5.135) (1.059) (4.532) (4.189) (1.170)

Negotiating 3.083 3.054 0.016 5.791 6.041 -0.071
2.970 2.803 . 5.687 6.208 .
(1.863) (1.926) (0.936) (3.509) (3.553) (0.975)

Serving, caring 1.581 1.475 0.075 3.355 3.497 -0.034
1.314 1.168 . 1.983 2.060 .
(1.514) (1.340) (1.276) (4.243) (4.069) (1.087)

Surveilling, monitoring 12.04 12.09 -0.009 2.484 2.440 0.010
12 12.30 . 0.440 0.349 .

(5.630) (5.379) (1.095) (4.466) (4.391) (1.034)

Repairing 8.259 8.324 -0.013 6.314 5.586 0.050
7.924 8.113 . 0.563 0.540 .
(5.309) (4.823) (1.212) (15.35) (13.85) (1.229)

Producing, manufacturing 9.063 9.201 -0.025 1.388 1.288 0.025
8.679 8.873 . 0 0 .
(6.237) (6.031) (1.070) (4.123) (3.752) (1.208)

Associated knowledge
Management 0.515 0.479 0.055 0.906 0.921 -0.011

0.332 0.324 . 0.415 0.360 .
(0.712) (0.593) (1.440) (1.376) (1.368) (1.012)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Computer engineering 0.359 0.366 -0.010 0.837 0.881 -0.022

0.145 0.135 . 0 0 .
(0.647) (0.711) (0.827) (1.953) (2.029) (0.927)

Giving presentations 0.831 0.752 0.073 1.408 1.524 -0.060
0.434 0.419 . 0.752 0.841 .
(1.107) (1.058) (1.094) (1.862) (1.986) (0.879)

Foreign language 0.054 0.061 -0.034 0.025 0.033 -0.046
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.187) (0.228) (0.675) (0.124) (0.189) (0.435)

Legal / Law 0.008 0.010 -0.041 0.013 0.011 0.024
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.027) (0.034) (0.615) (0.069) (0.078) (0.767)

System analysis 0.188 0.210 -0.047 0.757 0.741 0.008
0.060 0.069 . 0 0 .
(0.420) (0.511) (0.675) (1.913) (1.917) (0.996)

Maths 1.419 1.492 -0.052 1.388 1.642 -0.103
1.158 1.109 . 0.518 0.456 .
(1.293) (1.512) (0.731) (2.241) (2.675) (0.702)

Other technical 1.612 1.630 -0.009 0.638 0.772 -0.082
0.879 0.931 . 0 0 .
(2.051) (2.011) (1.040) (1.536) (1.725) (0.793)

Labor legislation 0.006 0.007 -0.066 0.001 0.0045 -0.099
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.018) (0.022) (0.670) (0.007) (0.052) (0.019)

Design 0.052 0.056 -0.013 0.089 0.117 -0.045
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.266) (0.274) (0.943) (0.533) (0.681) (0.612)

Use of software 6.206 6.251 -0.014 10.73 10.59 0.032
5.930 5.748 . 10.61 10.51 .
(3.044) (3.108) (0.959) (4.430) (4.617) (0.920)

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Marketing, sales 0.339 0.303 0.044 0.653 0.643 0.006

0 0 . 0 0 .
(0.828) (0.836) (0.981) (1.671) (1.575) (1.126)

Finance, taxes 0.184 0.193 -0.022 0.522 0.653 -0.080
0.061 0.079 . 0 0 .
(0.331) (0.494) (0.451) (1.370) (1.861) (0.542)

Native language (German) 2.982 2.976 0.002 6.132 5.830 0.058
2.313 2.237 . 4.969 4.186 .
(2.574) (2.796) (0.848) (5.037) (5.295) (0.905)

Regulations 1.289 1.325 -0.016 0.348 0.287 0.051
0.437 0.471 . 0 0 .
(2.262) (2.281) (0.984) (1.230) (1.155) (1.134)

Other specialized 0.511 0.452 0.037 0.110 0.120 -0.016
0 0 . 0 0 .

(1.760) (1.447) (1.480) (0.603) (0.617) (0.953)

Medical 0.073 0.038 0.052 0.027 0.026 0.005
0 0 . 0 0 .

(0.881) (0.369) (5.716) (0.172) (0.387) (0.197)

Untargeted variables
Tasks per worker 5.145 5.092 0.042 5.457 5.490 -0.014

5.119 5.024 . 5.491 5.333 .
1.227 1.300 0.891 2.207 2.410 0.839

Number of different tasks 21.54 21.70 -0.033 17.02 16.22 0.134
22 23 . 18 17 .

5.251 4.822 1.186 6.143 5.892 1.087

Broad occupational categories (shares)
Production
Unqual. manual occ. 37.06 35.64 0.057 4.801 4.923 -0.009

37.96 35.46 . 0 0 .
24.98 24.44 1.044 13.27 14.28 0.864

Continued below
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Manufacturing Service

MNEs non-MNEs Balancing MNEs non-MNEs Balancing

Mean Mean Std. bias Mean Mean Std. bias
Median Median Median Median

(Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio) (Std. dev.) (Std. dev.) (Var. ratio)
Qual. manual occ. 20.13 21.87 -0.090 3.794 3.435 0.035

14.29 16.89 . 0 0 .
19.39 19.43 0.996 10.20 10.17 1.005

Technicians 9.088 9.228 -0.014 5.632 4.604 0.085
7.105 7.216 . 0 0 .
9.767 9.848 0.984 13.20 10.78 1.498

Engineers 3.501 3.688 -0.031 3.721 5.224 -0.114
1.739 1.462 . 0 0 .
5.275 6.703 0.619 10.95 15.00 0.533

Services
Unqual. service occ. 6.240 6.222 0.002 18.13 19.67 -0.058

4.054 4.138 . 5.302 5.463 .
8.357 9.038 0.855 25.57 27.15 0.887

Qual. service occ. 0.243 0.511 -0.120 0.638 1.269 -0.132
0 0 . 0 0 .

1.142 2.953 0.150 2.502 6.289 0.158

Semiprof. 0.154 0.123 0.031 0.239 0.247 -0.004
0 0 . 0 0 .

1.042 0.902 1.335 1.688 1.978 0.728

Professions 0.255 0.300 -0.039 0.799 0.849 -0.013
0 0 . 0 0 .

0.814 1.413 0.332 3.817 3.566 1.146
Administration
Unqual. admin. occ. 3.538 3.478 0.0102 9.993 9.271 0.045

1.639 1.566 . 3.125 3.120 .
5.795 6.125 0.895 16.96 14.80 1.314

Qual. admin. occ. 16.94 16.17 0.061 46.10 43.17 0.101
14.25 13.18 . 42.60 40.48 .
12.40 12.89 0.925 29.03 28.93 1.007

Managers 2.812 2.695 0.022 5.891 7.254 -0.110
1.660 1.515 . 2.395 2.159 .
5.008 5.658 0.783 10.76 13.86 0.602

End of table

Notes: Table 3.C.1 describes the summary statistics for 738 (540) MNEs in the manufacturing (service) sector and
their matched non-MNEs two years prior to the FDI. For each variable, we report the mean, median and standard
deviation. In comparing MNEs and non-MNEs, we also report the standardized bias and the variance ratio between
the two groups. The wage bill is denoted in 2010-constant euros. Employment or wage growth is measured as the log
difference between t− 2 and t− 6.
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D Additional Results: Finer Occupational Categories

Using the matches from our main analyses, we repeat the estimations of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for 93

occupational categories (two-digit KldB88 ). This provides interesting insights for two reasons: first, it

allows us to underpin our conjectures with detailed occupational information. In addition to the broad

occupational group and detailed tasks, we will also know about the finer job category. It tells us, for

example, which job shares diminish when service MNEs reduce the share of unskilled service occupations

in response to FDI. Second, the highly disaggregated unit of analysis enables us to create a ranking of

fine occupational categories that is comparable to the rankings of established offshorability indices as in

Section 3.5.

An analysis of very disaggregated units, however, also has its drawbacks. The lower the number of

observations per occupation is, the greater the noise and the less generalizable the result. This is why we

still prefer the broader occupational classification as in the main text.

Lasso-Logit Regression

We first explore which job titles feature high predictive power for a firm’s FDI two years later. The

reasoning behind this inspection is the conjecture that firms with a high share of either substitutable or

complementary workers benefit disproportionately highly from offshore expansions. One the one hand,

the costs of FDI could be better compensated by subsequent benefits from labor cost savings in firms

with a high share of substitutable jobs. On the other hand, complementary jobs could lower the relative

costs of opening a foreign affiliate, since, for example, the firm does not need to hire additional workers

to cope with the extra costs of international coordination. The methodological setup is similar to our

logit-lasso regression in equation (3.3), where we use the employment shares of 93 occupation titles in

the vector τft.

Due to the multiplicity of groups, we do not show the coefficients’ path along the values of λ (as in

Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Instead, we show the results for those values of the penalty parameter, where the

MSPL is minimized using an analogous five-fold cross-validation. Table 3.D.1 reports these outcomes for

the manufacturing and service sectors.
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Table 3.D.1: Post-Lasso Logit Results for Occupation Titles

Dep. variable: Post-Logit-Lasso

FDI in 2 years Manufacturing Services

(1) (2)

Farmers - -1.659

Managers Advisors agri 8.401 8.409∗∗∗

Gardeners 7.655 4.671

Forestry and Hunting - 35.82∗∗∗

Mineral Oil gas quarries -53.81 -802.7

Stone preparers -19.91 8.153∗∗

Building material makers -0.106 4.811

Glass makers 0.660 -

Chemical workers 0.514 5.279

Plastics processors 1.183∗∗ 5.085

Paper makers 1.250∗ 3.429

Printer -2.301∗∗ -2.578

Wood preparers 0.490 8.695∗∗

Metal producers -2.051 2.718

Moulders -0.0944 10.89

Metal moulders non cut 1.713∗∗ 6.417∗∗

Metal moulders metal cut -0.563 6.845∗∗

Metal surface -0.938 9.343∗∗

Metal connectors - 6.742∗

Smiths -0.126 22.52

Sheet metal -1.213 4.570

Locksmiths -0.679 6.237∗∗

Mechanics - 1.452

Toolmakers - 5.917

Precision fitters 0.0494 1.964

Electricians 1.218∗∗ 4.070

Assemblers and Metal 0.464 7.806∗∗

Spinners 3.049∗∗∗ 81.25∗∗∗

Textile makers 1.329 6.014

Textile processer 1.164 4.415

Textile finisher - 8.741

Leather processing 1.920 6.967∗∗

Bakery goods makers -0.851 -66.70

Food preparers - 7.421∗∗

Beverage or Luxury food - -35.40

Butchers Fish processing 0.0194 -

Nutrition 1.808∗∗ -97.69

Bricklayers Concrete -1.383 -43.54∗

Carpenters Roofers -1.756 -

Building labourer -9.803 -14.81

Building finishers - 5.584

Room equip Upholsterers -1.480 5.450

Carpenters 0.544 3.819

Painters lacquerers - 5.066∗

Goods examiner 0.858 6.393∗∗

Assistants 0.446 7.493∗∗∗

Machinists 2.980∗∗∗ 5.982∗

Engineers 0.716 5.862∗∗

Chemists Physicists Math 0.938 3.323

Technicians 0.786 6.277∗∗

Technical specialists 2.660∗∗ 6.270∗

Wholesale and retail -0.782 4.660∗

Bank Insurance spec 8.615∗ 4.088

Services agents -1.967 3.764
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Surface transport -0.636 2.821

Water Air transport 1.147 1.952

Communication -5.685 6.454∗∗

Warehouse managers transport 1.220∗∗ 6.318∗∗

Management consultants 3.296∗∗∗ 6.891∗∗

MPs officials -0.103 7.174∗∗

Accountants Data processing 1.963∗∗ 5.442∗

Office specialists auxiliary 2.663∗∗∗ 6.797∗∗

Watchpersons 3.318∗ 5.514

Protective services -15.31 7.332

Legal professionals 31.43∗∗∗ 25.63

Journalists Librarians -1.487 18.81∗∗

Artists (e.g., for commercials) - 7.739∗∗

Health occupations -15.47 -

Physicians Pharmacists - 2.622

Teachers 3.937 -5.775

Humanities Scientists 1.140 6.108

Attending on guests - 3.677

Body care occupations 7.945 -

Housekeeping -55.16∗∗ -

Cleaning -2.209 4.896

Job seeker - 8.441∗

Workforce 2.287∗∗∗ 4.095

Non-penalized in Lasso:

# of establishments 0.482∗∗∗ 0.222∗∗∗

Employment growth 0.0689∗ 0.0367

Share of females 0.535∗ -0.193

(Log) wage bill 0.0825 0.552∗∗∗

Mean wage growth 0.0334 -0.0249

(Log) employees yes yes

Region FE yes yes

Industry FE yes yes

Year FE yes yes

Observations 57,452 51,022

MSPE λ 2.97 2.57

Notes: This table reports the estimates from a post-lasso logit model.

The set of included occupational shares is selected by cross-validation

finding the model with the lowest MSPE. The covariate employment

size and the industry fixed effects are needed to capture effects of the

stratified sample of non-MNEs. Standard errors are clustered at the

treatment level, i.e., firm-level according to Abadie et al. (2017).
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Of particular interest are occupations that have high predictive power and show statistical signifi-

cance. These are, among others, (warehouse) managers, assistants, accountants/data specialists, office

specialists, legal professionals, and a broad array of manual or production occupations.

Focusing on the predictors of the propensity of FDI in the manufacturing sector, we find that

the largest significant predictors are titles identified earlier as skilled administrative occupations: the

highest positive predictor is legal professionals, followed by bank and insurance specialists, management

consultants, office specialists auxiliary and accountants and data processors. These belong to the pool of
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high-skill occupations which could be complementary to the firm’s expansion, and are accompanied by

technical manual occupations such as electricians, technician specialists and warehouse managers. We

also identify a number of occupations with skill- and wage-levels that are rather low: spinners, machinists,

metal molders or plastic processors. These job titles seem to belong rather to the workforce that could be

substituted by production in the offshore affiliates. On the negative side, few occupational titles have a

significant negative coefficient in the post-lasso estimation. Very notable are housekeeping and printers.

Among the identified titles with a negative although not significant coefficient, we find titles related to raw

material handling (e.g., mineral quarries and oil drilling, stone preparers, smith and sheet metal workers)

as well as many occupations requiring clear physical interaction with the end user: bakers, carpenters,

wholesale and retail traders or service agents.

In the service sector, we find numerous administrative and organizational occupations that overlap

with the positive predictors in the manufacturing sector (e.g., office specialists, accountants, warehouse

managers, agricultural managers and management consultants). We also find, in line with our analysis

at the task level, a substantial set of titles with a manual component: wood preparers, metal molders,

and associated work, assemblers and spinners, machinists, and a set of high-skill production jobs (e.g.,

engineers, technicians and technical assistants).

This level of analysis captures more nuanced effects that are difficult to generalize without further

aggregation. Due to the multiplicity and heterogeneity of fine occupation codes, we thus maintain our

choice of broader yet meaningful categories in the main text. Note, however, that management, legal,

and organizational jobs remain systematically strong positive predictors of future FDI decisions, a fact

that appears robust throughout our analysis. Less clear and robust is the role of both the share of skilled

and unskilled manual production tasks for the decision to invest in the Czech Republic. We cannot find

strong evidence that they are positive predictors of future FDI decisions.

Difference-in-Differences Estimation

We now turn to the ranking of occupations, where we compare with the ordinal offshorability indices

in Section 3.5. We derive the ranking from estimates of a matched DiD analysis, where the dependent

variable is the standardized employment share of a given occupation o. For censoring purposes, some

occupation codes were dropped, as they represented too few observations. We also excluded agriculture-

and mining-related occupation codes. The matching employed in this DiD estimation identical to that

of the main text.

Among the occupations with the largest negative differential in manufacturing firms (Figure 3.D.1),

we identify manual occupations such as metal or plastic workers, precision construction workers, textile-

related jobs, and technical specialists. It appears that these occupations drive the outcomes for the

broader occupational categories or tasks.
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(a) Negative estimates
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(b) Positive estimates
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays FDI responses of fine occupational shares in manufacturing MNEs relative to non-MNEs.
Formally, it displays the estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4), where the outcomes are the employment shares of the
two-digit occupation codes o, and the associated 95% confidence intervals. Due to the multiplicity of categories, we rank
the coefficients by size and report negative results in Panel (a) and positive ones in Panel (b). For a precise description of
the methodology, see Section 3.4. Standard errors are clustered at the match-level.

Figure 3.D.1: Matched DiD Estimates – Fine Occupational Categories – Manufacturing Sector

Among the jobs that are FDI-complementary, we find headquarters jobs: data specialists, (auxiliary)

office specialists and managers,134 and manual jobs that require in-person performance such as electri-

cians, transportation workers, and technicians. Intuitively, this makes sense, since MNEs substitute jobs

that can be performed in the Czech Republic (seemingly mostly technical or nontechnical manual jobs)

but need to expand their management and/or analytic jobs to facilitate coordination and reinforce their

134The category ”management consultant” also includes senior managing staff and entrepreneurs.
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local (manual) activities.

(a) Negative estimates
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(b) Positive estimates
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Source: IAB-ReLOC.
Notes: This figure displays FDI responses of fine occupational shares in service MNEs relative to non-MNEs. Formally,
it displays the estimates of βPOST from equation (3.4), where the outcomes are the employment shares of the two-digit
occupation codes o, and the associated 95% confidence intervals. Due to the multiplicity of categories, we rank the estimates
by size and report negative results in Panel (a) and positive ones in Panel (b). For a precise description of the methodology,
see Section 3.4. Standard errors are clustered at the match-level.

Figure 3.D.2: Matched DiD Estimates – Fine Occupational Categories – Service Sector

Figure 3.D.2 reports the outcomes of service MNEs. Again, the picture is qualitatively different

from that of the manufacturing sector, with a higher fraction of jobs experiencing positive rather than

negative employment shifts.135 Among FDI-substitutable jobs, we find health-related occupations (from

135Because our sample of matched service firms is relatively small, it includes more occupational titles whose effects are
censored if they include an insufficient number of observations.
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the private sector: body care and other health occupations), janitorial services (surface transport or

cleaning), catering occupations and a number of manual jobs (locksmiths, mechanics and paper makers are

among the most significant). Among the complementary jobs, we find the more nuanced job descriptions

of professions and management occupations (such as managing directors, warehouse managers, legal

professionals), wholesalers and retailers, but also production occupations such as precision fitters or

electricians.

Overall, our analysis at the two-digit occupation code level sheds more light on the specific job titles

that expand within the broader occupational groups, or which jobs drive the changes at the task level.

Another insight at this level of analysis is that jobs with a manual component are also identified as being

expanded in FDI-engaging firms relative to non-MNEs, whereas these activities were rather negatively

affected at the task level.

Most important, we further leverage the ranking of occupations from our matched DiD analysis,

which allows us to compare the data-driven ranking of actual employment shifts from setting up foreign

affiliates with the ranking of occupations in offshorability indices as done in Section 3.5.
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